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Single-mothers experience "power" and "powerlessness" poignantly. Especially, for 
those economic under-privileged single-mothers. In the process of overcoming the 
depression of dissolution of marriage, their feelings of powerlessness come from 
parenting alone. Public assistance becomes the most direct form ofhelp that they could 
draw upon from the society. But, whether the single-mother's resilience from marriage 
disruption is hardened or fastened by the time on welfare. This question brings alone 
with a concomitant theoretical problem: the tension in understanding the duality of 
structure and agency. 
In the light of developing the underdeveloped sociological notion of"agent" (individual 
actor, the acting self), a new analytical device is needed to highlight the significance of 
"autonomous subject" in those studies which directly or indirectly concerns about the 
enigma of the interplay between the structure and the agent. As a mechanism for 
mediating the structuring influence of modern institution and self-reflexivity of 
individual, the process of subjectification emerge as such a point of departure. This 
research gives up the traditional approach of studying subjectification through social 
relation, in replacement of an approach of studying it through scrutinizing the practice 
that individual subject employs in ordering their day to day existence. Working on the 
basis ofFoucault's notion of practice of self, the term "Subjectivisitic coping strategy" 
is therefore introduced. 
This research choose the "mothering-alone on welfare" as an empirical case for 
backing up the assertion of "autonomous subject" and the shifting analytical focus of 
individual ordering practice. By using the term subjectivisitic coping strategy, the 
subjective experiences of single-mother in resisting the marginalizing effect oflive on 
welfare are examined. The way it comes to study of single mothering is accorded with 
the recent feminist's critique of the "powerless women" assumption and the subsequent 
proposed re-evaluation of mothering. This new direction to the study of mothering is 
in direct opposition to the fatalistic view of single-motherhood and probably attributes 
to the renascent discussion of the possibilities for empowerment on behalf of those 
vulnerable. But, the precondition for empowerment is the existence of active, 
autonomous embodied subject. It is because only the "autonomous" embodied subject 
who are in possession of the capacity for self- reflexivity can have the capacity to bring 
about ends and to achieve goals. This capacities are shown in practice that they 
employ in ordering their day to day existence. The assurance of "autonomous 
mothering" therefore, help to grasp the way ofhow single-mother's subjectivity are 
being constituted by the practice that they employ for assisting their caring works. 
In resisting the asymmetry between power and caring responsibilities in household 
management, those single-mothers strive to make use of different practices and 
methods for taping and raising the available sources of support and help that they can 
render on. Lives on welfare are regarded as the strategy for economic survival and for 
maintaining their caring responsibilities. However, welfare dependency never promise 
them a live which can help getting out of the state ofbeing marginalized. Those single-
mothers have to develop different strategies for dealing with the demands and 
pressures of caring the family alone. Through the derivative analytical sub-themes of 
subjectivisitic coping strategy, this research come to study the way ofhow the single-
mothers come to acquire their sense of self-understandings by "reflection of self', 
"problematization of self' and "recognition of self,. Their anxieties of and for coming 
to term with the live on welfare are recorded. The result that drawn from the analysis is 
supposed to have its light on developing the notion of "the agent" and understanding 
the lived experience of single-mothers in empowering themselves. 
Chapter One: 
Introduction- The reappraisal of the possibilities and constraints of the 
,,autonomous mothering" 
This thesis is about a group of single-mothers whose livelihoods are relying on 
welfare. It intends to give both empirical account and theoretical study on how they 
develop their own styles of living after husbands' departure and how these 
experiences affect their self-perceptions. It is believed that an analysis of the 
contradictions implicit in women's social role and everyday lived experience can help 
to reveal the tension which have long existed in understanding of the duality of 
structure and agency— what are the possibilities and constraints for "autonomous 
subject". The lives of single-mothers provide the most suitable object of study for 
probing into this long lasting theoretical debate in sociology. The research finding is 
expected to give an answer to the question of whether single-mother's resilience from 
dissolution of marriage would be hardened by the time on welfare. 
This research focuses on "subjectivity", which denotes human lived experience and 
the physical, political, social and historical context of that experience. As Max Weber 
has once noted sociology is centrally concerned with understanding human 
subjectivity, he writes sociology is " a science which attempts the interpretive 
understanding of social action.”� By his words, "action" should include all human 
behaviors in so far as the acting individual attaches the subjective meaning to his/her 
own behaviors. So the term subjectivity for empirical research is not necessarily 
antithetical to the "rational-actor" worldview on which the mainstream sociology is 
premised. On the contrary, it serves as a useful corrective to the dominance of rational 
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actor model in explaining the human nature. 
The research problem of this thesis is first formulated from an empirical social 
phenomenon—- the increasing numbers of female-headed family, which have long 
been regarded as posing a fruitful research topic to both academics and policy-makers 
to understand the current social changes. What this research intend to investigate is 
not the reasons behind this kind of change in family structure, but how this change in 
family structure give an alternative form of parenting— mothering alone on welfare. 
Before developing full argument for researching "mothering alone on welfare", it 
needs to answer two basic questions— what is so interesting about mothering alone on 
welfare that can sustain a research thesis? And how can it be an intellectual 
worthwhile research topic by drawing upon mainstream sociological literature? 
Argument for building up the research problem 
In the past two decades, most of the countries have increasingly been alarmed of the 
connection between single-parenthood and poverty. Without exception, Hong Kong 
also witnessed such world- wide phenomena, and the problem is getting more and 
more complicated since the late 80's. The increasing numbers of single-female-headed 
families poses a profound challenge to the social security system ofHong Kong. 
According to official statistics, the number of public assistance recipients cases in 
"single-parent family" category rose from 2,287 cases in 1982 to 6,134 cases in 1993.? 
The numbers have tripled over past 10 years with steady increase after 1990. Most 
importantly, within this category, female occupies the majority. The rising numbers of 
female-headed families and the triple jump in the number of families dependent on 
1 Weber, M. (1947)，The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, edited by T. Parsons, New 
York: Free Press., P. 88. 
2 HongKongSocial andEconomic Trends 1982-1993 (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1993)，P.92 
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public assistance are not isolated phenomenon. They have long been constituted as an 
important topic for feminists' studies. Over the past two decades, there are 
uncountable numbers of researches about this topic, aiming at developing the 
theoretical linkage between women's life span experience in work and marriage and 
the years ofbeing in poverty. The most often cited explanation for women entrapment 
in poverty is the agreement of"feminization of poverty". Available evidence shows 
that welfare dependency is most likely the consequence of single-parenthood. 
Especially for those mothers with young children, who usually have a high degree of 
utilization of welfare benefits. The feminization of poverty thesis suggests that 
female-headed families easily fall prey into welfare dependency than male-headed 
family because of women's disadvantageous positions both in the labor market and in 
"private" family. Women have lower earning capacities relative to men and have more 
responsibilities for their children's well-being and household chore. Because of their 
engagement with home-caring activities, they are most likely to occupy marginal 
positions in the labor market and command low wages and have less power in their 
jobs. As a consequence, they enjoy less personal economic security. This economic 
vulnerability exemplifies many women's situations after their marital relationships 
with their male partners have ended. 
Although "mothering alone" has become much and much more popular nowadays, it 
is regarded as "unusual" form of parenting. Single-mothers still represent a marginal 
group in the mainstream society, particularly in Chinese communities, which have 
strong male-dominated living culture. Some of the single-mothers come to receive 
public assistance against economic hardship and predicament, once after their 
marriage have been broken. However, the provision of public assistance is not only 
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designed for single-mothers. As the major constituent ofHong Kong social security 
system, the Comprehensive Social Security Assistance scheme aim at providing for 
the basic financial or material assistance to those people who can not earn a living for 
themselves. The rate of assistance can help those recipients to maintain the standard 
of living little higher than the minimum subsistence level. Without giving due 
attention to the recipient's potentiality for becoming economic independent, there are 
no supplementary policies to help them getting out of poverty. 
In 1995，there was an outcry from social services sector over the rate of public 
assistance. They maintained that the existing rate of public assistance falls short ofthe 
necessary standard to maintain a reasonable level of living. The rate should be 
increased up to the level that can give a dignified life to the recipients. The 
controversy over the rate of public assistance poses a new challenging question on the 
nature of welfare provision— whether welfare provision bring along with integration 
or stigma for those who found themselves totally dependent on it. 
Welfare dependency: the dual process of integration and stigmatization? 
The most commonly held theoretical approach in use for answering this question is to 
see "integration" and "stigma" as the dual processes in constructing "personal 
identity". Earlier sociologists suggest that welfare dependency should be understood 
in term of its effect on the construction of "personal identity".^. 
Nevertheless, this approach while conceptualize the effects of welfare on personality, 
have failed to consider the full range of lived experience of those welfare dependents, 
particularly those "welfare single-mothers". Especially, when they rely on welfare for 
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making the possible arrangement to meet the pressing demands of caring family alone. 
The incentive or disincentive that those mothers perceive and draw upon when 
making choice between welfare and work is not only considered in economic term. In 
fending for the interests of the families, those single-mothers may employ a set of 
"survival strategies" to make ends met. These strategies include, "network support", 
"access to non-cash resources" and etc. By drawing upon the concept of survival 
strategy, there exist much room for more sophisticated sociological understanding of 
the effects of welfare on single-mother's perception of self. 
Some social policy analysts note that the experience of receiving state support may 
undermine female dependency by opening for women areas of autonomy, free from 
direct subordination to a man. Some women who receive public assistance after 
husband's departure, even feel an increased sense of independence and control that 
compensate for a reduction in income. However, this argument is not unproblematic. 
The notion of"increased sense of independence" counters with some feminist's 
analysis which state welfare provision reinforces traditional female dependency in the 
process of receiving aids. The problem is in the argument itself omitting the 
importance of daily practice ofliving in shaping gendered meaning of receiving 
welfare. It is not easy to distinguish people's responses to their own need and 
circumstances (e.g. to the fact they may be poor, unemployment, divorced and in debt) 
from their experience of claiming public assistance. The introduction of the term 
"strategy" helps to resolve this problem. 
3 Adler Michael, Bell Colin, el., edited (1991)，"Toward A Sociology of Social Security", The 
Sociology of Social Security, London: Edinburgh University Press., P. 10. 
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Understanding mothering by the interplay between structure and agent 
The discussion of "mothering alone on welfare" is not new to sociologists. It covers 
the disciplines ofboth Sociology of social security, Sociology of family and Feminist 
sociology. These three sub-branches of mainstream sociology offer different 
explanations for the plights and predicaments of single-mothers on welfare in respect 
to their own interested field of studies. This thesis would like to offer a new 
perspective on "mothering alone on welfare" by re-framing its research problem to 
probe into the central problem in contemporary sociological theory. That is the 
enigma of the interplay between "structure" and "agent". 
This research aims at seeking a new way for using the term "subjectification" in 
redressing the enigma of the interplay between the structure and the agent. The term 
"subjectification" depicts "a process or a way in which individual subjectivity are 
being constituted, shaped and constructed." For more thorough explication of the term 
subjectification, it conceivably depends on a set of associate concepts such as 
"subject", "subjectivity", "self, and "agency". According to Bryan S. Turner and his 
colleague's short-handed definitions in The Penguin Dictionary of Sociology, the 
word "subject" suggests both agency and subjection. It is often used synonymously 
with the "person" or "the actor,. While, the word "subjectivity" is defined as "the self-
conscious awareness of the subjects, it is culturally and socially dependent."^ In order 
to make the term more comprehensive, the materialist theories of subjectivity is 
introduced here. To a large extent, the materialist's theories of subjectivity is 
constructed on the basis ofKarl Marx's famous notion, "that is existence determines 
consciousness, but not consciousness determines existence". It is believed that 
subjectivity encapsulates those attributes (intentionality, desire and awareness, etc) 
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which make us human "subjects". By this definition, subjectivity shares with similar 
connotation with the word "individuality" or "personality". But, the subjectivity has 
much more in-depth implication concerning the interrelationship between structure 
and individual subject than the word individuality and personality. It is because 
human subjects are closely related to their social existence. In other words, the 
qualities ofbeing a "whole person" are constituted by the interaction between 
environment and his/her own personality. Subjectivity denotes not only the fact that 
individual whose existence are bound ups with that ofhuman bodies and 
consciousness, but also the ability to reflect on "himself/herself as living among 
others," 
The interplay between the structure and the agent have long been the central problem 
in mainstream sociological theory, which often appear in the discussion of the 
relationship between macroscopic and microscopic theories, and the level of social 
reality.6 It revolves around the debate of whether the structural constraint or individual 
capacities to act autonomously should take the primacy in studying human behaviors. 
By problematizing the basic oppositions: freedom and dependence, autonomy and 
constraint, uniqueness and membership, subjectivity and reification, this "enigma" 
directly affects the way ofhow a sociological study is being done. Influenced by the 
structuralist's theoretical understanding of the dialectical relation between structure 
and agent, the use of the term subjectification in earlier sociological inquiries is 
4 Nicholas Abercrombie, Stephen Hill & Bryan S. Turner (1984)，The Penguin Dictionary ofSociology, 
London: Penguin., P.212. 
5 Elena Lieven (1981), "Subjectivity, Materialism and Patriarchy", in The Cambridge Women Studies 
Group ed., Women in Society: Interdisciplinary Essays, London: Virago, P. 257. 
6 George Ritzer (1988)，Contemporary Sociological Theory, New York: McGraw-Hill., P.366. 
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unavoidably dominated by the structural determinism. ^ Structuralists presume that the 
activities of free actor are subsumed under the framework of constraint and 
opportunities of"a large social structure". It is the social structure that plays a large 
part in determining the characteristics and actions of individuals. Individuals are 
therefore seen as the "bearer" of social structure. Under the influence of this point of 
view about the structure/agent, the question of "how individual subjectivity is 
constituted" has always been posed as the question of "how the organization of social 
relations are linked to the individual subjectivity". 
The first half of the question, "the study of the organization of social relations", 
however may overshadow the second half of the question, "the study of individual 
subjectivity". The structural properties of social relation are believed to have both 
constraining and enabling influence upon individual behavior and consciousness. 
Individuals are then presumed in a "passive" position to the shaping forces of the 
social structure. This structuralist's approach virtually denies the significance of the 
autonomous subject in the analysis of how individual subjectivity is constituted. 
Louis Althusser's theory of ideology is one of this structuralist's approaches. By 
linking social relation to individual psychic mechanism, Althusser proposes in his 
essay on the ideological state apparatuses (the ISAs)^ a complex account of the 
relationship between ideology, subjectivity and social relations. He conceptualizes 
ideology in terms of the themes, concepts and representations through which people 
"live", in an imaginary relation, and their relation to the real conditions of their 
7 As Turner themselves in the Penguin Dictionary of Sociology continue to comment, the popular uses 
of the concepts "subject" and "subjectivity" is still pervasively influenced by structuralism. The use of 
term subjectification is also under the influence of structuralism. 
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existence. Subjectivity therefore becomes the unconscious structure that enables 
people to act in responsive manner to particular circumstances. Individuals come to be 
transformed into subjects by "interpellation", through their participation in the 
network of institutions or a series of social relations (the ISAs). The word 
"interpellation" refers to the people who identify themselves as being addressed by 
ideological system. Within each series of this social relation, an individual is tied up 
with a set of individual rights, responsibilities, and moral obligations, and so forth. 
His/her subjectivity is produced in daily negotiation of these conceptual patterns, 
which are inscribed in his/her day-to-day life existence and practice. 
But, without giving due importance to the individual practice of ordering their day-to-
day existence, the course ofhow individual is bound up with these particular social 
relations or network of institutions may not be known. It is not easy to think in the 
way of how their subjectivity is constituted by the social and cultural world they 
inhabit. Although Althusser proposes this coherent theoretical framework for 
understanding subjectification by linking social relations to individual psychic 
mechanism, his view is basically structuralistic. His structural explanation for 
subjectification denies the creative and autonomous agency of human subjects. He 
believes self-perceptions, attitudes and rules of conduct to be part and parcel ofthe 
dominant ideology. People "act as if' they were each a self-determining, conscious 
agent freely making subjective judgments and choices. It virtually denies the 
possibilities of individual resistance, recuperation and empowerment for 
himself/herself. 
8 Louis Althusser (1971)，"Ideology and ideological state apparatuses (Notes towards an investigation)”， 
Lenin and Philosophy and other essays, Ben Brewster trans., London: New Left Books, P. 121-173. 
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By suggesting the process of subjectification embodied in the practice of ordering the 
subject's day-to-day living, this research lead the discussion of the interplay between 
structure and agent down into the empirical world of individual personal life 
experience. Under this new proposed theoretical framework, human agents are treated 
as the creative and autonomous subject. They have the capacity to make self-
reflection in respect to their own dispositions. The argument made here is expected to 
move beyond the commonly held structuralist's explanations for subjectification, 
which is based on the causal relation between social relation and individual 
subjectivity. The day-to-day ordering practice of those welfare single-mothers with 
dependent children is taken as the research topic. A coherent theoretical approach 
which can give full scope to the centrality of agency while also recognize the 
predominance of structural constraint in the study of the constitution of individual 
subjectivity is needed. 
The theoretical groundwork for the insertion of the autonomous subject 
The denial of creative and autonomous agency ofhuman subject is one of the major 
weaknesses of the theoretical approaches that rely on social relation as their main 
focus of analysis. It indirectly contributes to the underdevelopment of the sociological 
notion of "the agent". In his discussion of developing the ontological basis for the 
resilience ofhuman actors, Turner criticizes the inadequacy of the traditional 
sociology in developing the notion of the agent. "In recent years considerable interest 
has been shown in the agency/structure debate- that is, in the theory of structuration. 
Most sociological accounts of this take agency and structure almost as factually self-
evident, being concerned mainly to discuss how agency and structure could be related 
and combined... Although the agency/structure debate has been elaborated under the 
notion of structuration, the debate often centers on the relationship between agent and 
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structure, the sociological notion of,the agent’ is largely underdeveloped."^ By fully 
asserting the social agent as sensuous, knowledgeable, practical and active subject, 
Turner suggests his threefold conceptualization of "ontology ofhuman resistance" as 
the new theoretical grounding for understanding the relationship between the agent 
and the structure. By outlining the conditions for human "autonomy" in their everyday 
life world, it is believed to have its significance on the introduction of more 
sophisticated sociological conception of"person".^° As far as this ontology ofhuman 
resistance is concerned, it is said that the social agent is characterized by "enselfment", 
"embodiment" and "empowerment". "Enselfment" means the capacity for 
consciousness of one's particularity. It is the fundamental feature of the agent and 
agency. The notion of"embodiment" emphasizes that "our actions are the actions of 
embodied agency rather than a socialized will". It is regarded as the corporeal 
existence of individual subject. Finally, the notion of"empowerment" implies a 
"capacity for action on the part ofknowledgeable, embodied agents capable of 
conscious experience and efFectivity in the everyday world." These three dimensions 
together give rise to the "autonomous embodied self'. They are conceptualized as 
parallel to the ideological, economic and political structures of the society. 
1) Turner's "ontology ofhuman resistance": 
Turner's "ontology ofhuman resistance" provides the necessary basis for the 
development of a theory of agency. It presupposes the capacity ofhuman beings for 
self-consciousness and self-engagement to bring about an end and to achieve goals. 
This clause of "autonomous embodied self' constitutes the essential adjunct to the 
conception of subject. It gives full scope to the centrality of agency and resistance, 
9 Bryan S. Turner (1987), Marx, Weber, and the Coherence of Capitalism: the problem of ideology, in 
Novbert Wiley ed. Marx-Weber Debate, Sage. P.194-195. 
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while also recognizing the predominance of structural constraints in social relations. 
Nevertheless, Turner seems to underestimate the intricacies of the connectedness 
between enselfment and embodiment. This first two notions of the "ontology of 
human resistance" which have some resonance to Anthony Giddens' notion ofself-
reflexivity, have always been subsumed and made into the preconditions for 
"empowerment". As Turner notes, the capacity for consciousness of one's 
particularities is the prior condition for empowerment, empowerment is generally 
believed as the capacity for political action of the knowledgeable, embodied agents. 
Enselfment and embodiment are conceptualized into another two different dimensions 
of the social agent which parallel to the respective ideological and economic 
structures of the society. It may restrict them in use for providing the theoretical 
grounding to subjectification. It is because subjectification is a transverse process. 
Subjectivity is constituted not directly by ideology, but through the ordering of daily 
practices (and some of these practice may be economical) which are believed to have 
its specific implications in the ideological structure. These practices are therefore 
unavoidably subject to both gender and cultural conditioning. Mothering is a typical 
example. It is regarded as feminine and private. If an autonomous embodied subject 
takes up mothering, this subject is supposed to develop her lifestyle in the way that is 
socially sanctioned. She is also supposed to cope with the difficulties and pressures 
associated with mothering by the mean of which she mostly think of a mother should 
do. When this lifestyle is established as an institution, governed by overt and covert 
rules, this experience of mothering actually corresponds to the commonly held beliefs 
iGibid. P.194-195. 
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about motherhood.il So enselfment and embodiment are always used together rather 
than treated as two separate dimensions. 
2)Giddens' notion of self-reflexivity: 
Another theoretical polemic of"autonomous" social agency is Giddens' notion of 
self-reflexivity. Self-reflexivity can also be regarded as "capacity of individual for 
self-consciousness", as Giddens notes "the reflexivity of selfis continuous and 
pervasive. At each moment, or at least at regular intervals, the individual is asked to 
conduct a self-interrogation in terms of what is happening. Beginning as a series of 
consciously asked questions, the individual becomes accustomed to ask, 'how can I 
use this moment to change?' . . . ,"� The clearest application of self-reflexivity in his 
study of the interplay between structure and agency is the "reflexive constitution of 
self-identity". Self-identity is not a distinctive trait or even a collection of traits, 
possessed by the individual, but the self as reflexively understood by the person in 
terms ofher or his biography. By delineating this process of reflexive constitution of 
self-identity, Giddens writes about how the reflexivity of self, in conjunction with the 
influence of abstract systems (structuring features at the core of modernity), and 
personal life experience (life chance and lifestyle) pervasively affects the body as well 
as psychic processes. 
In rethinking of "autonomous mothering，’ 
From the above brief account ofTurner's "ontology ofhuman resistance" and 
Giddens' self-reflexivity, the importance of autonomous subject to the redress of the 
dialectical relation between structure and the agent is acknowledged. It can be 
11 Barbie Antonis (1981), "Motherhood and Mothering", in The Cambridge Women's studies Group ed., 
Women In Society: Interdisciplinary Essays, London: Virago Press., P.55-74. 
12 Anthony Giddens (1991), Modernity and self-identity, Cambridge: Polity Press. P.76. 
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summarized into two points. First, the assertion of autonomous subject shifts the focus 
of analysis of subjectification to the individual day-to-day ordering practices. Second, 
by drawing close theoretical linkage between autonomous subject and individual day-
to-day ordering practices, it helps to bring the redress of the interplay between 
structure and the agent down to the individual life experiences. Therefore, if we treat 
subjectification as simply the process of individual acquisition of self-understanding, 
it is not impossible to think ofhow individuals understand themselves in the way they 
encounter difficulties in ordering their day to day existence. Especially, those who are 
regarded as vulnerable and are bound to struggle with their lives for economical 
survival. Based on this assumption, the daily ordering practice of the single-mothers 
who are caring for their dependent children on welfare have been taken as the subject 
for this study. 
The work on gender has reflected the significance of "human agency" in sociological 
theorizing. As Maynard points out, ".... reinstate human 'agent' in the understanding of 
domination. So it is not patriarchy, the 'system', which oppresses women... In 
addition there has been a change of position from that where women were portrayed 
as passive victims of a mechanistic and deterministic system in which they were 
completely controlled. Instead, the possibility of struggle, resistance and active 
defiance is now admitted�"� It is possible to think of the formation of women's 
experiences at an individual or more properly at individualistic level with the 
assurance of women as the autonomous subject. Single-mother's experiences 
constitute a point of departure for studying this possibility. Mothering alone poses a 
challenge to the conventional study of mothering in a nuclear family, which is based 
13 Maynard, M. (1990), "The re-shaping of Sociology? Trends in the study of gender", Sociology, 24，P. 
274. 
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on the "family wage" system and clear-cut gender division of labor. Single-mothers 
are typically marginal and underprivileged. Mothering alone have long be regarded as 
"incomplete" parenthood. Although not all the single-mothers are necessarily 
economically vulnerable, it can not be denied that they are comparatively easier to fall 
into the poverty trap. Among them, there are considerable numbers of middle-aged 
single-mothers who have received less education and have less working experience. 
They are economically dependent on the government for subsistence. But, living on 
welfare does not mean that they are not active in the up-keep of their family. Being 
the only head of the family, these mothers have to resume full responsibilities for the 
finances and caring of the family household. From delineating how they come to 
resist or struggle with the debilitating effects of marginalization and strive to maintain 
their family's living standard from deterioration, it helps to demonstrate the 
possibilities for single-mother's empowerment and resilience. 
It raises the importance of "autonomous mothering". Mother enjoys certain kind of 
autonomy in their practice of caring and ordering home life. Based on the premise of 
"autonomous mothering", one can see how the subjectivity of single-mother is 
constituted by the reappraisal of the possibilities and constraints for single- mothering. 
The reappraisal of these possibilities and constraints are in fact important to the 
discussion of the empowerment. They are often used for paving the theoretical 
groundwork for women's empowerment by the in-depth description of those women's 
conception of self in their reports of life histories. C. Margaret Hall records the 
possibilities for women's empowerment through strengthening their sense of se l f ." 
Her skillful use oflife history data for arguing the possibilities of empowerment 
14 C. Margaret Hall (1992)，Women and Empowerment: Strategies for increasingAutonomy, 
Washington: Hemisphere. 
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spontaneously leads to the assertion of "autonomous self . Hall believes that self-
understanding is the first stage toward empowerment and then the necessary capacity 
to accept and face the individual and social facts of their actual situations. For any 
women who want to lead themselves out of despair, psychological breakdown or 
submitted lives must face the task of establishing a "new sense of self and a "new 
sense ofidentity". However, in concluding the preconditions for the individual and 
collective empowerment of women, Hall misses out the chance of remaking the 
analytical tool for understanding in what way "the autonomous self acquires the 
sense of self-understanding which enables them to observe, interpret and assess the 
realities on their own. For those who fail to draw theoretical implications from the 
way of how social practice contributes to the constitution of subjectivity may obscure 
the significance of "autonomous self . In order to "plug" this "loophole", some 
theoretical work should be done on theorizing the process of individual acquisition of 
"self-understanding" (or subjectivity) from their practice of ordering day to day 
existence. 
Tn response to the feminist,s critique of "powerless victim “ perspective 
The experience of welfare single-mother provide the most direct information for 
understanding how individual "autonomous" subjects within the framework of 
constraints and limitations "work themselves out". The unrelievable responsibility of 
child-care, the social and economic dislocation because of limited resources, and the 
deficient income support from the government, all constitute the framework of 
constraints and limitations that single-mothers face. By drawing on the experience 
described by 15 interviewed single-mother welfare recipient, and going into the detail 
about their lives on welfare, this research has come up with an impression that these 
single-mothers are not passive. On the contrary, they are actively exploring and 
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extracting any resources and opportunities available in their surrounding environment, 
rather than being idle, unproductive and simply being dependent on the government 
for subsistence. This argument is put forward by theoretically demonstrating 
individuals as discrete and autonomous subjects, who are capable of fashioning their 
own lives even within the restrictive and constraining circumstances. Individual 
subjectivity is produced in their daily negotiation with the images and conception of 
self through the practices of which are inscribed in the daily routine of the family, 
work and social life, etc. Such argumentation can be regarded as a response to 
feminist's critique of "powerless victim" perspective. In her discussion of the 
implication ofFoucault's notion of practice of self for feminist theory, Lois McNacy 
notices that the critique of "powerless victim" perspective becomes increasingly 
prominent in feminism」，The notion of "victimization of women by male oppression" 
is well documented by feminists. It appears in most of the cultural, social and 
economic studies of the dislocation of women in patriarchal social s t r u c t u r e s . 
However, with the increasing awareness of the need for a more complex and 
differentiated analysis of the relations between gender and power, this perspective of 
seeing women as the powerless and innocent victim is subjected to criticism. In fact, 
the critique of "too insistence" on this perspective are based on several theoretical 
considerations. First, the unproblematic portrayal of women as "powerless victim" of 
patriarchy would only result in a reduction of social agency to passive body and 
dismiss any possibilities of empowerment. As Sandra Harding notes, "Victimologies 
have their limitations too. They tend to create the false impression that women have 
only been victims, that they have never successfully fought back, that women cannot 
15 Lois McNay (1992), Foucault and Feminism: Power, Gender and the Self, Boston: Northeastern 
University Press, P.63-66. 
16 Sandra Harding (1984), "titroduction: Is there a Feminist Methods?", Feminism and Methodology: 
Social Science Issues, Milton Keynes: Open University Press, P.5. 
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be effective social agents on behalf of themselves or others...""? This is because only 
social agents would have significant influence on their movement towards 
empowerment. To treat woman as the "passive body", it fails to take account of the 
potential of women's creativity and agency within p a t r i a r chy? Second, it 
oversimplifies the complexities of women's subordination by placing too great a stress 
both on the universal nature of oppression and the common, undifferentiated enemy 
of patriarchy. Women's experiences are therefore either not understood in their full 
complexity, are devalued or remained o b s c u r e . 
The feminist's critique of "powerless victim" perspective bring along with the 
reappraisal of women's experiences through the re-examination of the specific social 
and material conditions of their existence. These specific social and material 
conditions constitute the "possibilities" and "constraints" in which women order their 
living. Through the study of these practices, it helps us to understand subjectification. 
It is on the basis of this premise that "mothering alone on welfare" offers a field of 
study for the application of the derivative themes of subjectification to redress the 
interplay between structure and agency. Women's specific experiences as mother and 
the social and material condition of their existences provide a source of data for this 
theoretical inquiry. The value of nurturance and "ethics of care" which is associated 
with mothering should not be regarded as women's natural instinct, but grown out of 
their daily experiences and personal involvement in housework and child care. In this 
way, mothering becomes the agency via which mother's subjectivity is constituted. 
i7ibid. 
18 Rita Felski (1989), "Feminist Theoty and Social Change", Theory, Culture & Society, 6, P. 219-40. 
19 Lois McNay (1992), Foucault and Feminism: Power, Gender and the Self, P.64. 
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On the basis ofFoucault,s "practice of s e l f 
The theoretical framework of this research is built upon Michel Foucault's notion of 
"practice of self, which state, the process of subjectification embodied in the 
individual's practice of ordering their day-to-day existence. The notion of the practice 
of self enable Foucault to conceive of individuals as active agents with the capacity to 
autonomously fashion their own existence. It allows the connection between the social 
norm, the organization of social relations and the fate of individuals in their economic 
and personal conduct to be established in one analytical framework. This analytical 
framework helps to discern the process of constitution of autonomous subject at the 
level of individual daily practice. In order to term with the "autonomous" perspective 
of subject, Foucault introduces the notion of reflexivity in grasping the process of the 
constitution of subject. He believes that the constitution of subject take place within a 
reflexive relationship of the self to the self. ".... forms of reflexivity- a relation of self 
to self- and, hence of relations between forms of reflexivity and the discourse of truth, 
forms of rationality and effects ofknowledge”?�The reflexive relationship of the self 
to the self can be regarded as synonymous with “ self-decipherment" or "self-
understanding". As an autonomous embodied agent, individuals come to understand 
themselves through their dispositions in the discourse of the truth, subjection to 
specific form of rationality and effect ofknowledge. Nevertheless, this process is 
mediated through the practice that they adopt in ordering their day-to-day existence. 
It is this definition of subjectification as the reflexive relationship of the self to the 
self that makes possible the theoretical and the methodological framework of this 
research to be built upon the "subjectivistic coping strategy". The subjectivistic 
coping strategy is an approach for studying how individuals come to acquire their 
sense of subjectivity by the practice they adopt or develop in overcoming the 
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difficulties that they may encounter in their everyday life. It is partly regarded as the 
repercussion to the inflexibility and mechanistic of the conventional rationalistic 
approach to the study of mothering. The rationalistic approach emphasizes much on 
the rational dimension of individual behaviors which fails to grasp most of the 
important essences in "maternal thinking"^^-- sensitivity and flexibility of mothers in 
their day-to-day ordering ofliving. In chapter two, the significance of this notion of 
the reflexive relationship of the self to the self to the construction of the subjectivistic 
coping strategy is discerned. 
20 Michel Foucault (1983), "Structoalism and Poststructuralism: An Interview with Michel Foucault", 
Telos, 55, P.195-211. 
21 The term "matemaI thinking" is borrowed from Sara Ruddick. As she notes, matemal practices have 
its own conceptual scheme through which those mother order and express the facts and values of their 
practice. Matemal thinking is this kind of conceptual scheme which embedded with reflection, 
judgement and emotion. Although the term "matemal thinking" is based on Ruddick's psychological 
approach, it still has some Ught on sociological study of mothering. See, Sara Ruddick (1980), 
"Matemal Thinking", in J. Trebilcot ed., Mothering: Essays in Feminist Theory, Totowa, N. J.: 
Rowman and Allanheld. 
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The location of single-motherVs biographies in the context of social relations 
Women's dependent positions both in marriage and in household explain why 
women's post-marital experiences are always bound with economic difficulties. As 
Michele Barrett points out in her account of the relation between women's oppression 
and "patriarchy", the economic organization of the household together with the 
"familial ideology" accounts for the reproduction of women's dependence on men. 
"The reason for this (women's dependence on men) lie both in the material structure 
of the household, because of which women are largely financially dependent on men, 
and in the ideology of the family, through which women are confined to a primary 
concern with domesticity and motherhood. This situation underwrites the 
disadvantages women experience at work, and lies at the root of exploitation of 
female sexuality endemic in our society. The concept of'dependence' is perhaps, the 
link between the material organization of the household, and the ideology of 
femininity: an assumption of women's dependence on men structures both of these 
areas."22 Barrett believes the assumption of women's dependence constitutes a central 
aspect of the oppressive character of the contemporary family-household. This 
"family-household" system reproduces the gender division of labor in both private and 
public spheres by stereo-tying the duality of femininity and masculinity. Women are 
socialized as passive, dependent and domestic. They are generally recognized as 
home-carer and assumed to give priority to the work at home. Second, the need for 
child- bearing and early years of child raising inhibits women's access to the labor 
market, which directly contribute to their intermittent employment history. They are 
offered no escape from full-time mothering, as the public child-care services are 
inadequate. Marriage becomes the way for women to attain economic security. 
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However, to say women's economic vulnerabilities are the result of dependence on 
men is not unproblematic. Especially, in studying the activities and contributions 
women make for maintaining home. These kinds of women's experience in making 
contributions to their home become taken-for-granted or trivialized under the 
assumption of women's dependence. There is a need for rethinking of women's 
activities and contribution at home in terms of sexual division of labor. The sexual 
division of labor supports the "patriarchal" family relationship with males taking the 
role ofbreadwinner and female taking the role ofhome-taker and being economically 
dependent on the male. The term "family wage" has always been used to 
conceptualize this family relationship. Early Marxists recognized the importance of 
"individual consumption" to the reproduction of labor, assumed it took place in the 
working class family, and suggested that the breadwinner's wage include a payment 
for the domestic labor ofhis wife. Without giving emphasis to the reproduction at 
home, early Marxists failed to understand the ways in which the daily maintenance of 
workers also depended on women's "caring labor" and the structure of the family 
system affected the distribution of the resources for its members.�� For a man who 
sells his labor in the labor market for living, what he earns is required for him to act as 
the head of the family to support his wife and other family members rather than for 
him alone. Yet, without the combination of the unpaid work of the housewife, such 
wage would not be sufficient enough to reproduce his own labor power and sustain 
his children for fUture labor force. 
22 Michele Barrett (1988), Women's Oppression Today- The Marxist/Feminist Encounter, London: 
Verso., P.214. 
23 The term "reproduction" in Marxist traditional usage, refers to the reproduction of labor force (power) 
as factors of production and the reproduction of capitalist social relations by cultural and ideological 
institutions such as the family, education, and so on which socialize individuals to capitalist norms. It 
has been criticized by the feminist as too abstract to explain how the way in which the daily 
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The validity of family wage rests on a familial organization in which "women's 
economic dependence on men, men's economic dependence on wage and personal 
dependence on women". It constitutes a complex dependent and interdependent 
relationship. Since the domestic work do not carry productive values, women are 
always regarded as dependent, reliant on the benevolence ofhusband for their 
livelihood. Even in households where women contribute considerably to the finance 
of the family by budgeting or income generating, the ideology of women's 
dependence remains strong. Given women's economic dependency and un-shared 
responsibility for home-cares, marital disruption cuts them from male's wages for 
home maintenance. As Terry J. Arendell says divorce typically discontinues the 
redistribution of income from the husband to his wife and children, most of the single-
mother experiences economic decline.^^ Public assistance then becomes like ”a buoy 
in the rolling sea". 
The re-appraisal of the possibilities and constraints for single-mothering 
With the increasing trends of divorce and separation, many sociologists of family 
agree that the ending of marriage signify important transition points in people's lives. 
It is because marital disruption brings a fundamental reorganization of entire structure 
of a person's life^^ Although marriage is not necessarily a "meal ticket" for life, 
divorce and widowhood for women would mean the loss of economic and social 
support for living. Apart from the financial problem that associated with the post-
marital lives of women, relation with friends and kin are altered, and frequent 
residential moves are the result. Single-mothers are much more likely to have physical 
maintenance of workers depends on women and the structure of the family system. See Mimi 
Abranovitz (1989), Regulating the Lives ofWomen, Boston, MA., South End Press, P.27. 
24 Terry J. Arendell (1987)，"Women and the Economics ofDivorce in the Contemporary United 
States", Signs, Vol.l3, No.l, P.121-135. 
25 Steven L. Nock (1992), Sociology ofthe Family, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, P.130-149. 
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problems, such as headaches, loss of appetite, sleeping problems and nervousness. 
Moreover, emotional problems come along with physical ailments. All these problems 
as Robert S. Weiss notes, are related to the un-shared responsibilities of home-cares 
and the overloaded demands of the children that the single-mothers have to bear with^^ 
From male-headed family passes on to female-headed family, those unsupported 
mothers have to face certain common emotional and financial difficulties in managing 
the family. Especially, for those who are deserted by their husband may take a long 
time to recover. They are embroiled in a situation that beyond their control, and are 
torn between the increasing primary economic responsibility and the growing 
vulnerability in living. Those single-mothers have to fill two roles simultaneously, if 
they retain the custody of their children. Since they lack the support of another partner, 
they are fully responsible for the control and management of the finances of the 
family as these works were previously assigned to male and female respectively by 
the gender division of labor within the household. Wesis classifies thejobs that 
require adult members if the families are to be maintained into three "task packages". 
The first package is the activities concerned with income production; the second 
consists of the cluster of chores related to home maintenance; and the third refers to 
the task of child-care?? The three task packages are taken to constitute two full-time 
jobs and assigned to husband and wife respectively. Single-mothers are required to 
make readjustment to these tasks. Certainly, meeting physical and material needs are 
part of the family obligation and they are usually taken care of with money. It is the 
mother alone who provides the connection to the institutions outside family through 
which family's accesses to money and material resources are maintained. Nevertheless, 
26 Robert S. Weiss (1979), GoingItAlone- The FamilyLife andSocial Situation ofthe Single Parent, 
New York: Basic Books, P. 46. 
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most of the single mothers experience difficulties in the tasks of establishing separate 
independent lives while simultaneously carrying out the function and obligation of the 
family. It is evidenced by the increasing numbers of the single female-headed family 
in receipt of public assistance. To achieve separate independent lives, first, the single-
mothers must attain economic self-reliance. Being single-mother does not entail the 
necessary conditions for self-sufficiency. Especially, for those who are near the 
certainty of long widowhood, economic dependence would mean long duration on 
welfare. The persisting child-care and the domestic works at home cause much single-
mothers to spend much of their adult lives on welfare. As Robert S. Wesis points out, 
single-mother may find the housework and child-care too engaging, since these task 
performance are spread across the whole sixteen working hours.^ ^ As a consequence, 
they are de-skilled by the long withdrawal from the labor market. It minimizes their 
chances of re-entering into the labor market. A sense of control over one's life is more 
difficult to achieve and maintain when they are totally dependent on the government 
for the basic needs. It induces much anxiety and stress on those single-mother's lives, 
since the task of maintaining a separate independent lives and the efforts on upholding 
the function of the family are often interwoven. 
However, the one-sided emphasis on its negative consequences may not fully 
apprehend the post-marital experiences of women in striving for developing the sense 
of self-reliance. As Myrna R. Olson & Judith A. Haynes in their study of successful 
single-parents note, "the net effect of focusing on the negative aspects of single-parent 
families is the perpetuation of negative societal stereotypes."^^ Marital disruption may 
27 ibid., P.4748. 
28 ibid., P.49-50. 
29 Myma R. Olson & Judith A. Haynes (1993), "Successful Single Parents", Families in Society: The 
Journal of Contemporary Human Services, May, P.260. 
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not necessarily be disastrous to women. Especially for those whose marriage plagued 
by tremendous strife and conflict, "being alone" may be resilience for them to rebuild 
their self-identity. They may find divorce do offer a way out ofbad marriage, albeit it 
brings a whole new range of problems at the time when they turn to live alone. 
Another positive side of divorce is regaining freedom in action and decision. It is 
believed that women may gain in self-esteem as a result ofbeing on their own. Being 
capable of passing the difficulties involved in the way of living alone may 
demonstrate that they are fully "functioning" individuals. By the responsibility of 
parenting alone, they are forced to grow, to mature or to develop in new ways. These 
new ways include, changing their expectation, having different style ofliving, and 
relying on alternative support systems, etc. What these new ways signify is a new 
course in which women come to redefine their self-identities and the relationship to 
the external world. 
Single-mother,s rpuf" and itS rglatipn tO rgflexive shaping pf self-identity 
Giddens in his discussion of the reflexive constitution of self-identity writes about the 
case of single-mother. He uses it as an illustration for depicting the way of how 
different lifestyles affect self-identity. "A black woman heading a single-parent 
household, however constricted and arduous her life, will nevertheless know about 
factors altering the position of women in general, and her own activities will almost 
certainly be modified by that knowledge. Given the inchoate nature ofher social 
circumstances, she is virtually obliged to explore novel modes of activity, with regard 
to her children, sexual relations and friendships. It implies a process of reflexive 
shaping of self-identity. The deprivations to which she is subjected to, however, might 
make these tasks to become an almost insupportable burden, a source of despair rather 
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than self-enrichment."3i This description of the single-mother's rout to reflexive 
shaping of self-identity lay out the entire analytical framework for subjectification 
through studying "mothering alone on welfare". It assumes single-mothers are 
knowledgeable, sharing similar needs and wants with the other mothers. In material 
fulfillment, they are virtually denied by economic deprivation. 
Single-mothers' lifestyles are believed constructed through the resistance of 
marginalization. The drudgery of the daily round of activities always carried out 
within strictly socially defined limits. They are obliged to explore novel modes of 
activities, so as to tap new sources of support. It unavoidably pushes them to enter 
into different relationships with self and with other people. However, it is not to say 
that those single-mothers gain in strength in passing through the difficulties and the 
deprivations in which they are subjected to. As Giddens writes, single-mothers 
heading a household alone are almost an insupportable burden, as a "source of despair 
rather than self-enrichment". What I concern the most is not the difficulties that they 
faced with, but the practices that they adopt in dealing these difficulties. It constitutes 
a complex process of "reflective shaping of self-identity". 
But, the forces which sharper women's post-marital socioeconomic situation are not 
only initiated by lone parenthood, but also comes from welfare dependency. It has 
long been acknowledged that reliance on public assistance have quite contradictory 
effects on the female-headed families. As Lois Bryson points out, when women 
decide whether or not to rely on public assistance, they are always subjected to the 
"double ambiguity". Without welfare measures, women would be doubly 
30 The word "rout" means "a total defeat". Here, it is used for describing the insupportable burden that 
single-mothers may encounter in managing home alone. 
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disadvantaged in both labor market and family.^^ To those single mothers who have to 
stay at home to take care of their children may find public assistance as the viable 
alternative means to reliance on males for economic support. This is to benefit them, 
without the need for stating on unhappy marriage/ broken relation with men for 
livelihood. The assistance also comes in the form of compensation for them to 
maintain the custody over children. Instead of leaving the children alone at home 
without attention, those mothers can choose to depend on public assistance over going 
out to work. But, the limited amount of assistance can bring about fewer opportunities 
and incentives for those female-headed families to become better ofF. Studies show 
that most of the women who have been on the public assistance express strong desires 
for being independence. To them, reliance on public assistance is only discretionary 
and would not last for long. Instead of alleviating their dependence, the scheme plays 
a part in prolonging it. Those single mothers still occupy marginal position in society, 
suffering deterioration in the quality of living and housing. As Carole Patemen notes, 
the welfare state provides a minimal income for "welfare mother", but child-care 
services and other support are totally lacking. As a result, those young women are 
often isolated, with no way out of their "social exile".^ ^ Moreover, the intrusive 
natures of the administrative procedures for welfare benefit application are said to 
have adverse effects upon their family life. This explains why most of the social 
welfare analysts often acknowledge that there is a trade-ofFbetween economic 
security and personal autonomy for those reliant on public assistance. The 
concomitant circumstances are the loss of dignity, inculcation of feeling of apathy and 
31 Anthony Giddens(1991), Modernity and self-identity, Cambridge: Polity Press. P.86. 
32 Lois Bryson (1983) "Women as WeLfare Recipients: Women, Poverty and the State", in Cora V. 
Baldock & Bettina Cass eds., Women, Social Welfare and the State, Sydney: George Allen & Unwin^ 
P.130-145. 
33 Carole Patemen, "The Patriarchal WeUare State", P.231-260. 
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powerlessness. These positive and negative effects in combination are likely to result 
in contradictory process of gains and losses. 
The "rationality of caring,, 
The smooth running of family depends on large amount of caring work, which is 
usually done by women. The actual tasks and activities associated with caring works 
are often contradictory, albeit they are sometimes complementary to each other. Like, 
home maintenance and child- caring are always competing on family resources and 
mother's energy. There is an evident opposition between the end product of 
housework- order- and the demands which young children make.^ ^ Laura Balbo 
believes that the way women become responsible for caring work arise out of the 
material condition of their existence. So it makes possible for them to develop an 
alternative set of values oriented towards human need. It is women who take up the 
prime responsibility for making decision and management of the household, for 
finding solutions to cope with many of the daily contingencies that family face. Since 
there is no fit between needs and available resources, balancing family budget is a 
headache that most housewives face. They must understand and assess each 
individual's needs and work out to satisfy them. Under this circumstance, flexibility, 
attention to needs and sensitivity to the daily requirement of individuals are most of 
the mother's attributes. Mothering remains connected to the caring activity per se is 
often identified with the cult of domesticity, comprising ofboth physical work and 
emotional job. It is described as "active endeavor of caring labor". Women carry out 
these mothering tasks with not only the "natural and instinctual provision", but also 
the "coping strategies" which they learn from their daily existence. A family receives 
a variety of inputs from external environment, also depends on the mothers labor to 
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turn them into daily utilities. In other words, if the reproduction is to be maintained, 
the fulfillment ofboth physical and psychological needs and desires of dependent 
family members must rely on the skill and experience of the mother in allocation of 
the family's resources. 
However, mothering involves more than the instrumental act of meeting the child's 
needs. It also involves the imposition of normatively held beliefs and values. All the 
mothers have to recognize what are the objective requirements of the child and meet 
them in the socially prescribed ways. As the children are at once more in touch with 
society, most of their needs and wants are socially and culturally bounded and driven. 
In order not to let their children live in the context of relative deprivation, the mother 
resorts to apply appropriate culturally defined means to gratify her child's needs. 
Nevertheless, the mother is prevented by lack of resources from having these needs to 
be all satisfied. She has to make decision, according to her own value system on the 
best collaboration on the available resources and the possible way of meeting needs. 
This partial account of the "service aspect" of mothering do not give much 
understanding to women's contradictory positions as provider and dependent at home. 
It urges for more adequate analysis of the nature of mothering practices by which 
mother's subjectivity is constituted. 
Child-centredness and maternal sensitivity are generally postulated as the key element 
of mothering. This relates to the social construction of motherhood by which women 
are presumed situated in private sphere, taking the role of "sensitive" mother. 
Maternal sensitivity is thought to require the intimate knowledge of the children. This 
34 Graham Allan (1985), Family Life: DomesticRoles andSocial Organization, Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell，P.42. 
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knowledge is come only through being closely involved in their day to day activities. 
It involves an awareness of children's behavior, a reasonably accurate interpretation of 
their behavior, as well as prompt and appropriate response. Women's preoccupation 
with maternal sensitivity rises out from her closeness with her children. However, this 
appraisal of mothering only produces the monolithic view on motherhood. In the 
discussion of psychological views of mothering, Anne Woollett and Ann Phoenix 
assert that the assumption of "sensitive" mother to the sociological and psychological 
construction of "good" mothering pattern should be problematized. On the basis of 
this assumption, the framework would take little consideration of mother's feelings 
about and experiences ofbehaving in ways classified as "sensitive'。，This may 
overlook the existing diversity in mothers' sensitivity, and what the costs of sensitivity 
might be for them. Moreover, the situation and family factors are also ignored. 
As stated before, mothering occurs within a specific social context that vary in terms 
of material and cultural resources and constraints.^^ The nurturing value and the ethic 
of care associated with mothering are regarded as arising from the married women's 
daily existence. In this sense, the possessive individualism and "rational economic 
men" assumptions may not be applicable for understanding the "rational" dimension 
of mothering. On the contrary, they tend to margainalize the mothering practices and 
thereby inhibits our ability to conceive mother as a rational being, a critical agent, 
while engaging them only in nurturing activity.〗？ It necessitates the reappraisal of 
women's subjective experiences ofbeing a mother in terms of the particularities ofher 
35 Anne Woollett and Ann Pheonix (1991), "Psychological Views ofMothering", in Ann Phoenix, Ann 
Woollett and Eva Lloyd eds., Motherhood: Meanings, Practices andIdeologies, London: Sage, P.33-
34. 
36 Evelyn Nakano Glenn (1994)，"Social Constructions ofMothering: A Thematic Overview", in 
Evelyn Nakano Glenn, Grace Chang, and Linda Rennie Forcey eds., Mothering: Ideology, Experience 
andAgency, New York: Routledge，P.3. 
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situation. In their study of the single-mothers' uptake of paid work, Rosalind Edwards 
and Simon Duncan introduces the concept of "gendered moral rationality" to question 
the validity of the traditional instrumental /purposive action framework in 
understanding women's capacity for action.^ ^ They believe that single mother's 
understanding of self-identity and responsibilities as mother are negotiated, 
constructed and created in particular social context and settings. These self-reflective 
understandings are termed as "gendered moral rationality" which determines their 
course of decision making. The strengths ofRosalind Edwards and Simon Duncan's 
approach is laid on its assumption of the complexity of the lone mother's responses to 
the structural pressures that impose upon their lives. Therefore, no system in which 
they are subjected to is all determining. Most importantly, single-mothers should be 
seen as participating women, "socially creating and shaping opportunities for 
themselves and their children, acting within the constraints and opportunities provided 
by different social contexts ,"9 Similar arguments are made by Laura Balbo's study of 
women's servicing work. Using the metaphor of patchwork quilts, Balbo believes that 
women undertake the servicing work not just because of their socialization, but 
because such work arises out of the material conditions of their existence. It enables 
women to develop a set of maternal values. The servicing work which done by 
women have its flexible and alternative rationality. As Balbo notes it involve "the 
endless sorting out and putting together of available resources, the minute coping 
37 ibid., P.7. 
38 Rosalind Edwards and Simon Duncan (1996)，"Rational Economic man or lone mothers in context?--
The uptake of paid work", in Sliva Bortolaia EUzabeth eds., GoodEnough Mothering?: Feminist 
Perspective on Lone Mothering, London: Routledge, P.114-129. 
39 ibid.’ P.129. 
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strategies, the overall aim of survival, and the imagination, ingenuity and amount of 
work that these require._ 
It should state clearly once again, the above re-evaluation of the qualities inherent in 
women's caring work as well as the highlighting of women's alternative set of value 
and rationality, do not have the meaning of saying that all these traits are attributable 
to women's natural instincts. Nor it perceives women's behavior as basically 
contradicting the principle of possessive individualism. The rationality of mothering 
mostly arises from the accumulated experiences of everyday life problem solving. So 
the "need-orientation" which embedded in the rationality of caring^^, is not necessarily 
feminine, but inherent in the work that woman undertakes. Such argumentation allows 
us to think of the constitution of single-mother's subjectivity as a way in which they 
perform the mothering role. Moreover, this assumption of the gender difference in 
social action enable the investigation to take in the differences of women's response to 
the encroachment of the market force and the state, when it comes to study the course 
of women's subjection to the shaping forces of the modern power. 
In reconsidering the basis of nurturing ethics 
It therefore necessitates more direct investigation into mother's views on sensitivity 
and how these views are incorporated into their understanding of motherhood. As 
Anne Woollett and Ann Phoenix state, this can be done by adding the examination of 
1) different demands of child-care and housework on mother's time and energy; 2) the 
40 Laura Balbo (1987)，"Crazy Quilts: Rethinking the Welfare State debate from a Women's point of 
view", in Anne Showstack Sassoon ed., Women and the State: The Shifting Boundaries of Public and 
Private, London: Hutchinson., P.45-79. 
41 As Harriet Holter notes, the concept of rationality of caring contains four elements: 1) an 
identification with the well-being of another/others; 2)attentions to the consequences of one's activities 
for another/others, and 3) taking responsibilities for the consequences, changing one's behavior 
accordingly; 4) the acceptance of non-reciprocity which implies among other things, that women are 
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demand of family life; 3) the totality of relationship within families/^ This comes 
close to what Graham Allen describes as the constant and overriding responsibilities 
each mother has to take care ofher own young children. It severely curtails the social 
opportunities open to her and reinforces their identity ofbeing a "mother". Within 
home, mothers devote much time on looking after young children can rarely do what 
they want to do or get on with their own. The experience ofhome caring affect the 
way those mothers come to develop their own social ties. On the other hand, constant 
child-care erodes their individuality and robs them of any sense of freedom/^ For 
those who mother alone on welfare, their situation may be much harder. Children may 
need to have an occasional treat; mothers who are on welfare may deprive their 
offspring of this normality. Mother's feelings of inefficacy mostly work through their 
children. It stems from the mother's incapacity to satisfy the needs ofher children's. 
This is because most of the mothers identify children's welfare with their own welfare. 
Being reliant on welfare, those mothers may not have the extra money for fulfilling 
the children's psychological needs. Most importantly, they are self-motivated not to 
do so. This self-constraint comes from the negative feeling ofbeing on welfare. Those 
interviewed single-mothers are likely to plot their pathway to welfare dependency by 
attributing it to the "sorrowful destiny of women". Marital disruptions are then 
regarded as accompanied with long dependence on public assistance. For them, 
receiving public assistance is tantamount to asking for charity. Those on charity must 
follow a particular "self-restrained" way oflife. In order to take in this psychological 
mechanism, questions are posed in ways, such as: how they come to "sensitize" the 
responsible to a large extent also for their self-care. See Harriet Holter (1984), "Women's research and 
Social Theory", Patriarchy in a Welfare Society, Norway: Universitetsforlaget, P.15. 
42 ibid., P.37-38. 
43 Graham AUan (1985)，Family Life- Domestic Roles andSocial Organization, P.44. 
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restrictive effect imposed upon them by the social and economic contexts in which 
they reside, and how they assess their work of child-caring. 
Structure of the research 
The structure of this research is specifically designed to fit in the discussion of 
mothering alone tentatively from a Foucaultian perspective. In chapter one, the 
argument for researching "mothering lone on welfare" is first presented. The research 
problem is deliberately built upon the topic of redressing the interplay between 
structure and agent. To this end, the subjectivistic coping strategy is introduced. It 
provides not only the focus of study, but also the derivative conceptual themes for 
processing the research data. In chapter two, the theoretical grounding for the 
introduction of the subjectivistic coping strategy is elucidated. It allows the analysis 
of mothering to read in the mother's subjective experience of making use of different 
strategies for survival and caring. It is developed first on the basis of the critique of 
the conventional use of "rationalistic" coping strategy in explaining the practice of 
mothering. By pointing out its significance to the analysis of subjectification, the term 
coping strategy is reworked to fit into the feminist's discourse of traditional mothering 
studies. In the middle of the chapter, the theoretical linkage between coping strategy 
and subjectification is discerned. Three different derivative theoretical sub-themes of 
the "subjectivistic" coping strategy are developed and used for the analysis of the 
research data presented in chapter three, four and five. In chapter three, the research 
data is framed by using the theme of "reflection of self . Through the description of 
these single-mothers' own account of their anxieties over the present unfavorable 
economic conditions, it learns about their moral reasoning for welfare dependency. In 
chapter four, the research data is framed by using the theme of "self-problematization". 
It studies how those single-mothers come to be "problematized" and "problematize" 
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themselves, when they deal with the welfare agency for claiming the special grant 
payments. In chapter five, the research data is framed by the theme "self-recognition". 
In order to deepen the discussion of subjectification, it studies the narratives ofthose 
interviewed single-mothers in describing the strategies or the coping practices that 
they may use for caring on welfare. By practicing these strategies in ordering their 
"day to day existence", those single-mothers come into different relations not only 
with their "self', but also with others. These processes take shape when they start to 
develop their own living styles, cultivate new relationships and supporting networks 
with kin, friends and neighbors. In chapter six, the concluding chapter, the three 
derivative sub-themes of subjectivistic coping strategy presented in previous chapters 
are synthesized. It is supposed to give the basic argument for the possibility of 
women's empowerment in fiarther discussion of mothering alone. 
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Chapter Two: 
Encapsulating Subjectivity: Understanding mothering through the 
"subjectivistic" coping strategy 
As stated in chapter one, this research aims at presenting both empirical account and 
theoretical decipherment of "mothering alone on welfare" in the light of developing 
the undeveloped sociological notion of "agent". It intends to give an answer to the 
question ofhow the change in family structure gives a new form of parenting, and in 
turn how this form of parenting affect the subject (single-mother) self-perception. The 
theoretical framework of this research is built upon the topic of redressing the 
interplay between structure and agency. It requires an approach that can give full 
scope to the centrality of agency while also recognizing the predominance of 
structural factors in constraining and shaping individual behavior. Through the 
introduction ofByran Turner's "ontology ofhuman resistance and Anthony Giddens' 
notion of self-reflexivity, the significance of the "autonomous embodied subject" to 
the work of contemporary sociological theorization of the agent is acknowledged. It 
helps to reconstruct the theoretical linkage between subject, practice and social 
relations. 
In the second half of chapter one, discussion is made on "single-mothering". It intends 
to construct the theoretical groundwork for the discussion of the possibilities and 
constraints for single-mother's "recuperation". Mothering practices are re-examined in 
relation to the nurturing ethic, family-based rationality and the scope of domestic 
caring. It asserts that mothering is not only a task of tending, but also a model of 
caring relationship, a set of skill and aptitudes learnt from mother's day-to-day 
ordering of their existence. However, it does not deny that mothering practices are 
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governed by a set of obligating norms and imbued with sex-role stereotyping which 
makes the domestic caring work traditionally devolved upon women. It is the mother 
who is primarily responsible for making the choice and arrangements, for finding 
solutions in everyday life. Their works include not only child-bearing, but also 
encompasses a number of different associated tasks, likes running home, managing 
complementary daily child-care arrangement and managing relationship with family, 
friends and others. All these works on the one hand force those mothers to develop 
skill and capacities and on the other hand, constitute the basis for sociability and 
cooperation among themselves. It is because in the female-headed family, the single-
mother has to resume both responsibilities for the finance and the daily maintenance 
ofthe household. Mothering becomes fully familiarized with parenting. Those 
mothers resort to the use of different methods to help themselves to accomplish the 
mothering tasks. They have to continuously choose between alternatives so as to 
make the possible "best" combination of the use of available resources. The 
delineation of these different methods or practices helps to signify the importance of 
"coping strategy". 
The use of the term coping strategy is not new to women's studies. It has wide spread 
application in the recent studies of married women's dual involvement in private and 
public spheres. There are reasons for using the term "coping strategy" to study 
"mothering-alone on welfare". First, it is regarded as a response to the use of coping 
strategy in the studies of single-parenthood as Michael Hardey and Graham Crow 
suggest to against the fatalistic view on single-motherhood.^ According to them, this 
perspective aims at 1) the rejection of the dependent-single-parent stereotype，and 2) 
^ Michael Hardey & Graham Crow (1991) eds., Lone parenthood— Coping with constraints and 
making opportunities, London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, P.l-2. 
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the assertion of single-parent family as variant rather than deviant family form. 
Single-motherhood is therefore believed not only to be a set of constraints, but also as 
a response to their situation. Single-parent may develop a numbers of ways in dealing 
with economic and social marginalization. Although coping strategy can not be folly 
identified with mothering, it helps to signify the ways in which single-mother comes 
to deal with the contextual constraint in the course of performing the domestic and 
caring activities on behalf of the well-being of their family. Beside, the study of the 
single-mothers' coping strategy is believed to have some contributions to the feminist 
sociology. Women are not the passive victims of the social structure. Instead, they 
may develop their own methods or strategies out of the social and cultural context that 
they are subjected to in resisting the effects of marginalization or stigmatization. This 
argument accords with the recent feminist critique of "powerless women" assumption 
and their call for a re-evaluation of mothering. 
However, in most of these studies, the term coping strategy is used in the way which 
is not devoid of problems. The problem laid on its ridden assumption that make the 
term rendered on the "rationalistic" approach to the study of mothering. The 
rationalistic approach assumes the generality of the economic calculative rationality. 
Individual actors are expected to undertake the cost- benefit analysis in governing 
their behavior. It does not take seriously into account the alternative rationality or the 
maternal thinking which by definition are "non-rational"^^ Because of this underlying 
assumption, the rationalistic coping strategy fails to apprehend the meaning of those 
non rational "mean- end" oriented activities which make itself reckon on the 
mechanistic, inflexible and reified way to deal with some subjective experience of 
45 Sara Ruddick in her book, Maternal Thinking, has provided quite comprehensive theoretical account 
of mothering with references to some of the so-called matemaI values. See, (1990)，Maternal Thinking: 
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mothering. As a consequence, the constitutive of those subjective experiences of 
mothering, such as child-centredness, maternal sensitivity and flexibility are not 
theoretically treated. In order to draw upon the data about the every-day life 
experiences of those single-mothers, the term coping strategy is reformulated by 
extending its scope of application to the study of subjectification. In section two, the 
ways in which how the term "subjectivistic coping strategy" is made are elucidated. It 
is thematized on the basis ofFoucault's notion of "practice of self . In the last section, 
the methodology of this research is presented. 
The increasing significance of "coping strategy" in sociology 
The increasing usage of the term "coping strategy" in sociological studies of the 
individual actor's activities accord new concerns about the redress of the interplay 
between structure and agency.^ One of the indications of this growing trend is the 
resurgence of interests in the re-evaluation of women's dual participation at home and 
in the labor market. According to Graham Crow's study, there are at least seventeen 
different ways in which the term strategy is used/^ However, there are much debates 
about treating the term strategy as the well-defined sociological vocabulary, 
particularly with its application to families and households. It is partly because of the 
term "strategy" which is raised out of the empirical description of particular types of 
practice, rather than the authentic explanation for the course of these practices. As 
Martin Shaw notes, "strategy" has its first appearance in terminology of military or 
Towards a Politics of Peace, London: The Women's Press. 
^ The debate about the use of the concept of strategy in the sociological studies, please see Sociology, 
Vol. 23，No. 1; vol. 24，No. 3. The debate is fired by Hilary Crow's introductoty essay on the use of the 
"strategy in recent sociological Hterature, which concem about whether strategy should be treated as a 
genuine sociological concept. Although the term "strategy" have different interpretations, it is generally 
regarded as shedding Ught on question of agency. 
47 Graham Crow (1989), "The use of the concept of 'strategy' in recent sociological literature"， 
Sociology, Vol. 23, No. 1，P.l-23. 
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war tactical studies<�it s neither exclusive nor original sociological derived concept. 
The fluidity of its uses in different field of studies makes the term itself subject to 
different interpretation. So "strategy" is borne with less theorizing. Nevertheless, the 
advantage of its application is in giving an alternative perspective to the dualistic 
analysis, by allowing the social subject a degree of agency and autonomy in relation 
to the social structure that they are subjected to. It is through the re-definition of the 
relationship between different sets of contradictory concepts— "choice" and 
"constraint"; "power" and "resource". By proposing a tentative reconciliation on 
"choice" and "constraint" within a framework of explaining how women deal with 
their particular situations, the term strategy have also crept into feminist studies. It is 
particularly in use for the theorization of women contradictory experience in 
combination of work and care/^ Several reasons account for its popularity in use for 
sociological studies of women's shifting participation in domestic and public lives. 
First, the development of "strategies" approach is certainly with its contribution to the 
understanding ofhuman agency. The term "strategy" steers a course between giving 
individuals a sense of agency while at the same time retaining the contextual 
constraints and a sense of structuration. With this delicate balance between structural 
constraints and autonomous social actor, it helps to reassert that women are in 
possession of the capacity for controlling their lives. The assumption that women are 
the passive victims of the patriarchy is no longer held valid. Moreover, in studying of 
how a family resume "household strategy", also helps to move beyond the depiction 
of family and household as passively having widespread disruption in face of 
^ Martin Shaw (1990), "Strategy and social process: Militaty context and sociological analysis", 
Sociology, Vol. 24，No.3, 465-473. 
49 One of the well-known study is Sue Sharpe's (1984) Double Identity- The lives of working mothers. 
Sharpe taUis about wide ranging issues concern with the complexities if combining work and 
motherhood. More explicit use of the term strategy in study of the "dual role" of mother is Susan 
Yeandle's (1984) Women's working lives- Patterns and strategies. 
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"external" economic and social structural changes. Second, the term coping strategy 
carry the implication that an individual is actively dealing with risk and uncertainty. 
By applying the term strategy to the study of single-motherhood, it may lead to the 
rejection of the fatalistic view on single-parent family and the dependent single-
mother stereotypes. It is not to say that single-mothers in face of risk and uncertainty 
consciously intend to "break through" the structural constraints which have once been 
imposed upon their lives. They only move along the boundary of this framework of 
limitation and constraint in possibly seeking for the "best" combination of work and 
care. Third, the imputation of "strategic intent" to individual practices gives a rational 
dimension to what women do at home. It actually signifies and empowers women's 
efforts to resolve the tension in their lives. Caring practices are no longer regarded as 
unimportant, emotional and only involving the natural instinct of women, but involves 
the capacity for coping with external constraints or inhibiting conditions that surround 
the caring role. Most importantly, it allows the term "strategy" to be used in assessing 
women's "dual" involvement in domestic labor and paid work. 
The limitations of rationalistic coping strategy as an approach to the study of 
mothering 
Concerned with women's endeavor in dealing with the demand of child and home 
caring, there are a number of studies using the term coping strategy for studying this 
aspect of women's lives. For example, Hilary Graham's studies (1987;1993) of lone 
mothers，。； Laura Balbo's discussion (1987) of women in "crazy quilts"^^; Julia 
Brannen and Peter Moss, analysis (1988) of the "dual roles" that news working 
5�Hilary Graham (1987), "Being Poor: Perceptions and Coping Strategies ofLone Mothers" in 
Brannen Julia & Wilson Gail eds., Give and Take in Families: Studies in Resource Distribution, 
London: Allen and Unwin; (1993), Hardship and health in women's lives, London: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf.. 
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mothers take^^ etc. Besides, many scholars make frequent use of"coping strategy" for 
referencing, albeit the term itself is not in use for major theorizing of their studies. 
Lisa Peattie and Martin Rein's (1983) study of women claims in different distribution 
system. They note that it is the mother who makes "strategies" for dealing with 
housework; and general household management，� and budgeting, similar to that of 
Roberts, E (1985广.Within these studies or discussions, they more or less 
acknowledge the importance of "strategy" in mother's work at home. Especially, the 
way women work to "balance" different demands of economizing and caring, working 
outside or caring at home. It gives an impression that most of the household 
arrangement are decided and planned by the mothers purposefully and rationally 
beforehand. Although the term "coping strategy" has increasingly been used in the 
analysis ofhow women deal with their particular situations, its wholesale application 
are not without problems. Since "strategy" more or less depicts the formation of 
programs or sets of actions in pursuit of aims or in response to particular changing 
situations, both conscious and unconscious, the term have its strong theoretical 
underpinning in the theory of rationality and the rational choice theory.^^ It is under 
this theoretical underpinning that the connotations of rational calculations are entirely 
explicit in the term coping strategy. It leads to the explanation of individual behavior 
over-determined by the "rational calculation" argument. Thus, the use of the term 
coping strategy in most of the sociological studies of household activities is basically 
"rationalistic". They follow economic calculative rationality's model to assume 
individual is always in "purposive" gloss to their activities. The word "purposive" 
51 Laura Balbo, "Crazy Quilts: Rethinking the Welfare State debate from a Women's point of view", in 
Anne Showstack Sassoon ed., Women and the State: The Shifting Boundaries of Public and Private, 
London: Hutchinson. 
52 Juila Brannen & Moss Peter (1988), New Mothers at Work: Employment and Childcare, London: 
Unwin Hyman. 
53 Lisa Peattie & Martin Rein (1983)，Women's Claims, Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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means that people are consciously making decisions about the sort of work they do. 
Their behaviors are believed to be rational means-end oriented. It is perceived that 
there is a close relationship between means and ends. People implement strategy in 
pursuit of their goals. Household activities are therefore perceivecP as designed and 
planned by women in a way that best serves the material interests of their family in 
circumstances of varying degrees of constraints. This kind of understanding of 
household activities by the "rationalistic" strategy is entirely based on the presumption 
of economic man behavior. But, the household activities have other important 
dimension— gender. Complete reliance on this model of rationality in analyzing the 
household activities may lead to mechanistic, inflexible and reified reading of some 
"gendered" subjective experience. As Claire Wallace writes, this problem is in the 
authentication of the generality of economic, calculative rationality. "... to what extent 
households could be assumed to be undertaking a cost-benefit analysis of their own 
activities and the extent to which this could be generalized to the other areas of social 
life where economic, calculative rationality is less obvious."，？ Instead of gaining any 
particular insight into individual's own understandings and feelings about different 
situations, the rationalistic coping strategy presume too much on individual's 
motivation. It imposes a particularly loaded pattern of order upon women whose lives 
are founded upon a very different pattern. Especially, when this "rationalistic" term 
54 Roberts E., (1985),^ Woman's place, Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 
55 Graham Crow (1989), "The use of the concept of 'strategy' in recent sociological literature", P.l-2. 
56 Household activities include those practices that relate to the maintenance and running of the family. 
In chapter one, Wesis's definition is quoted. He divides household activities into three different 
"household tasks package". However, some of the studies which follow the strict demarcation of public 
and private spheres, definitively exclude income-generating activities from household activities. 
57 Claire Wallace is the one who works with Ray Pahl to write about the "household work strategy". 
See, Pahl, R. E. and Wallace, C. D. (1985)，"Household works strategies in an economic recession" in 
Redclift，N. & Mingione，E. eds., Beyond Employment: Household, Gender and Subsistence, Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell. Here, the comment is her least work in 1993 in re-examining the concept of strategy 
in uses over the past 10 years. See, Claire Wallace (1993), "Reflections on the concept of'stxategy'", in 
David Morgan, Liz Stanley eds., Debates in Sociology, New York: Manchester University Press, P.96-
117. 
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coping strategy (which I would like to term as in referring to it underpinned with the 
economic rational man assumption) is made on explaining the subjective experience 
of mothering, the problem of its unproblematic use are much more salient. The 
problem is in its assumption of rational means- end oriented behavior with less 
theoretical references to women's family based understanding and their rationality of 
caring. The women's family-based understanding and the rationality of caring have 
long been perceived as raised from their everyday life experiences ofhome and child-
caring. Without making reference to this aspect of mothering, when the rationalistic 
coping strategy is applied to the study of mothering, the behavior pattern of mother 
may be over-determined by the overriding assumption of rational means-end oriented 
behavior. So, it is highly dubious to describe women's strategy by the use of a concept 
which implies other behavior patterns in different experiential context.^^ 
The term coping strategy in use- the "double-edged sword"? 
The above criticism of the rationalistic coping strategy lead to the rejection of 
rationalistic approach to the study of mothering. Analysis done on the basis of 
"rational means-end oriented" assumption of human behavior would only mn at risk 
of dealing with some non-rational activities in mechanistic, inflexible and reified 
ways. Nevertheless, it is not to say that the practice of mothering are non-rational, nor 
to perceive that mothers are completely devoid of means-end motivated behavior. As 
Edward and Ribbens note in their suggestion of women's strategies and say it should 
be seen as ftindamentally different from male-oriented strategies. "This is not to imply 
that the public world is rational and the domestic/ women are irrational- just that 
domestic 'rationality' has to be understood on its own terms as guided by both emotion 
58 Rosalind Edwards and Jane Ribbens (1991), "Meandering around 'strategy': A research note on 
strategic discourse in the lives of women", P.484. 
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and perception, with 'goals' that are linked to processes and to orientation...."^^ The 
deployment ofEdward and Ribben's comment here points out two points ofconcern 
about the use of the term coping strategy. First is about the applicability of the term 
coping strategy. Edward and Ribben never refute the use of strategy in the studies of 
women's lives, but cautions that it should be used in a way that works outwards from 
the domestic instead of from the public inwards. Second, the use of strategy, however 
is much easy to run into risk of leading the study of mothering to be over-determined 
by the "rational calculation" assumption. Third, therefore, it should be used in grasp 
of the domestic rationality, so as to express the significance of women's lives. From 
this perspective, the term coping strategy is much like a "double-edged sword". On 
one hand, it helps to elevate maternal practices in bringing "rational dimension" to 
mother's work at home which have long be neglected by sociologists in discussing 
rationality. On the other hand, reading too much calculation into the analysis of 
mothering practices may distort and undermine the understanding of women's 
behaviors and the priority that they give to family. In his essay on commenting to 
Crow's discussion of the increasing use of the term strategy in sociology, David H. J. 
Morgan notes, analysis by using the strategy should necessarily entail construction of 
human beings or agencies. He points out that, the real question is not whether such a 
particular action is really "strategic", but whether we can gain any further insight from 
such an application. Nevertheless, Morgan warns that the use of the term must be 
critically treated. It is because "the ethical consequences the development of a 
'strategies' approach are certainly double-edged, with the potential for both the 
enrichment and the diminishment of our moral understanding ofhuman agency._ 
Like the work ofHilary Graham's study ofhardship and health in women's lives in 
59 ibid., P.486. 
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1993. Graham is able to impute the rational dimension to mothering through the 
depiction of different strategies they employed in the time ofhardship.^^ But his study 
engaged too much in describing how those mothers worked to reconcile their caring 
responsibilities and their financial obligation by adopting different strategies. No 
attention is placed on 1) the course ofhow they come to make such strategies and 2) 
the considerations of doing so. These two areas of concern about the subjective 
experience of mothers, have to be described as the interpretive dimension of 
mothering. The uncovering of this dimension helps expose the mother as a critical 
agent, with the capacity of reflecting upon and responding to particular socio-cultural 
setting. So, any unproblematic use of coping strategy in the explanation of the 
mothering experience would fail to understand the actuality of their role in producing 
social life. In the following paragraphs, discussion is still organized around the 
critique of the limitations of the unproblematic use of rationalistic coping strategy. 
But, it is done in a way aims at finding out the possibilities of remaking the term 
strategy, so as to resume its significance on the mothering studies. 
1) In identifying the scope of the application of strategy: 
Although mothers may develop different strategies or methods to help themselves to 
cope with the demands of the their caring duties, coping strategy can not be fully 
identified with what they actually do and intend to do in mothering. Mothering as a 
caring activity, should be treated more than an instrumental task of satisfying material 
needs and wants of the cared. It, in fact has another aspect of caring attributes, such as 
personal relationship, intimacy and emotionality. 
6�David H. J. Morgan (1989)，"Strategies and Sociologist: A Comment on Crow", Sociology, Vo.23, 
No. 1, P. 28-29. 
61 Hilary Graham (1993), Hardship andHealth in Women's Lives, London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 
P.149-166. 
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2) In replacing the "strategic thinking" with complex decision-making process 
based on women ,sfamily lives: 
Too much emphasis on "strategic" or "purposive" intent of individual behavior would 
lead to oversimplification of the complexity of mothering practices. This may also 
reduces the totality of mothering to economic rational action which makes the 
analysis of mother's subjective experience of caring over-determined by rational 
behavior argument. Moreover, the considerations behind making use of this coping 
strategy are not made explicit in the course of study, it renders many women's 
experience other than the successful experience of coping with difficulties less 
appealing. As Edwards and Ribbens say, "women's family-based understandings are 
rooted in a concern with processes rather than the goal, with activities and ways of 
being which are regarded as valuable in their own right, rather than as means to 
ends.... In the concern with detail rather than with overall 'strategic' end views that 
such orientations to process may be expressed."^^ The term coping strategy should be 
used in the way that can help to illustrate the consideration behind making use of this 
coping strategy. 
3) "Purposive reaction“ Versus "adaptation,,: 
It is not without reason to say, all mothers come to plan and design their home and 
child-caring works on the basis of their purposive reaction toward the upkeep of the 
family's interest. However, with no attention given to the contradiction or struggle that 
they have in the whole decision-making process, it may run at risk of confusing the 
meaning of "purposive reaction" and "adaptation". The word "purposive reaction" 
62 Rosalind Edwards and Jane Ribbens (1991), "Meandering around 'strategy': A research note on 
strategic discourse in the lives of women", P.485. 
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assumes individual behaviors are means-end oriented or instrumental. When changes 
or disruption in daily routines are anticipated, they would have this "spontaneous 
purposive reaction" in seeking control in the new environment. This argument 
depends largely on successful cases of those mothers in making use of their own ways 
to "create opportunities". There is still some less "fortunate" or less "successful" one. 
Too much emphasize on this "purposive reaction" of single-mothers toward their 
contextual constraint of domestic lives would fail to take in adequate feminist 
critiques of patriarchy and its oppression to women's lives at home. It may slide into 
another extreme of neutralizing the oppression and constraint that women face. In fact, 
purposive reaction is not easy to make when information about their situations is not 
adequate. Particularly, when changes come unexpectedly and involuntarily, people 
may need time for suiting themselves to the new situations. But the word of 
"adaptation" implies more meaning of the procedural adjustment. For most of the time, 
when "change" or disruption happens, the reaction mothers "make" do not aim at 
preserving the previous standard of living by resisting the deterioration. They may 
come to adjust themselves to the new circumstances so as to maintain the 
responsibilities that they have always borne. 
4)Re-asserting the multi-dimensionality of people's live: 
Nevertheless, no matter how we come to delineate the meaning between "purposive 
reaction" and "adaptation", it can not be denied that one of the use of the term coping 
strategy is for capturing individual "reaction" toward pressures and difficulties. These 
reactions may be based upon individual past experiences and their own life-style. In 
reciprocation, these reactions toward pressures and difficulties may come to beget 
individual's subjectivity. Here, lifestyle refers to not only the way individuals come to 
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organize their daily lives within particular material circumstance, but also decision 
taken and course of action followed under conditions of severe material constraint.^^ 
By this definition, it allows the more in-depth discussion on the interplay between 
strategy and subjectivity. To understand this interplay between strategy and 
subjectivity, it should first study the multi-dimensionality of personal lives--at least, 
the course of interaction between the structural context of individual lives, their day to 
day life's "ordering" practice, their own biography and the self-conception of the 
individual. 
5) The possibilities for the re-acquisition of knowledge and skills: 
Individuals come to employ strategies to cope with the demands and difficulties of 
their lives. The strategy that the individual employed may be based on their acquired 
knowledge and skill. This knowledge for survival and coping skill is mostly acquired 
in respect of the intimacies of personal life. Two circumstances for individual come to 
"re-skill" themselves by the adoption of different coping strategy, a) tend to respond 
to specific requirements of context; b) upon consequential transitions in their lives and 
social relationships. Therefore, the focus of the analysis of coping strategy should not 
only be placed on its "purposive reaction" toward any imposing demands and 
constraints. It should come to see the course of developing particular coping strategy 
in response to particular circumstance of varying degree of demand and constraints 
which in turn, contributes to the growth of"folk" wisdom or "grassroots" knowledge. 
Understanding of single-mothering by the "Subjectivistic" approach 
63 The word "lifestyle" is borrowed from Giddens. Li his book, Modernity and Self-identity, Giddens 
much emphasizes on the increasing significance on Ufestyle in modem society. Lifestyle choice is 
particular important in the constitution of seLf-identity and daily activities. It bears with some 
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Form this point of view, the "rationalistic" coping strategy is not satisfactory for 
understanding mothering practices. However, it does not mean that coping strategy 
itself is not without any implication to the understanding of mothering. Its 
significance is in subjectification. The term "subjectivity" allow the account ofboth 
rational and emotional dimensions of individual behavior. So the way it comes to be 
used should not be perceived as an unproblematic explanation for individual behavior. 
Instead, coping strategy as a descriptive category of social practices should take more 
detail of the experience rather than means- end orientation process, rather than the 
overall "strategic" ends views of individual adoption of particular social practice into 
consideration. The "detail of the experience" and the "process" of practicing are 
believed to be the source of data for the grasp of individual "reflected- on experience" 
over the actual practices that they make in everyday live problem-solving. Particularly 
for the study of mothering, there are some distinctive experiences (such as nurturing 
ethic) that must be seen in a way of how it takes place in the every-day life world of 
mothers. Otherwise, it may distort or fail to recognize the meaning. Drawn from 
Wallace's recommendation, "the strategy will reflect those persons' perceptions of 
what is necessary and meaningful in their social world rather than an economic, 
calculative rationality alone", ”.... the research method used must enable us to 
interpret how people are constructing this r a t iona l i ty ._ The "subjectivistic" coping 
strategy is thus developed. It is used to study the way in which mothers come to 
secure their sense and meaning of self and reality through the adoption of different 
strategies for survival and caring. The strength of coping strategy in terms of 
"subjectivistic" is in itself an integrating power of allowing the analysis of mothering 
to read in the subjective experience of mother in making use of different strategies for 
resemblance my discussion of the way ofhow coping strategy related to single-mother's personal life 
experience. 
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survival and caring. It preserves the assumption of individuals enjoying a certain 
degree of autonomy and self-determination in the way in which they act in ordering 
their day to day existence, while also recognizing the importance of structural factors 
in affecting their behavior. In order to bring out the relevance of term coping strategy 
to the study of mothering, the basis for mother's adoption of coping strategy is first 
discussed. It is followed by a section, which discerns the theoretical underpinning for 
the introduction of"subjectivistic" coping strategy. 
Rethinking the hasis for the adoption of coping strategy in mothering studies 
1) The material basis of motherly-caring: 
Mothering has always been treated as a form of caring. It entails both material and 
affectionate dimension of caring/^ In Fisher and Tronto's proposed theoretical 
framework of caring, are more than the work of nurturing, it involves the skillful 
management of resources.^^ The capacity of caring are constrained by "ability factors" 
and its specific preconditions of caring activities. As Fisher and Tronto describe, the 
most important of these ability factors are time, material resources, knowledge and 
skill. Limitation in either of these would impinge on the quality of caring. As far as 
the affectionate basis of motherly-caring are concerned, Fisher and Tronto treat "love", 
"intimacy" as the essence of caring relationship in which the moral obligation of 
64ibid.，P.113-114. 
65 According to most commonly held definition of caring, it is about activities as well as feelings, 
"feeling concem for and taking charge of the well-being of others in a person to person setting". See 
Kari Waemess (1984), "Caring as Women's work in the WeLfare State", in Harriet Holter ed., 
Patriarchy in Welfare Society, Norway: Universitetsforlarget, P.67-87. 
66 Berenice Fisher and Joan Tronto (1990), "Toward a feminist theory of caring", in Emily K. Abel and 
Margaret K. Nelson eds., Circles of Care: Work and Identity in Women's Lives, New York: State 
University ofNew York Press, P.35-62. 
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"caring for" becomes actual practice of "taking care of'.^^ Mothers are therefore 
expected not only to provide love, but also labor. So in the context of motherly caring, 
the mother mostly thinks and acts on the level of the particular individual. The care 
she gives to each child therefore, may not be the same. In order to do so, she must 
have personal knowledge of the individual child in question. 
For the sake of inquiry, Fisher and Tronto fiirther divide caring into four intertwining 
phases: caring about, taking care of, care-giving and care-receiving.^^ The first three 
phases are the personal experience of the caregiver and the last one involves the 
interaction between caregiver and care-recipients. Each of these phases of caring 
requires skillful management of its available resources to have this part of caring 
work to be done. Especially, "taking care of' which implies the responsibility for 
initiating and maintaining caring activities. It requires continuous time spent, the 
explicit knowledge of the situation and the ability to command resources from the 
mothers. By treating the asymmetry between power and responsibility as the most 
common caring circumstance, Fisher and Tronto believes that caring activities 
involves the associated tasks of resource management and extraction. The 
accomplishment of these associated tasks depends on those mothers in possession of 
the skill and knowledge in coping with the conflicting demands of different aspects of 
domestic lives. It is under this circumstance that mothers develop the daily routines 
and make specific arrangements to help themselves in maintaining different 
competing and demanding caring duties. 




Another basis for the adoption of coping strategy is the asymmetry between power 
and responsibilities. Here, "power" is defined as the capacity for the control of 
resources. "Responsibilities" refer to the obligations that mothers have to fulfill by 
moral and cultural sense. The asymmetry between power and responsibilities has long 
been the main theme of feminist studies of mothering. It has been regarded as the 
general portrayal of mother's situation. In the earlier studies on mothering, this 
question is approached from the structural perspectives, seeing it as the evidence of 
how women are being oppressed under patriarchy，Ann Oakley's book "Housewife", 
concludes that the salient features of women's role in being a housewife are reinforced 
by motherhood. "Along with the myth of the division oflabor by sex, the myth of 
motherhood is a major source of women's oppression. Both myths act to confirm 
women's domesticity....”?�So, there is not much space left for the direct address ofthe 
possibility for resilience and the adoption of coping strategy on the part ofthe women 
themselves. They tend to emphasize much on the studies of the oppressive social 
structure under which women find themselves to be both disempowered and 
disadvantaged. In their analytical framework, the subject (women) are located at 
much passive, vulnerable, and powerless positions in relation to the structural 
constraints that fall upon their lives. Whenever female autonomies are developed they 
are simply subsumed into an assured pattern of recurrent submission. Because ofthis 
orientation, when the question of mothering alone are being addressed, much ofthe 
discussions focus on the dislocation of single-mother in mainstream society. 
It is the term strategy that provide an alternative perspective to the asymmetry 
between power and responsibilities by suggesting that the study should be made on 
69 Stevi Jackson, "Women and the family", P. 179. 
70 Ann Oakley (1974)，Housewife, New York: Penguin Book, P.221. 
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the practice of those mothers. Particularly, in circumstances where those mothers 
come to be the subject of different demands to their domestic lives. The following are 
some of these circumstances: 
a) For balancing the economic survival and the demand ofcaring: 
One ofthe instances of this circumstance is mother's "dual involvement" in paid work 
and home- caring. Most of the studies have shown that mother who is going out to 
work as a response to the rising importance of second income. The difficulties to 
maintain standard ofliving of a family by relying on one wage (the male's family 
wage) contribute to the growth of "dual earner" and the rising importance of second 
income. So at this level, mother's involvement in paid work can be regarded as a 
strategy for resisting marginalization. Given their previous full-time involvement in 
domestic and caring activities, those working mothers have to make the necessary 
arrangement for balancing the work being done at home and in paid employment. As 
Susan Yeandle, in her study of women's working lives notes, there are three types of 
coping strategies for those mothers to maintain a place in the paid labor force while 
continuing to take major responsibility for work within the family. They are 
"household", "family", and "personal”.?！ The "first" type of"strategy" isto enlist 
support from other members of their households, on both a regular basis and during 
periodic difficulties. This support includes share of domestic work, and self-servicing 
at home. The "second" type is drawn from the extra-household source of support from 
kin and the "third" type is self-help without relying on external support. Part-time 
employment and household-works is a solution for most of the women who find 
standard full-time employment impractical. In order to juggle the domestic 
71 Susan Yeandle (1984), Women's working lives: Patterns and strategies, London: Tavistock, P.168-
169. 
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responsibility with the time of paid employment, working mothers also adopt the 
personally demanding strategy of engaging in long hours oflabor both paid and 
unpaid. 
b) For reconciling the demand of home-caring and needfor caring child: 
Most ofthe mothers face the double demand of their caring responsibilities- how to 
economize enough for home maintenance and how to care enough for the need ofthe 
dependent children. The coping strategies that they adopt are supposed to be used in 
three different areas. Firstly, how to apportion money for different household 
expenditure and each family member's individual needs. Second, how to turn limited 
family wage into high standard of utilities for the whole family collective 
consumption. Thirdly, how to develop satisfactory coping strategies for fitting her life 
around her husband's work^^ and the children's school routines^l Mothers may 
experience planning and actions as an acts concerning for a variety of interests. So, in 
order to have caring duties in these three different areas to be fulfilled, the mothers 
must learn to recognize what the objective requirements of each family member are 
and then meet these in the socially prescribed ways. The most popular form of 
strategy that those mothers adopt is budgeting. It is used to produce the necessary 
economy for maintaining the daily operation of the family. 
o) For both self-resilience and the necessity of household maintenance: 
The major difference between mothering in male-headed family and female-headed 
family is the lack of male breadwinner's support and co-parenting. The strategies 
those single-mothers employ are not only for survival and caring, but also for their 
72 Finch, J. (1983)，Married to job, London: Allen and Unwin, P. 70. 
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resilience from the experience of marital disruption. But, the work of household 
maintenance may cut short the time they might need for recovery from the past 
unpleasant experiences brought by marital disruption. In this shortened period of 
recovery, those mothers need moral courage to re-establish their own lives, including 
their personal traits, daily routines and social support network. Given their "solo" 
responsibilities for maintaining the daily functions of the whole family, single-
mothers are much more vulnerable to the effect of marginalization. The anxiety for 
economic security of the family may subject them to the feeling of powerlessness. As 
Waerness writes, "self care" and "care for others" are related to the frequently 
contradictory values of independence and self-sufficiency, on the one hand, and the 
value ofresponsibility and consideration for the others, on the other hand. These 
values often give rise to quite opposite priorities over the distribution of scarce 
resources, their energy and time.?* Public assistance give them a "buffer" to insulate 
themselves from the need to go out to work to earn a living by giving up the part of 
caring work at home. By relying on welfare, those single-mothers can concentrate on 
their caring work at home and re-build their own personal lives. The receipt ofpublic 
assistance therefore may be regarded as strategy for economic survival, caring and 
resilience. 
3) Re-establishing the relationship with self through adoption of coping strategy: 
The above account of different strategies can be virtually divided into two main types, 
the "self-help" and "dependence on other's help". The use of these two main types of 
strategies is not exclusive, but somehow complementary. By these strategies, those 
73 Pauline Hunt (1989), "Gender and the construction ofhome life", in Graham Allan & Graham Crow 
eds.，Home and Family: Creating the Domestic Sphere, London: Macmillan, P.70 
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mothers come to re-establish new relationship with self and with the external 
environment in respect to the ways they resist the forces of marginalization. The self-
help strategy depends on the mother's own capacity for coping with demands and 
difficulties oftheir lives. They come to cope with these demands and difficulties 
within the scope of their control over the surrounding available resources. The 
strategy that they mostly use is household resource reallocation or budgeting. It is 
through mother's self-exploitation or the extraction of overall household expenditures 
in order to "squeeze" money for extra-ordinary use or satisfaction of idiosyncratic 
needs and wants of individual family members. The self-help strategy then becomes 
the medium for mothers to re-establish relationship with self. It is because the 
adoption of self-help strategies largely depend on mother's self-reflection-- in 
assessing what their constraints are, what their abilities are, what resource they 
possess and what they care the most. Nevertheless, mothers may employ strategies, 
which may involve outsiders in the financial affairs as well as the social life ofthe 
families. In fact, there are a number of studies, which highlight the importance of 
relatives and friends acting as the source of mutual support when mothers are in tough 
times. These sources provide both material and emotional support and help. The 
material support and help both in cash or in kind help those mothers to fend for the 
living standards of their children and family. Besides, source ofhelp also comes from 
other social institutions. But to take on these help demands them to enter into some 
kinds of relationship with external environment and other groups of people. These 
kinds of relationships can be very supportive and rewarding. They do reinforce 
mother's own self-identity. To see how subjectivity is actively constructed in 
particular socio-cultural context by mother, it needs to address the relationships they 
74 Kari Waemess (1984)，"Caring as Women Work in the Welfare State", in Holter Harriet ed., 
"Women Research and Social Theory", Patriarchy in Welfare Society, Norway: Universitetsforlaget, 
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develop with self and with others when they make strategies against the asymmetry 
between power and responsibilities. It is because the types of relationships they 
develop accord with the types of strategies that they render on to make ends meet. 
Making ofthe "siihjectivistk" coping strategy 
The shift in Foucault's interest in body to self finally led to his rejection of any 
straightforward causal chain between large-scale determining structures and the 
actions ofindividuals. Instead of phrasing power relation in the external, impersonal 
disciplinary mechanism or institution, Foucault studies the power relation in a more 
dynamic relationship between individual and social structure.” He believes that power 
relation should exist between autonomous and independent subjects. The practice of 
self is used to describe the way in which individual subjects comes to actively fashion 
themselves in the possible space within the structural context that they are subjected 
to. The way in which individual subjects come to actively fashion themselves can also 
be deciphered as individual makes use of different methods or practices in ordering 
their day-to-day experience. It allows certain degree of agency and self-determination 
attributable to the individual behavior.^^ 
The subjectivistic coping strategy is developed on this basis ofFoucault's notion of 
practice of self. It is applied to grasp the way in which single-mothers come to secure 
their sense of self-conscious awareness (subjectivity), meaning of reality through the 
adoption of various practices or strategies to help themselves meet the conflicting 
demands of different caring works at home. As stated before, mothering practices 
P.69. 
75 Michel Foucault (1980)，Power/Knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings, 1972-77, in 
Colin Gordon, Brighton: Harvester, P. 98. 
76 Michel Foucault (1984), "On the genealogy of ethics: An overview of work in progress", The 
FoucaultReader, P. Rabinow ed., Harmondsworth: Penguin, P. 343. 
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have been increasingly understood in the way ofhow it initiates an alternative set of 
reasoning from their lives in balancing different demands of caring. The values of 
nurturance and connectedness that associated with the practice of mothering should be 
regarded as arising out of particular structural contexts of their living, rather than the 
natural instincts of women. Nevertheless, the practice of mothering does not simply 
reflect in a straightforward fashion, an overarching ideologies or a system ofbeliefs. 
The course of practicing mothering constitute a complex process of subjectification 
via which the mothers come to recognize themselves as a "subject" oftheir own 
behavior. The "rationalistic" term coping strategy run counter to this way of studying 
mothering by reducing mother's adoption of strategy for "caring" to simple "purposive 
reaction" toward difficulties and changes. This straightforward causal connection 
between social determinants and individual practices tend to oversimplify how 
individual comes to understand themselves through the practice they employ in 
everyday lives for problem- solving. 
As Lois McNay points out, the idea of practice of self, complements Foucault's 
earlier studies of the ways in which the subject is constituted as an object of 
knowledge with an analysis ofhow individuals come to understand themselves as 
subjects. Foucault regards it as the process through which subjectification of 
individuals take place.?? In his genealogy of the desiring subject, Foucault seeks for a 
more dynamic understanding ofhow individuals interpret their experiences. By 
comparing the two moral systems of classical and early Christian thought in European 
history, Foucault believes that there exist some differences in the degree of self-
determination or autonomy tolerated within these two systems in relation to individual 
77 Lois McNay (1994)，Foucault: A critical introduction, London: Polity Press, P.133-134. 
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everyday practices. The difference that Foucault perceives between the classical and 
Christian moral systems give rise to a classical and Christian moral system that gives 
rise to a distinction between morality toward ethics and morality towards code. The 
former allows relative autonomy in the behavior of individual to the rules and values 
that are advocated to them; while the latter, grounded in a unified and authoritarian 
moral system, demands strict obedience to imposed rules and prohibitions.^^ 
Foucault draws on the notion of morality toward ethics to develop his view of modern 
ethics of self, emphasizing that individual in modern society actively fashions his/her 
own existence through the adoption of various practices. To characterize the various 
practices which are instrumental in the constitution of the self, Foucault use the term 
"ethic" instead ofmoral ' to describe this practices. It is because ethic permits a 
greater element of freedom in individual behavior in relation to general rules of 
conduct. What Foucault means by ethics is "the kind of relationship you ought to have 
with yourself, ... which determines how the individual is supposed to constitute 
himself as a moral subject ofhis own actions. — Of course, such usage is not out of 
the sociological scrutiny. It can be regarded as the value system of guiding individual 
behaviors, which are contextual and more immersed in the details of relationships and 
narratives.8�Most importantly, in discussing the connection between practice and 
subjectivity, it provides the theoretical linkages for bridging these two areas without 
essentializing or naturalizing some attributes of individual behavior to human instinct. 
78 Foucault's notion of practice of self is discerned in his study of ancient Greek and Roman morality in 
The Use of pleasure and The care of the seLf. 
79 Michel Foucault (1982), "Subject and Power", in Herbert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow eds., Michel 
Foucault: Beyond Structuralism and Hermeneutics, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, P.238. 
8° As Barry Smart notes, the "ascetic" element of moral system tends to be placed on "practices ofthe 
seW" rather than on codification of conduct in terms of the permitted and the prohibited. So the focus is 
not on the contents and methods of application or enforcement oflaws, but on the cultivation of an 
appropriate attitude of respect. So it enable the value system of guiding individual behaviors which are 
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Ethic, in practice consist various type of activity which individual undertakes in order 
to "constitute" him/herself as a moral subject acting with reference to the prescriptive 
elements that constitute the "code". So we create ourselves as subjects in our ethical 
activity. 
This process of subjectification is still within the confines of power relation, as 
Foucault never gives it up in his studies. Power relation is the necessary precondition 
for the establishment of social relations. But, the meaning of power relation in the 
notion of practice of self are more impressing than he has described in the external 
and impersonal disciplinary mechanism and institution in his earlier works on 
Discipline and Punish. He abandons the restrictive use of power as negative force, 
arguing that power as well as the positive force has many enabling features in its 
relation to individual. Most importantly, in the notion of practice of self, power can 
only operate through free subject. "One must observe also that there cannot be 
relations of power unless the subjects are free. In order to exercise a relation of power, 
there must be on both sides at least a certain form ofliberty."^' This assumption of 
power relation underlies the notion of practice of self. It enables the subjectification of 
individuals to be made on why individual comes to rely on different practices or 
techniques autonomously in interpreting and determining his/her own stylistics of 
existence, but do not go beyond the boundary of specific socio-cultural context. The 
way individual comes to be subjectified is not because of externally imposed system 
of value or social constraints. It is through the practices that individual routinely and 
frequently uses in his/her everyday lives problem- solving that he/she believes to be 
contextual and more immersed in the details of relationships and narratives. See: Bany Smart (1985), 
Michel Foucault, London: Penguin Book，P. 110-111. 
81 Michel Foucault (1988), "The ethic of care for the selfas a practice offreedom"，in J. Bemauer & D. 
Rasmussen eds., The Final Foucault, Cambridge Mass.: MIT Press.，P.12. 
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effective and viable. This kind of new depiction of power relation between social 
structure and individual resonate with Foucault's rejection of any straightforward 
causal chain between large-scale determining structures and the actions of individuals. 
Nevertheless Foucault still insists on the post-structuralism assumption of the 
interplay between structure and practice. "I am interested.... in the way in which the 
subject constitutes himself in an active fashion, by the practices of self, these practices 
are nevertheless not something that the individual invents by himself. They are 
patterns that he finds in his culture and which are proposed, suggested and imposed 
on him by his culture, his society and his social group."^^ This means that the practice 
of self would only be meaningful on the condition that an individual is an autonomous 
subject, capable of ordering his/her day-to-day existence, but at the same time their 
practices are conditioned and over-determined by the socio-cultural context that they 
are subjected to. A kind of interface is therefore secured. 
The idea expressed in the notion of practice of self, help to pave the groundwork for 
construction of the term subjectivistic coping strategy in two aspects. It lays the 
theoretical underpinning and also the direction of the term in use for mothering 
studies. Although the practice of self reserve much space and possibility for the 
insertion of autonomy and self-determination to individual behavior, in the final 
instance they are conditioned and over-determined by larger social and cultural 
constraints. The patterns individual come to fashion himself/herself may be proposed, 
suggested or imposed by his/her culture, his/her society and his/her social groups. 
From this angle, what the practice of self signify is a course ofhow individual come 
to acquire his/her subjectivity by entering into two inter-related relationships, one 
82ibid., P.11. 
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with self and one with his environment. The former refers to the way by which 
individual develop his/her way oflives by conscience or self-knowledge, while the 
latter refer to the way by which this manner oflife is sustained by the contacts that 
he/she make with culture, society and their social grouping. 
Similar arguments are also made by sociologists in the description of the rationality of 
caring. They note that, there exists a socially structured factor in the background of 
opportunities and constraints, which are built into mother's daily routine, constituting 
their caring lives. It affects their pattern of lives, rationality of caring and the 
construction of their own social ties and support network. So it is not groundless to 
see mothers as participating women, socially creating and shaping opportunity for 
themselves and their children, acting within the constraints and opportunities provided 
by their different social contexts，� 
In constituting the conditions for the constitution of single-mother,s subjectivity 
The "subjectivitistic" coping strategy stresses on how individual comes to recognize 
himself/herself as being a "subject". Their sense of identity, conscience or self-
knowledge is sustained throughout the course of their day-to day lives problem 
solving. The practice or strategy that individuals routinely depend on is regarded as a 
response to the problems that are compounded by the "individualization". "This form 
of power applies itself to immediate everyday life which categories the individual, 
marks him by his own individuality, attaches him to his own identity, imposes a law 
83 In chapter one, the rationality of caring is discussed with specific emphasis on its non-reductionist's 
and non-essentialist's theoretical grounding. Two articles are frequently made references to, see: 
Rosalind Edwards and Simon Duncan (1996)，"Rational economic man or lone mothers in context?: 
The uptake of paid work", in Silva Bortolaia Elizabeth eds., GoodEnough Mothering?: Feminist 
perspective on lone mothering, London: Routledge, P.114-129; Kari Waemess (1987), "On the 
rationality of caring", in Anne Showstack Sassoon ed., Women andstate: The shifting boundaries of 
public andphvate, Hutchinson, London, P.207-234. For more detail discussion, can also see: Christine 
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of truth on him which he must recognize and which others have to recognize in him. It 
is this form of power relation that makes individual subjects. There are two meanings 
of the word subject: subject to someone else by control and dependence. It ties to his 
own identity by a conscience or self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a form of 
power which subjugates and makes subject to ._ In relation to its position in the 
process of subjectification, strategy operates as a power that normalizes and 
individualizes those who are subjected to it. First by forcing them to act strategically 
and take responsibility for their own strategies; and secondly by pushing them to enter 
into different relations with self and with others in which they secure their own sense 
of meaning and reality. As Deborah Cook notes, "the subject is created by the various 
practices in which the self folds back on itself and constitutes an inner mental life 
does describe much ofFoucault's own analysis of the formation of subjectivity."^^ 
This remark gives the necessary theoretical support for the derivation of the analytical 
sub-themes of subjectivistic coping strategy by pointing out the conditions for the 
constitution of single-mother's subjectivity from analyzing their reflected-on 
experience of mothering alone on welfare. 
So in order to make the subjectivistic coping strategy fit into the framework of 
studying single-mother's subjectivity, the underlying assumptions of "caring strategy" 
needs further illustration. Single-mothers work and live on limited resources, but 
overburden with caring responsibilities. By seeking the most possible ways to cope 
with the pressures of mothering alone, those single-mothers are torn between different 
demands ofcaring. In keeping balance between economizing enough and caring 
Everingham (1990)，Motherhood andModernity: An investigation into the rational dimension of 
mothering, Buckingham, PA: Open University Press. 
84 Michel Foucault (1982), "Subject and Power", P.212. 
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enough, those single-mothers also have to work to keep up family standards and 
satisfy individual needs simultaneously. These two caring tasks are often competing 
and conflicting. The former emphasizes on "universalistic" principle in household 
resource distribution. The overall decrease of the pool of family's resources would 
bring an overall decrease in the family standards. But the latter is different. Caring for 
individual's needs work on another "particularistic" principle. Individual family 
member may receive extra material support and servicing in according to their 
idiosyncrasies. This explains why the attributes of caring contain not only the skills of 
resource use and allocation, but also intimacy and connection. As stated before, 
mothers make use of strategy either for survival or for caring against the pitfalls of the 
asymmetry between their power and their caring responsibilities. Within the 
framework of constraint and limitations, they may develop different skills for re-
arranging their lives in a way they believe best fits or less evil for themselves. This 
skill gives rise to particular practice by which they always rely on resisting the effects 
of marginalization which are brought along by the asymmetry between their power 
and caring responsibilities. We term these practices as strategies because they imply 
the flexibility and resourcefulness of mother in findings possible way of doing things. 
It is obviously not the practice they can render on to "change" the situation they are in, 
but only the re-adjustment they can probably make in order to survive from being 
"eliminated". 
The strategies for caring and strategies for economic survival of the household are 
most often interwoven. The strategy for survival may determine the way of how the 
strategy for caring is used, but the strategy for caring may also constrain the way the 
85 Deborah cook (1993)，The subject finds a voice- Foucault's turn toward subjectivity. New York: 
PeterLang, P.126. 
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strategy for survival are used. Actually they are in contradictory relationship. It is 
because individual well being is constantly pitted against the financial survival of the 
family. Keeping balance between these two strategies concerns with the meanings and 
responsibilities that go with being a "mother" which is central to their sense of self. 
Coping with the economic pressures means finding flexible and reliable ways of 
extracting source of material support and managing well with in the finance of the 
family. They have to counteract the effect of marginalization. In other words, caring 
for children on limited source of support means seeking the best ways for maximizing 
the utility of available resources and tuming them into "higher" standard of care given 
to the children. In doing so, the strategies that help those mothers to cope with 
different demands of caring, in tum, becomes a part of their lives. It operates as a 
power that normalizes and individualizes those who are subjected to it. 
Methodology 
This research is conducted by using the qualitative method. The research data is 
collected by in-depth interviews with 15 single-mothers who are the recipients of 
public assistance for more than one year. The reasons for screening out those who are 
in receipt of public assistance for less than one year are two-fold. First, it is to cast out 
the uncertainties and ambiguities which may be involved in researching those single-
mothers who first comes to rely on public assistance for a short while. Second, to 
make sure the homogeneity of those cases for analysis ofhow those single-mothers 
come to understand themselves by their reflected-on-experience of mothering alone 
on welfare. 
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Gaining accesses with the interviewees is not an easy-task. Since the information of 
the public assistance recipients are kept in secrecy by the social welfare department 
and generally, the welfare recipients are quite suspicious of strangers approaching 
them directly for whatever purpose. They do not want to expose any detail oftheir 
lives and their identity ofbeing as a "public assistance recipient" or " s i ng l e -mo the r " . 
Accesses to these single-mothers were made with the help and introduction of the 
Tsuen Wan Ecumenical Grassroots Development Center. In order to obtain their trust 
and get familiar with them before the interviews, I participated in some of their 
activities organized by the Tsuen Wan Ecumenical Grassroots Development Center 
during December 1995 to March 1996. All these activities were specifically organized 
for single-parent families. They included Christmas Party, monthly held single-parent 
workshop and demonstration. Participation in these activities was partly for obtaining 
their trust and getting to know them better. I was introduced to them as a student from 
The Hong Kong Chinese University, doing a research about single-mothers. When I 
later asked them in the course of the interviews if they knew who I was, they said I 
was a voluntary worker and did not think about me as a researcher. Participation in 
these activities helped me to make some observations by hearing them chat with each 
other. These single-mothers took such social gatherings to exchange information with 
each other by chatting.^^ Some of the questions in the interview were formulated by 
the observations I made on their chats. Fifteen successful interviews were conducted 
within three months from January to the end ofMarch 1996. Some of the interviews 
were conducted at the interviewee's home and some were conducted at the Tsuen Wan 
Ecumenical Grassroots Development Center. The length of each interview on an 
86 This is my personal experience and impression of the general attitudes of those interviewed single-
mothers. But, the skepticism of those "welfare mothers" to public exposure has been documented by 
most of the social policy studies. 
87 These practices are to be further discussed in chapter five. 
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：: average was around 90 minutes. The longest one was 120 minutes and the shortest 
was 60 minutes, depending on the responses and initiatives of the interviewees to the 
c". 
7' . 
" flow and choice of issues for conversation. 
In-depth interview enables us to obtain descriptions of the life world of the 
interviewee by connecting what the interviewee has said about her/his own experience 
‘ *^^ 
to the interpretation of the meaning of the described p h e n o m e n a l It's strength lies on 
the capacity of capturing the multitude of subject's views of a theme and picturing a 
manifold and controversial human world. The interviewed single-mothers were 
f requested to provide insights into their life-world. The way ofhow they described 
his/her life-world— what was said and how it was said were recorded.^^ The structure 
of the interview schedule is based on Seidman's phenomenological three-interview 
series.9�As each respondent could only be met once, so the three separate interviews 
were put into one intensive interview. The first part of the interview was to establish 
the context of the respondent's experience. Instead of inquiring what were the major 
reasons that placed them in reliance on welfare, their routes to welfare dependency 
were investigated. The inquiry of this personal background allowed the second part of 
the interview to capture the way the respondent reconstruct the details of their 
experience in mothering. The third part of the interview was about the respondent's 
understanding of their experience. How they made sense of their lives on welfare, and 
how did they feel their mothering practice was being adversely affected. To 
summarize, the contents of the interviews were divided into 9 different topics: 
88 Steina Kvale (1996), InterViews: An Introduction to Qualitative Research Interviewing, Thousand 
Oaks, ca: Sage, P.6. 
89 ibid., P.30. 
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1) The difficulties ofliving on welfare 
2) How they come to cope with those difficulties 
3) The daily practices of organizing caring works 
4) Personal biography 
5) The expectation and feeling of first coming to live on welfare 
6) The reasons for coming to terms with their lives on welfare 
7) The personal experience of dealing with the welfare agency 
8) The overall impression of the CSSA Scheme 
9) How they see themselves, their family, friends and neighbors 
The research data collected from the above nine topics were grouped into five 
empirical themes, as below: 
1) The nature of single-mother welfare dependency 
2) Single-mothers' encounter with the welfare bureaucracy 
3) Single-mothers and their children 
4) Single-mothers' social support networks 
5) Managing the household economy 
In order to construct coherent arguments around the Foucaultian conceptual themes, 
they were further incorporated into three different aspects in accordance with the 
respondent's attitudes toward receiving public assistance as the strategies for survival, 
caring and resilience. These three aspects were 1) the receipt of public assistance as 
strategy for survival; 2) self-assertion of interests under the lives on welfare; 3) the 
interweaving caring and coping strategy used in dealing with the pressures and 
90 Seidman, I. E. (1991), InterviewingAs qualitative Research: A Guide for Researchers in Education 
and the Social Sciences, New York: Theachers College Press, P.9-12. 
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Case file Nickname Age Pages of each case files (in 
no.: Chinese)  
1 AhLang 45 41 pages 
2 Ah Man 32 33 pages 
~1 AhYuk 36 38 pages 
4 Ah Ling 41 52 pages 
5 Ann 34 38 pages 
6 Carmen 35 40 pages 
7 Ah Ming 45 48 pages 
~8 June 23 37 pages 
9 Mandy 30 32 pages 
^ AhWah 26 30 pages 
~ n L i U 37 42 pages 
12 May 34 35 pages 
~ B AhKit 42 32 pages 
14 Winnie 29 35 pages 
15 AhFung 38 63 pages 
• The sources of quotation and paraphrasing of the 5 interviewed single-mothers' 
case files, which are used for the analysis in the following chapters. 
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A critical reflection: limitations and problems of this thesis 
This thesis gives up the conventional research style of descriptive study in favor of 
developing a theoretical decipherment of mothering alone on welfare. I think this 
research method help to draw the possible implication out of the study for the further 
development of sociological theories on mothering. 
The significance of theoretical decipherment of mothering alone on welfare is two-
folded. First, it is to against the ad hoc assumptions about the "fatalist" disposition of 
welfare recipient and the degrading effect of welfare dependency. Second, it is to 
make the necessary supplement to the previous studies on mothering alone which 
have failed to take the process of subjectification into account. The theoretical 
approach used in this research is built upon Foucault's "practices of self'. Intended to 
reveal the multi-dimensionality of people's lives, it provides an alternative perspective 
to the traditional view of seeing welfare mother as "powerless victim". 
In retrospection. This research still has some problems and limitations left unresolved. 
The theoretical framework of this thesis is newly created for fitting in the discussion 
of mothering alone from post-structuralist's perspective. It is built upon Foucault's 
concept of "practice of self'. "Practice of self' is not an explicit sociological 
originated concept, but it provides the necessary groundwork for understanding the 
theoretical inter-linkages between subjectification, individual practice and social 
relation. 
Perhaps, the main problem with this thesis is too much emphasis on working out a 
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theoretical framework for studying mothering alone. It gives much attention to work 
out and elaborate on a set ofFoucaultian concepts and perspectives, partly for 
demonstrating the value and relevance of this theoretical understanding to the 
sociological study of mothering alone; and partly for re-framing conceptual themes 
about subjectification. 
In chapter three to chapter five, the data is organized around three different conceptual 
themes which drawn from practice of self. This way of organizing research data may 
run at risk of overlooking the value of the data itself. Some of the data may not be 
fully utilized and systematically and searchingly been looked at. As a consequence, 
the research finding is not comprehensive enough to give a thorough understanding of 
these single-mother's predicaments, partly due to the research data is not thick enough 
and partly due to the aim of this research is not for mere description of their plights. 
But it does not mean that they have not been well used in constructing the argument 
coherent with the main purpose of this thesis. 
It is quite difficult to establish some explicit independent and comprehensive themes 
on mothering alone by only studying single-mothers' subjective experience. In 
consequence, particular attention is given to the constraints and limitations that those 
single-mothers encounter with. When I come to "distill" some common themes about 
mothering lone, I find it not easy to posit the actual needs of single-mother and their 
children in poverty. In reality, people are complex and their personality and 
motivation are not nearly so internally consistent or cohesive as the images of a 
"unified subject" may suggest. The research method of this thesis takes less 
importance of this point, limiting the applicability of the research findings. 
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Nevertheless, like most of the qualitative researches, this thesis tend to rely on the 
respondents' "presentation of self in the interview conversations to constitute the 
knowledge of their lived world. The interview inquiry is not above the social world. It 
is believed that "with the interview subjects giving voice to their understanding of an 
interpersonally negotiated social world, the qualitative research interview obtains a 
privileged position for creating objective knowledge of a conversational world"^\ 
That is the reason why this thesis chose qualitative research method to study single-
mothers' subjectivity through analyzing their own understanding of mothering 
practices. 




Reflection of self-- Anxiety in coming to terms with lives on welfare 
Welfare has long been regarded as an income strategy of those low-income groups, 
including, single-mothers. For most of the single mothers who do not have any 
alternative to rely on welfare may involuntarily come to terms with it. It is generally 
believed that single mothers find immediate and direct relevance to public assistance 
by compensating the loss of economic support of living after marital disruption. Their 
insecure economic positions are largely attributable to their disadvantageous 
structural disposition in the patriarchal society. Economic dependence in marriage 
situation means economic deprivation for being on single-motherhood. The data of 
this research shows, the single-mothers come to terms with their live on welfare is not 
only for immediate economic reasons, but also because of their anxiety for the sense 
of security. As Giddens defines anxiety as the unconscious organized state of fear, it 
comes to dominate individual state of mind by unconsciously forming emotive 
tension that express "internal dangers" rather than externalized threats.^^ By Giddens 
definition, the anxiety for the sense of security which comes from being insecure 
because of living on welfare are believed to be related to their subjective experience 
ofbeing on single-motherhood. It can be seen from their reminiscences of their 
experience prior to living on welfare. For those interviewed single-mothers, life on 
welfare is not the least favorite choice, but only the "last resort" ofhelp. It gives them 
economic support for maintaining the financial survival of the family, as well as 
taking up full-time caring responsibilities at home. From this point of view, life on 
welfare can be regarded as the coping strategy of those single-mother for economic 
92 Anthony Giddens (1991)，Modernity andself-identity, P.44. 
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survival and caring. But, it does not mean that life on welfare can resolve all the 
problems of those mothers who are not only worried about the use of money. They 
also need to think about other possible ways to help themselves to cope with the 
conflicting demands of caring enough and economizing enough so as to maintain the 
domestic function of a family. Some may place high priority to the maintenance of 
economic survival of the family, and some may worry about the care given to each 
individual family member. These idiosyncrasies contribute to different stylization of 
mothering alone on welfare. Therefore, any study on single-mother's life on welfare 
should not only be restricted on how they come to rely on welfare for resolving the 
asymmetry between power and responsibilities. Through the study of those 
interviewed single-mother's own account of their anxieties for and of coming to terms 
with lives on welfare, it learns about their subjective experience of mothering alone. 
This reflections of"ethical self correspond to Foucault's understanding of subject as 
tied to their own identities by conscience or self-knowledge. 
Single-mothers' anxieties for security are believed arising from their own reflection of 
their lives on welfare. In section one, their experiences of coming to receive public 
assistance are studied. It is because a person who say "I feel anxious" is normally also 
aware of what he or she is anxious about. On the other hand, the subjection to the 
push and pull forces of work and care induce much anxieties. Especially, when they 
find themselves increasingly embroiled in reliance on welfare, the rising cost of living 
may become a force pulling them to look for paid work. Yet, the difficulties 
experienced or expected in earning enough for themselves and their family may push 
them back relying on welfare. That is the reason why those interviewed single-
mothers expressed mixed feelings on receiving public assistance. They resist long 
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duration on welfare, but find no other alternative to it. So in section two, the data on 
how they look upon their life-chance and life options becomes improvised after 
receiving public assistance are analyzed. The analysis also covers the income-
exemption policy of the CSSA scheme. For most of the interviewed single-mothers, 
their long stay on welfare is one of the only ways to sustain their continuous caring 
responsibilities. In calculating the cost and benefit between work and full-time 
motherhood, these mothers come to consider more about the "care" given to their 
children. Through the contextualization of this moral reasoning, it comes to reflect on 
how they think of themselves and acquire the sense of self- understanding from this 
self-reflection. 
The Comprehensive Social Security Assistance Scheme (CSSA；> 
Before coming to study single-mother's subjective experience ofliving on welfare, it 
needs to understand the Hong Kong public assistance scheme. The fiill name ofHong 
Kong public assistance scheme is the Comprehensive Social Security Assistance 
Scheme (CSSA). It is a non-contributory and means-tested system. Its provision 
requires no correspondent responsibilities from the recipient, except for income and 
job restriction. The CSSA scheme was introduced in 1992 to replace the old payment 
system— the Public Assistance scheme (PA) and Special Needs Allowance scheme 
(SNA). Together with the Social Security Assistance Scheme (SSA), the CSSA 
scheme constitutes the major part of the government direct supervised and financed 
social security system. The CSSA scheme is implemented and supervised by the 
Social Welfare department. In every district, there is Social Security units responsible 
for handling the applications. There are a whole set of administrative procedures and 
mechanism for managing the scheme and its claimant. From its first introduction in 
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1971, the non-contributory means-tested public assistance scheme figures as a key 
domain for the provision of direct material help from the government to the society. It 
works as the "safety net" by picking up those who are in need of financial help (or 
temporarily loosing his/her earning capacity) and totally lack the means to subsistence. 
The use of this benefit however, is understood as dependent. The government 
categorizes those recipient as the "vulnerable group", who are "least able to help 
themselves".93 
The philosophy and established policy of Hong Kong social welfare services 
In order to understand the subjectifying effect, it needs to rethink the basic principle 
of the provision of public assistance. According to some related document, the 
existence of public assistance is a reflection ofhow the society treats the poor and the 
"needy" person. The maintenance of the minimal assistance rate are keeping in line 
with the philosophy and established policy ofHong Kong social welfare services. It is 
stated clearly that those who suffer from economic hardship or whose ability of self-
subsistence falls behind the ordinary people could receive public assistance. The 
assistance provided would bring their income up to a level where their basic and 
special needs can be met.^ ^ So the scheme is said to be operating on the principle of 
selectivity. The "selective" services deter all but the genuinely needy. In the public 
and official discourses, the welfare recipient are branded as "dependent", "poor", 
"who are least able to help themselves", and having "individual and familial 
problems". They are on public assistance because of either personal or familial failure, 
93 The policy of the present Hong Kong social security system can be seem in two important documents 
published in the late 70th. The 1977's Green Paper ofHong Kong social service, "Help for those least 
able to help themselves: a program of social security development" and the subsequent 1979's White 
Paper, "Social Welfare into the 1980's". These two document clearly states that the aims of the Hong 
Kong social security system is to provide a "safety net" to help those least able to help themselves. 
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not because their accesses to income are blocked by economic inequality. So the 
public assistance can not be regarded as the compensation given to the 
underprivileged groups for their economic disadvantages. The provisions are based on 
compassion that have long been regarded as the other side of the work ethic of our 
society.95 However, in order not to discourage the incentive to work which causes 
rising numbers of welfare dependency, the welfare benefits are made less attractive to 
the people by keeping the level of payments as low as the minimal wages of the 
lowest paid workers. The level of assistance rates that the recipient receives are 
disconnected with the living standard of the general public and subjected to other 
mechanism than the market mechanism for adjustment. It is considered to be the 
"deterrent scheme", since the receiving of public assistance often entails penalties, in 
form of stigma, and bare subsistence. 
But such "preventative" technique for fending off potential welfare recipients from 
long reliance on public assistance is problematic. Especially, for those involuntarily 
unemployed or their accesses to the sources of income are seriously limited by their 
market position. The old age, disabled person and even the single parents both belong 
to this category. But, unlike the other two types of people, single-parents have more 
laboring potential. It is the child-raising work keep them from the laboring market for 
considerable period of time. 
94 According the social welfare department published leaflet, the comprehensive Social Security 
Assistance Scheme "is designed to bring the income of such individuals or famiUes up to the prescribed 
level where basic and essential needs such as rent, food and clothing can be met." 
95 In his 1995's policy address to the Legislative Council, the governor, Christopher Patten have stated 
clearly about this principle for providing public assistance to the vulnerable. "One of the most insistent 
messages which this Council and the community sends to the Government is that it expects us to accept 
a duty of care for the vulnerable." This sense of compassion is the other side ofHong Kong's work 
ethic I should offer only basic support rather than a generous alternative to finding ajob." (The 
1995 Policy Address, ''Hong Kong: Our Work Together", Hong Kong Government Printer.) 
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Considerations for coming to term with lives on welfare 
In the process of coming to terms with lives on welfare, these single-mothers 
considered welfare not only as a means for passing through immediate economic 
difficulties, but also a way to acquire a sense of security. They mostly expressed this 
point of view by saying that, "If it is not public assistance, I think I can not survive". 
"Receiving public assistance, I can concentrate on taking care of my children...." and 
"I think there is no one would like to ,eat on, public assistance, unless she have such a 
need." 
1) In fending for the personal security of life 
Among the fifteen respondents, four of them had the experience ofbeing abused by 
their former husbands. They not only suffered physical and psychological detriments, 
but also financial deprivation for a long time before breaking away from their 
husbands. Their reasons for long endurance of unpleasant marital relationship were 
economical, and also considerate toward their children's interests. Most of them 
thought of maintaining ”a completed family" and bore their husband's abuse. Ah Wah 
and May's profiles were the most typical examples. Ah Wah, aged 26, a mother of two 
children, came to Hong Kong in 1992. She identified herself as a "new immigrant". 
She was married to a man who was 25 years older than her. Ah Wah found the 
marriage had gone sour since the first day she arrived in Hong Kong. "Villagers said I 
was so lucky to be married to Hong Kong person.... I had also thought of living in 
Hong Kong would be better than in the mainland. When I came (to Hong Kong), 
things were totally different from what I had envisioned about.... He was always 
under-employed.... It was a hard life for me, always worrying about the money, and 
about my husband... From then on, we were always quarreling. He was so violent....“ 
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(Case file no. 10, page. 4-5) Ah Wah tolerated years ofbeing physically abused by her 
husband. It was not until her husband hit her with an umbrella so seriously that alerted 
her neighbor. At this time, Ah Wah's neighbor called the police and her husband was 
arrested. After her husband was arrested by the police and charged with assault, Ah 
Wah was placed in a refuge for abused women for a while and then was given advice 
by the social worker, decided to divorce her husband. She was granted the custody of 
her son and daughter. Being a mother of two children, Ah Wah was so engaged in the 
caring works at home. She had no working experience. "I was a dependent person, all 
the decision were made by him (her husband). So when he got to hit me with an 
umbrella, I felt quite hopeless.... with two children, one aged 5 and the other aged 3, it 
was not possible to work full-time. I had no close friends and relatives in Hong Kong, 
where I could find the support The only way was to receive 'government's 
money", (Case file no. 10, page 6-7) 
Although, the decision for receiving Public assistance was on the advice of the social 
worker, Ah Wah said it was unavoidable. Ah Wah wondered how she endured her 
husband's violence and abuse for such a long time. Being on public assistance made 
her life return to normal and peaceful. It was because of this, she gained the custody 
ofher two children. "I didn't know how to apply for (the public assistance). When I 
was still at the refuge, the social worker told me that after move back to the outside 
world, I could live on the public assistance. She then helped me to make the necessary 
applications. I followed what she told me to do.... Now, I feel much better... to raise 
my two children. The housing department arranged a new room for me ... far from my 
husband. I don't want to see him again." (Case file no.lO, page. 7) 
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Unlike Ah Wah, May took the initiative to break away from her husband first before 
the situation got any worse. She believed that if she really broke away from her 
husband, she must have the necessary economic backup for her and her daughter to 
live independently. "At the time when I left his home, I only had a few hundred 
dollars in my pocket. I remember that morning I went to the social welfare office in 
Tsuen Wan seeking help. The social worker asked me to go to the social security 
office to see another officer to apply for the public assistance. But the process wasn't 
smooth. The officer said the assessment procedure would take a few days... and my 
situation was different, since I had not formally gotten divorced, I was required to 
prove whether I was deserted by my husband. I was so angry with the officer and told 
her, should I be totally collapsed or be "tortured" to death, so as to be qualified for 
receiving the government's help. I said if you didn't believe me, you could go to Tsuen 
Wan police station to check my case file. They had my record!" (Case file no. 12, 
page 6-8) 
May said it was through a television advertisement that she learned there was some 
help available in the society that she could rely on. "One morning, when I watched 
television, there was an advertisement informing about reporting sexual abuse. I 
quickly took a pen to write down the telephone number. The next day, when he (her 
husband) was not at home, I talked to a person who advised me to go to the nearby 
social welfare office for family service.....“ (Case file no. 12, page. 11) 
Without any relatives and friends who could give her possible support and opinion, 
May thought that public assistance was the only alternative. Although she worked 
until she gave birth to her daughter, she stopped working for over 10 years. She 
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believed that it was not possible for her to find ajob that could be enough to support 
her and her daughter to live independently from her husband. "I didn't want to suffer 
any more.... he gave a silly explanations for what he had done to me. He said I 
brought him ill luck.... what he had done on me, I could bear. But when I discovered 
my husband shifted his anger to the daughter, I thought I must do something before 
the situation gets worse. At that time, my daughter was only 9 years old.... " (Case file 
no.l2, page. 13-14) 
Ah Wah and May's profiles are the two dramatic, but real representations of those 
single-mothers who have suffered both physical and psychological abuse of their 
husbands. Lack of economic self-sufficiency and the obligating norm of up- holding a 
"completed family" are the two major reasons explaining why those abused women 
do not want to break away from their abusive husbands. It is "for the interest of the 
children" that those mothers give up the idea of escape. But contradictorily, it is also 
this reason that gave them the courage to do so. Because of public assistance, both Ah 
Wah and May can have the custody of their children and live in a relatively stable 
environment. At least, life on welfare gives them greater sense of security they have 
never experienced before. It reveals that, life on welfare can be regarded as a way for 
women to come out of unhappy and broken marriages, particularly for those who do 
not have the necessary earning skills for achieving independence. It is for the 
betterment of the family and the growth of the children that they choose to depend on 
government's assistance. By receiving public assistance, they live in a better way than 
before. Welfare gives them the economic support for child-caring activities at home 
as well as freedom from subservience to male domination and violence. 
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2) Economic security for child-caring 
Some single-mothers come to depend on welfare against the previous "economic 
deprivation' in marriages. They both have experienced non-support to irregular-
support in marriage. Winnie, aged 29 who was divorced few years ago and lived alone 
with her son and two daughters. She said on that it was indecent of a man who shirked 
his financial commitment to his wife and family. "I have no feeling ofhim..... He was 
a person who never thought of other's people interests and feelings and did what he 
wanted to do. He said that i f I really wanted to break away from him, he would never 
see me and my son and daughters again. Even if we meet in the street, he would 
pretend to be a stranger! He had no commitment to this family and did not have any 
conscience. He was always spending money on himself and his friends, and also spent 
a lot of money on drinking and eating, but was very harsh to me. He gave me very 
little money for making up the home. Other spouses may receive a lump sum from 
their husbands for a month or a week home expenditure. I received it on a daily basis 
and always had to ask for it on his favor." (Case file no. 14, page. 13-14) 
"It helps me to take care of my three children.... Instead, I don't know how to work 
outside for money and at the same time care for the children. It is not easy for a 
woman who has two young children to go out and find ajob for herself. Even though 
life on welfare is not somewhat good. I think my children and I live better than before. 
At least, we are free from the anxiety about when my husband will loose his temper, 
making me an object of his irritation!" (Case file no.l4, page. 16) 
One respondent said that in order to pass through the most difficult times when one 
left her husband, temporary dependence on welfare was undoubtedly. However, the 
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pressing demands of child caring made her to rely on welfare for a much longer time. 
In fact, for most of the mothers I have interviewed, their consequent long-term 
dependence on government financial support were prolonged by their caring works at 
home. Ah Man, who was deserted by her husband after she arrived in Hong Kong in 
the second year with her 10 year old daughter and two year old son migrated from 
mainland in 1991 is an instance. Before receiving public assistance, she lived in a 
refiige house for abused women for a short period of time. Her daughter was mentally 
retarded, Ah Man had successfully applied for special school for her daughter and 
sent her to the special school to receive full-time accommodation. She left her son in 
day care creche and went out to work for few months. In these few months, Ah Man 
said their lives disrupted because of her work. From the time she got up in the 
morning 7 am, she had to take her son to the creche and then go to work in a foodstuff, 
she worked till 6 p.m. and brought her son back home from the creche. At night, her 
schedule was filled with domestic-chores. When Ah Man found that her health was 
deteriorating and it was impossible to work in such fashion, she went to see her social 
worker who had previously handled her case. The social worker suggested that Ah 
Man should apply for public assistance, staying at home to care the children. Ah Man 
consideration was that when her son would attend kindergarten, she would quit her 
job. On the another hand, she wanted to bring her daughter home, since her daughter 
had made some progress in self-reliance. Then Ah Man quitted herjob and became 
dependent on public assistance. 
The amount Ah Man received from the public assistance scheme was not enough to 
sustain her family. What Ah Man received from public assistance was less than she 
eamed atjob and by doing some part time jobs. However, it did not mean that her 
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work at home was much more easy or comfortable than she worked as a full-time 
worker. Ah Man said freedom from outside work was not her main consideration to 
come to terms with welfare. "Although I receive less money than what I have earned 
before, I don't need to dash on working all day, I have more time to care for my son 
and my daughter. Particularly my daughter, as she has some difficulties in learning. I 
need to teach her to learn to be self-reliant.... I also consider my health, as women 
over 30 have a lot of ailments. Working ten hours non-stop a day seriously spoiled my 
health and body." (Case file no. 2, page 14) 
Tn asserting their family^s interest 
The interview data shows that, nearly all the respondents came to receive public 
assistance with the help of social workers or through the departmental transfer by 
other government departments to the social welfare department. Most of the 
respondents said, they could not go out to work because their children needed 
intensive caring. They were not deliberately cheating the government, but they were 
unable to manage home and at the same time to go outside to work. Some of them 
even wanted to be self-independent. But, in receiving public assistance, single-
mothers could be free from the need for full-time work outside home. They could 
have much more time in looking after their children, including checking up their 
homework and knowing what friends they have contact with during the time after 
school. Full-time mothering provided a "safe" condition for early child development. 
Having guilty for leaving her two eldest sons at home, Ah Ling blamed herself for 
getting too involved in her work without being able to give proper possible parental 
guidance to them. When she found that her two sons made friends with a triad gang, it 
was too late. Her two older sons left home three years ago. "I worked as a restaurant 
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waitress at the time they (her two eldest son) attended primary school.... It was so 
hard working from morning till late at night. There was no time for my two older sons. 
When I came back home, I was so exhausted; I couldn't check their homework nor see 
their school notices. Even when they dropped from the school, it was not until their 
teacher made a phone call to my place of work to tell me, I didn't know what they 
were doing." (Case file no. 4, page 19-20) 
Ah Ling thought that receiving public assistance, she could have more time to look 
after her daughters closely. She said she did not want to repeat her mistake, leaving 
her two youngest daughters at home without supervision. "If it is not for my two 
youngest daughter, I wouldn't be dependent on government money. It's very 
humiliating and embarrassing to be on welfare. Relying on assistance can be 
interpreted as being husbandless, jobless, or being incapable of managing home!" 
(Case file no. 4, page. 21) 
Some of my respondents are widows. It was very common for them to find their lives 
became worse off after receiving public assistance. They attributed their fate being on 
public assistance due to the death of their husbands. "The loss of a husband means the 
loss of family's economic pillar". To them, problems of poverty and husbandlessness 
often seem to be fiised together. But it does not mean that they do not find welfare as 
a viable source of support against exigencies. It gives them a sense of security. Ann is 
34, received public assistance for nearly three years. When her husband died of cancer 
in 1992, she said her family life had underwent a great change. "When he passed 
away, the family lost an 'upholding pillar' both for emotion and economics.... Not only 
myself, but also my children suffered from emotional depletion. Their lives had also 
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changed a lot. One of my daughters attended form3 and the other one was in form 1. 
The youngest son was only in primary six. They reduced their contact with friends, 
stayed along at home after school and even holidays... only my youngest son asked 
me to take him out for playing." (Case file no. 5, page 12-13) 
At first, Ann tried to live independently. She realized she could rely on public 
assistance, but she made no effort to apply for it. "In the first year after his death, it 
was so hard for me and life was insecure. I used up his remaining savings and the 
little amount of pension fund. When the money was nearly "used up", the social 
worker who counseled my husband when he was still in hospital visited me and 
persuaded me to apply for the public assistance. But I felt it was so humiliating. She 
said it was not only for you, most importantly it was for the children! I am still 
receiving assistance now.....“ (Case file no. 5, page. 17) 
Ann said that at one time she heavily relied on loan from friends and relatives for 
survival. She realized that help from friends or relatives would not be last too long, 
even if they helped out during a crisis. If one was too reliant on friends and relatives 
for help, it will eventually undermine the moral base on which relations with friends 
and kin are built. “ at the first and second instance, they (relatives) may help you. 
But they will not 'look after' you for a long time, as they have their own families to 
look after. I felt ,loss of face' to ask for money. Even they don't say 'no', I thought I 
should not act in this shameless way!" (Case file no. 5, page 20) This explain why 
most of the mothers after they divorced or were widowed, seldom visited their 
relatives or friends for fear ofbeing labeled as "come to borrow money". Ann said the 
public assistance helped her to get rid of the lingering anxiety of "seeking loan" from 
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friends. She no longer lived on "borrowed money". Even though she still owed few 
thousand dollars to her friends, she found it much more stable than before. Since the 
assistance was paid on a monthly basis, she could have more control of the family 
budget. 
Ah Lang, who aged 45, was one of the longest claimants of public assistance. She 
lived on welfare for 8 years after her husband died of cancer. She said the reason for 
her long-term dependence on welfare was because she married late. She has two sons, 
one is 17，and the other is 15. ” I hadn't finished primary six before I started 
working in a textile factory. This was because I was the eldest sibling in my family. I 
have many sisters and brothers. My father and mother depended on me to supplement 
the family income When my sister and brother could work, I was over the 
suitable age for marriage. I married very late When my husband died, my eldest 
was only 9 years old. If at all I had married a little bit earlier, my son would be much 
more older and now could go out to work and make money earlier..." (Case file no. 1, 
page. 13) 
Ah Lang said, life on welfare made no difference to the way she used to live on, even 
at the time, her husband was still alive. Her family belonged to the low-income group. 
When her husband died, she was most worried about money for the burial ofher 
husband, and a place to live. After a few months of living on loan from relatives and 
friends, she realized the urgency of economic independence ofher family. In 
retrospection, Ah Lang believed the importance of"self-help" during the times of 
exigency. "At that time, I felt so insecure. Not everyone can give you help My 
sister and brother were the same. If my husband and I had had some savings, it would 
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not be much difficult to pass through I am very lucky to have government 
assistance, I save up little bit money each month from the allowance for daily 
expense. For any emergency, I can use this saving (What's emergency?) Like, 
hospitalization and for their (children) education.....” (Case file no. 1, page. 15, 17) 
Alternative use of public assistance for housing strategy 
The receipt of public assistance is not only a coping strategy for solving financial 
problem, but also a housing strategy. Two of the respondents said at the beginning, 
they did not intend to live on welfare for long time. They could manage on their own 
for caring their children and at the same time to go outside to work. What they most 
wanted was an accommodation in the public housing estate where they could enjoy 
low rent and better living environment. So they approached to the social workers in 
the Family Service Center and use the status ofbeing divorced to apply for 
compassionate re-housing. Carmine, a divorced woman with three children who 
worked in a restaurant for washing and cleaning said, "I learnt from my friend for a 
'single-mother' like me with dependent children, facing economic hardship, I could 
apply for re-housing.... I didn't know whether it was true or not, so I went to the social 
welfare office asked for their help." (Case file no. 6, page. 20) To pay three thousand 
dollars a month to rent a small private shared room unit, Carmen found immerse 
difficulties with such high expense in living. However, she was suggested to apply for 
public assistance, since the rate of the assistance comprises of an allowance for the 
housing rent. Even then she could not be accommodated in public housing 
immediately. But she took the advantage of the public assistance to subsidize their 
housing rent. Carmen even thought that given the status of welfare recipients, she 
would be in a better position on the waiting list for re-housing. "I don't know why the 
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government gives a few thousand dollars in public assistance rates to us to pay the 
rent, but does not directly accommodate us in the public housing in order to save up 
this money...." (Case file no. 6, page. 20) 
The mixed feeling of the lives on welfare 
Nevertheless, the above description is not to "boost" the function of the public 
assistance scheme, but to bring out the reason why single-mothers depend on welfare 
and what are the benefits they received from it. This is to argue that those single-
mothers are not unconscious of their own situations. They are actively seeking and 
fending for their own interests. It is believed that what they seek for in the lives on 
welfare is the sense of security. For most of the single-mothers, they choose to depend 
on public assistance instead of going out to work, the primary consideration is the 
need for looking after their children at home. If we take this angle to consider the 
meaning of public assistance to single-mothers, it may be regarded as a "social wage" 
for their family caring work. In fact, some respondents really take this view to "open 
up" their own minds against the ill-feeling ofbeing on public assistance. "At the very 
beginning, I was ashamed ofbeing on public assistance... and didn't want to apply. 
But Mr. Wong (the caseworker) told me that it was the governments' special 
arrangement for the welfare of our single-parent family. In return, our responsibility is 
to take care of the children" (Case file no. 15, page 20) In this sense, the cost of child-
caring at home was economic dependence. Nevertheless, none of the respondents 
thought that they would stay permanently on public assistance. They thought that 
economic help from outside the family was regarded as temporary, including loan and 
gifts from friends and relatives. It was not for long term, but one day it would be 
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terminated. Once the responsibility of child- caring was lifted, they were no longer 
seen fit for receiving government help. They expected to move to better times, 
through the efforts of their children. ”I never thought I would end up on welfare.... It 
is for only transience and will last, till my children grow up and I can go out to 
work... ” But they realized that tensions do exist between the economic survival of the 
family and the care they could give to the children. ".... i f I was not encumbered to 
raise children, I wouldn't go on 'surviving on public assistance'. It is so embarrassing.... 
Using self-earned money feels much better than using government's money. But, like 
it or not, it is the only alternative for us (divorced women)!" (Case file no. 5, page. 19) 
Another respondent also said, ”I don't know what is 'social right' ！ When he (her 
husband) left, I had no money in my hand.... This (receipt of public assistance) is the 
only way for me...." (Case file no. 2 page. 10) So the economic imperatives was the 
most practical reason for receiving public assistance. 
No matter how they disliked depending on welfare, it was evident that they were all 
the beneficiaries of the CSSA scheme. Welfare dependency for those single-mothers 
means that they could maintain a stable family live. Without welfare, their subsistence 
would also be under question. The respondents thought that they had no such "ability" 
not to receive public assistance. "For us our single-mothers, life would be on that 
way.... If not for divorce... how can I raise my three children." (Case file no. 14, page 
8) 
Most of the respondents in the interviews showed that they were conscious of the 
right to welfare as part of their citizenship. The government has the responsibility to 
give them financial support. However, they were reluctant to tell other people about 
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they were living on public assistance. "Eating on public assistance" was shameful for 
an able-bodied person. It was synonymous with the meaning of "no husband". No 
matter how bad the relationships with their ex-husband were, those single-mothers 
thought of their lives being on public assistance as a misfortune. Since the income 
they got from male partners within marriages were regarded as rightful claims, the 
absence of this support meant economic deprivation for them. It was not surprising 
that those mothers blame themselves for their dependence on public assistance as a 
consequence of "broken marriage". Most of the women experienced depression after 
such a catastrophic change (divorce or a death ofhusband) and needed time to recover. 
The time in recovery was shortened because of lack of money. Those who could not 
maintain economic independence within marriages may find it impossible not to rely 
on government help after their marriage ended. But "subjected to” government's help 
would also mean "subjected to" the bureaucratic administration. In face of the 
bureaucracy, the mothers were totally helpless and lonesome. The mean-testing 
system was much like a process of self-confession. They were subjected to the 
detailed and sometimes disturbing personal interview and required to provide the 
necessary evidences, such as documentation ofbank saving, rental records, etc. to 
establish her eligibility. This administrative procedure of assessment increased their 
suffering on post-divorced experience. So the sense of social and financial deprivation 
are always fused. "It's so shamefiil! I talked to myself, 'it wouldn't be meant to me! 
Such unfortunate situation shouldn't be fallen upon me'... So I went to the welfare 
department and told the social welfare, I wouldn't be long for dependent on public 
assistance, may... may be one ortwo months... they investigated so much." (Case file 
no. 13, page. 11) 
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Subjection to the anxiety for economic security on welfare 
In order to follow on the discussion of previous sections, this section lead the 
discussion to go deeper into the views of how they thought their lives had changed 
after receiving public assistance. The results drawn from the analysis in this section 
are unambiguous on several issues. Most of them reported that their life-chance and 
life options became impoverished. Live on welfare made them feel insecure and 
anxious. Their anxiety for economic security more or less reflected welfare 
dependency having paradoxical effect upon their lives. On the one hand, they resisted 
long duration on welfare. On the other hand, they were totally deprived of any 
effective means to achieve self- economic independence. 
Many single-mothers I interviewed expressed hopes ofbeing self-reliant. They 
resisted long duration on welfare. The reasons why the recipients hoped for getting 
economic independence can be summarized as push and pull factors. The anxiety for 
economic security pull these recipients to go out and seek ajob in preparation for the 
future, in case of their assistance payment would be one day terminated. Especially, 
when the children were grown and no longer required intensive care from them, they 
could be released from the child-raising work at home. They were anxious about hey 
could not immediately find ajob to sustain the family once they were no longer 
regarded as the "legitimate" claimant of public assistance. Beside, the substantive 
effects oflow income, also made them feel uneasy with continuously depending on 
public assistance. All these factors push them striving to avoid long duration on 
welfare. As a consequence, those single mothers were faced with such a dilemma: 
continuously rely on welfare or go out to work full time, achieving a marginally better 
economic position. 
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It was at this interstice that the tremendous push and pull factors occurred. Single-
mothers were torn between the feeling that their children needed more from them than 
they could give; but the public assistance rates that they depended on were barely 
enough for maintaining the basic living standard. The anxiety of the termination of the 
assistance forced them to rethink about paid work outside home. Only a few of them 
thought seriously about remarriage as the way to exist from poverty. However, the 
pressures from unrelievable responsibility of child-care, ailing physical and health 
condition halted them from moving on to paid work. 
During the interviews, some respondents seriously talked about their economic 
situations and expressed anxieties for the future. Among these 15 respondents, 6 of 
them were former factory workers and 2 had worked in service sectors. The remaining 
were either full-time housewives or new immigrants. They were pessimistic about the 
situation ofHong Kong labor markets and thought that the society was giving upon 
them. Because of economic restructuring, they no longer had their place in the 
markets. Especially, for those mothers who discontinued work over three to five years 
for child- rearing work at home after marriage. Most of them thought low literacy, 
working experience and old age were their disadvantages, when they strove to re-
enter into the labor market. When asked, what the respondent meant by the society 
had given them up, she said, "It (the society) treats us unequally, our post-war 
generation are the most underprivileged group... We received less education, devoted 
most of our valuable time working in factory, contributing to the economic well being 
ofHong Kong at the hardest time in the 1970s. But in return when we are now in the 
hardest time, we receive less... and now all the factories have moved to the 
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mainland... We are being given up... even a post in a cake shop requires the 
interviewee aged under 26. Its unfair to us... what we have contributed is not equal to 
what we have received." (Case file no. 1, page. 19) 
Most of the single-mothers found themselves bound to struggle with limited life-
chances and options. They learnt that with their inferior economic positions in the 
labor market, it was quite impossible for them to find a well-paid job. They thought 
that if the salary was not higher than what they received from public assistance, they 
would be in double loss. First, for going out to work full time, they had to leave their 
children alone at home. Second, once they worked, the assistance payment would 
automatically be terminated. Many mothers expressed their worries that if they did 
full-time jobs, they could not rely on the public assistance again. For re-application of 
public assistance, the procedures and the screening processes would take a long time 
and it would be more distributing. It involves much uncertainty for them. According 
to related policy, she can use "unemployed" or "low income family" status to re-apply 
for public assistance. But, the status change from "considered not available for work" 
to "unemployed" would entail more administrative procedures for the applicant. She 
has to register at the Labor Department forjob- seeking and wait for a month. If there 
are still no suitablejobs available, she can come back to the Social Welfare 
Department to apply for public assistance again. She has to renew her case every three 
months. This arrangement aims to encourage the self-motivation of the recipient in 
job- searching. However, the long waiting experience plus sense of failure at each 
time of registration at the labor department forjob-searching increases their anxiety. 
Sense of insecurity for her and her family would increase. So, even though they found 
welfare dependency oppressive, they tended to stay on welfare for long period of time. 
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This sense of insecurity induces self-surveillance in life. The mothers were so anxious 
about when their assistance payment would be terminated. The uncertainty of finding 
ajob increased their anxiety. Even they could find ajob, the income may not be 
enough for supporting the whole family expenditure. Ah Ling's experience was one 
such example. "I think it quite impossible for me to find ajob where the salary would 
be higher than what I receive now.... But it's all on behalf of my children. So they can 
continue studying. I think I should consider going out to work...." Ah Ling's anxiety 
was not groundless. According to the CSSA scheme regulation, if the claimant have 
family member whose age is over 15 and is not receiving fiill-time education, no 
assistance payment would be paid for this family member. If this family member 
reaches 18, but is still receiving full-time education, the assistance payment for this 
family member would be substituted by the studentship directly paid by the student 
financial assistance scheme. Ah Ling had two daughters and a son. The older one was 
a form seven student and the younger one was a form five student. The youngest son 
had only started attending secondary school this year. She was so anxious about the 
fiiture. She hoped that her children could receive as much higher education as possible, 
so that they could make more money and bring the whole family out of the "poverty 
trap". Although her eldest daughter could apply for the student financial assistance to 
pay for the school fees and living expenses involved, it may still induce much 
economic pressures to the family. "I am very much hope that my children can attain a 
higher level of qualification. There is no fiiture for them to work as menial worker 
like me.... If they can have such ability, why don't give them a chance! If they can 
earn money, we don't to apply for the public assistance.' (Case file no. 4, page. 21) 
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Another respondent, Ah Kit also expressed her anxiety for letting her daughter 
pursued her education after matriculation. "I don't know whether she can find a better 
job after she graduates... there are so many people in Hong Kong. So many people 
compete for ajob... If she can go out to work, we can no longer have to depend on 
welfare." (Case file no. 13, page. 14) But, she added that, she would not pressure her 
daughter to do anything she did not want to do. 
The provision of the incentive for getting self-help 
The provision of the disregarded earnings has been introduced in 1978 as an incentive 
to self-help for public assistance recipients. The disregarded earnings are those 
earning which can be retained by the recipients without being offset against what s/he 
should receive under the CSSA. The maximum amount of earnings to be disregarded 
in 1995 was $1,210 per month. For any public assistance recipients who want to have 
this concession to go out to take part-time work to supplement his/her assistance 
payment, s/he must fialfill certain conditions and his/her monthly earnings are subject 
to some restrictions.96 
Generally speaking, there are two types of recipients whose earnings could be 
disregarded: 
a) Those who are not expected to seek work as a condition of receiving assistance, in 
other words, they are those considered not available for work, for example, an elderly 
person, a single-parent; 
b) those able-bodied recipient aged 15-59 in regular employment who are regarded as 
the low-income group. 
96j Guide to Comprehensive Social Security Assistance, Social Welfare department ofHong Kong, 
_ y 1995)，P.22-23. 
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The maximum amount of$l,210 disregarded earnings is equivalent to the standard 
rate for an able-bodied adult. For a person who earns less than $2,117 and working 
less than 120 hours per month could enjoy such concession. If s/he earns in excess of 
$2,117 per month, the income would be fiilly taken into account. 
The rationale for the provision of disregarded earnings is two- folds: first, to 
encourage self-help by giving an incentive to secure employment. It is believed that 
through such an arrangement, the recipient may get some experience in the labor 
market, which will help them to achieve self-reliance in the future. Second, to provide 
a means for the public assistance recipient to gain some money to supplement their 
living expenditure, so that they can improve the quality of their living slightly. 
However, there are two other considerations in setting the amount of disregarded 
earning in relation to the question of welfare dependency. On the one hand, no 
incentive to the dependence on public assistance should be encouraged. So the rates of 
the CSSA plus disregarded earnings at levels should not be equal to or higher than 
that of someone working full-time. On the other hand, as an encouragement to self-
help, the level of disregarded earnings should be high enough to create a real 
incentive for the recipient to re-enter the workforce. Its effectiveness to encourage the 
recipient to be self-independent is under suspicion. A respondent made such a 
comment, "A social worker said that the existence of the disregarded income scheme 
is ridiculous. If the public assistance can give sufficient money for the recipient, there 
is no need for them to work part-time. The recipient working part-time is not because 
they want to be self-reliant, but most importantly to earn more money for the family. 
To encourage people to achieve self-reliance, it would be much better for the 
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government to recognize that there is a need for the recipient to earn more money for 
themselves." (Case file no. 11, page. 30) 
Among the fifteen respondents, none of them took advantage of the provision of 
disregarded earnings. Most of them (9 out of 15) did not know of such a provision. 
Only a few of them (3 out o f l 5 ) showed interest in it and wanted to go out to take 
part-time job. The reasons for not showing interest included, health profiles, 
(physically not fit enough), age and the need for intensive child caring. Besides, the 
disregarded amount of income was not attractive enough for them to go out to work, 
since the cost incurred was much higher. They had to leave their children alone at 
home. Together with 120 working hours per month restriction, they could earn no 
more than $10 per hour. After Subtracting the outgoing money on traveling, food and 
drink, the net earnings they have is very little. 
Most importantly, they did not consider to take part-time jobs not because they did 
not want to have few more money, but they were afraid of the "unscrupulous" 
interference of the caseworker. "They always phone me to check whether I have gone 
to work. At one time, I went shopping at a distance from my home and it began to 
rain, I couldn't go back home immediately and waited for the rain to stop. When I 
came home two hours later, the phone was ringing. It was my welfare worker's call,... 
she asked me why I was not at home at the noon!" (Case file no. 9, page. 21) Some 
were even afraid that once they took a part-time job, the social welfare department 
would have an excuse to push them out of the scheme. "Once they earn more than 
$2,200, you are recognized as 'unfit' for receiving public assistance... $2,200 is not 
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enough for the whole family expenditure? It's quite impossible!" (Case file no. 7, page. 
20) 
Nevertheless, there were some respondents who showed some contradictory feelings 
for the scheme. They believed that the money earned by that would not be enough for 
supplementing their daily expenses. But it could be used for meeting some extra 
expenses like, satisfying some material needs and desires of the children. "We can 
earn two thousand part-time income a month?... but, they (the children) are too 
engaging. I need to keep a close watch on them, particularly at this stage. I am afraid 
of them communicating with those ,naught boys'! Can I work at the time when they go 
to school?... Maybe that is the solution...." (Case file no.9, page. 19) "What I think is 
the main obstacle for me to go out for work is my children and the household chores. I 
so worry about leaving them alone at home... Who will hire a woman who can only 
work few hours a day? I think I can work in McDonald or work as part-time servant... 
few hours work may earn few dollars for us to go outside for eating in McDonald. 
They like eating Hamburgers...." (Case file no. 12, page. 23-24) 
Most of the respondents said that the amount of the income that could be disregarded 
was not enough. They were not completely uninterested in it, but after considering 
their situations, few of them were really keen on that. They were anxious that the 
"cost" involved may be greater than what they could earn. Few thousand dollars was 
not unimportant to them. Few thousand extra dollars income in fact, could greatly 
improve their living standard. But, consideration was not made only in term of money. 
Their health profiles, age and the relentless demand ofhome and child- caring were 
the reasons why they gave up part-time incomes. In complementing of this "loss of 
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the chance to earn money", they would resort to cut their daily expense or impose 
tough family budgeting. What this reflected was the different mentality or orientation 
of mothers toward earning and using money. (For more detail, please see chapter 5.) 
Some concluding notes before ending this chapter 
The anxiety for economic security forced single-mothers to come to term with their 
lives on welfare. But the life on welfare did not bring about the security that most 
single-mothers needed for fulfilling their caring responsibilities. Some of the 
respondents thought of their present situation were better than before, at least without 
worrying about their the monthly income. Some of them said they felt unhappy for 
leaving idle at home. Nevertheless, they all recognized the fact that they came to rely 
on welfare largely because of their children. It was both the strategies for caring and 
maintaining the economic survival of the family. During the interviews, many single-
mothers expressed their hope ofbeing self-reliant. They did not want to be long term 
dependent on public assistance. But, they came to accept the fact that this was the 
only viable alternative. Even though, they complained about their lives on welfare as 
oppressive, they all recognized that the receipt of public assistance gave them the 
means to become financial independent of male. It was not simply the choice between 
welfare dependency or paid work. The immaturity of the children and the uncertainty 
to find ajob, exacerbated their anxieties and made them felt unavoidably not to rely 
on public assistance. 
From this point of view, welfare dependency could be regarded as a strategy for 
survival. Those interviewed single-mothers expressed a higher degree of sensitivities 
to their own particular situations and problems. I used the theme of "self-reflection" to 
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describe the way ofhow they were tied to the identity ofbeing "welfare single-
mother" by self-knowledge and conscience. 
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Chapter Four 
Problematization of self- Anxiety of interacting with the welfare agency 
The research data show that those single-mothers were much more keen on pursuing a 
sense of security than actively seeking to change their present situations. Their main 
concerns were to maintain their family and take care of the children. Even though 
there were the possibilities of improvement in their financial situations, like the 
income exemption policy, they would not necessarily take advantage of it. This moral 
reasoning help to delineate the different meanings between "orientation" and 
"motivation" in single-mother adoption of "coping strategy". They were "oriented" to 
rather than "motivated" by the desire of coming out of poverty to employ different 
coping 'strategy' for helping themselves in performing their caring tasks at home. It is 
where the explanatory power of subjectivistic coping strategy lies. However, the 
discussion of the receipt of public assistance as a "survival" strategy of those single-
mother do not end up with this assertion. It needs to proceed into deeper level of 
analysis to see how individual interacts with the social and institutional contexts that 
they are subjected to. In this chapter, the focus is on the relationship that those single-
mothers come to establish with the welfare agency after they became the legitimate 
claimants of the public assistance. These relationships have most often been ignored 
by those previous studies, which assume welfare dependency as the income strategy 
of low-income groups. 
Most of the "welfare mothers" have the common experience of claiming 
reimbursement. It is one of the benefits that they are entitled to in the CSSA scheme. 
Under the "Special Grant" payment, those welfare recipients can claim money to 
settle the extra-living cost which are not included in the basic allowance for food and 
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dressing. The basis of the operation of the special grant payment is discretion. The 
amount of special grant payment is not standardized, but subject to particular 
circumstance and needs of the welfare recipients. It requires an administrative 
procedure to initiate screening and assessment. Those claimants first need to subject 
to the case worker (the social security office staff) "inquisition". It is by these 
"inquisition" that single-mother comes to the most direct and intimate contact with the 
government. 
Within Foucault notion of the practice of self, the procedure of welfare inquisition is 
regarded as synonymous with practice or technique of ordering individual "self. At 
the heart of this procedure, inscribed with the practices of confession. As Kathy E. 
Ferguson notes, "The small interview cubicles lack both egalitarianism and privacy, 
and bear less resemblance to a commercial transaction site than to a confessional."^^ In 
subjection to the scrutiny of those case worker, the claimants are demanded to reveal 
personal detail about herself, e.g. the financial situation, the child-rearing practices 
and the living arrangements in support ofher claim to the welfare benefits or services. 
These "inquisitorial process" deploys the normalizing influence over the claimants, as 
Foucault observes, "demanded constant, attentive, and curious presence for its 
exercise; it presupposed proximity. It proceeded through examination and insistent 
observation; it required an exchange of discourses, through questions that extorted 
admissions, and confidences that went beyond the questions that were asked."^^ In 
making of self-disclosure, "individual relation with self is subject to double 
problematization, 1) being problematized by the caseworker screening; 2) being 
97 Kathy E. Ferguson (1984), The Feminist Case Against Bureaucracy, Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press,，P.138. 
98 Michael Foucault (1990), The History ofSexuality Vol. I: An Introduction, Hurley Robert trans., New 
York: Vintage Books,, P.44. 
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problematized by themselves. Single-mothers come to "problematize" themselves, 
thinking in the way the problem is always on their side, questioning themselves being 
as the rightful welfare claimant and "good mother". This manifestly shows they totally 
lack self-confidence. Nevertheless, ”self-problematization" is not comparable to self-
denial, which is perceived as refusing to accept their self. On the contrary, it is by this 
self-problematization, individuals come to "rationalize" their own behaviors. 
On the basis of three set of guiding hypotheses about two caring relationships 
Generally speaking, government and family can be regarded as two different welfare 
agencies. They are in opposition to each other in terms of working on two different 
principles- the "universalistic" versus "individualistic". Based on this premise, two 
"caring" rationalities are derived. In catering for the needs of its subject, the 
government or the bureaucratic organization emphasizes much on uniformity of 
response, impartiality and efficiency for solving standard and more or less predictable 
contingencies. Family as the basic unit of care which emphasizes much on intimate 
and continuous relationship between its members, can act particularly in handing the 
peculiar problems of the individual at a given point in time. Welfare in these two 
contexts of "caring" are subjected to different definitions. It is quite difficult to define 
whether welfare payment is treated as the guarantee for subsistence or more subtly the 
satisfaction of psychological and emotional needs. But the psychological and 
emotional needs are very difficult to have clear objective definitions. The recipient's 
claim is therefore always regarded as making the basis of values, which are personal, 
subjective and biased. It necessitates the neutral, objective and scientific assessment 
of the bureaucrats. 
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The receipt of public assistance is generally regarded for expediency. It acts as the 
buffer for those misfortunate to pass through the transience of financial difficulties. 
When the recipient increasingly find unavoidably not to rely on it for long period of 
time, instead of only for short-term expediency, their expectation for government's 
help may be changed. It may be changed from merely for repletion and maintenance 
ofbasic subsistence need to satisfaction of different aspects of needs of lives. On the 
contrary, the expectation on receiving help from family appears subtle. Family is the 
place where people find both emotional and material support. In response to such 
expectation, mothers are charged with the twin task of servicing and caring. They are 
expected to be "need-oriented", and conscious of each individual member needs and 
wants. Those single-mothers may find themselves subjected to a contradictory 
situation. The amount of public assistance is inadequate and non-resistant to the spiral 
rising cost of living. However, without any viable alternatives, even though they feel 
themselves being marginalized, they tend to be increasingly reliant upon public 
assistance for subsistence. 111 feelings are therefore produced. 
The provision of special grant payment 
The special grant payment is introduced in 1978s with the intention of supplementing 
the inadequate rate ofbasic allowance. It is stated in the 1977 Hong Kong social 
welfare Green paper that, "an important element in the public assistance scheme is the 
discretionary power... If the public assistance scheme is to be flexible enough to meet 
individual needs, a discretionary power is essential." According to some related 
document, it is to ensure, on the one hand, the cost-effective use of the available 
resources and on the other hand, make sure those who have special needs could be 
met. 
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The provision of special grant payment allows greater flexibility of meeting varied 
needs of those recipients on an individual basis. The grant is paid on discretionary 
basis, not necessarily all the claims could be approved. It depends on either one ofthe 
two conditions. l)Satisfaction of the corresponding eligibility criteria; 2)the 
placement of proof in support of genuine needs. The claimant have the responsibility 
to prove the claim they made are "necessary and useful", either by providing receipts, 
invoices or through verbal/written confirmation. In some cases, social worker and 
professional recommendation are also accepted. 
There are 24 types of special grant payments. Each type has respective eligibility 
criteria. They cover most of the regular or irregular daily expense, but excludes the 
cost for meeting the need for social participation, like cash for children to participate 
in school outing, sporting and extra-curricular activities, buying material for hobbies. 
Theoretically, only the Director of Social Welfare has the right to authoritize special 
grants to particular recipient. But in practice, such discretionary power is delegated to 
each Social Security Field Units. In each field unit, there is a specific administrative 
procedure for processing each application. The caseworkers act as the "gate-keeper" 
to screen those applications for special grants by judging whether the recipients have 
such genuine need to claim or not. 
Unlike those monthly-paid allowances, such as the standard rates, the special grants 
are not standardized. There are no standards for how many recipients could be granted. 
It depends on each particular circumstance. Only if the recipient's needs are 
established and considered justified, reimbursement would be given to them in full-
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payment to cover the cost incurred. However, not all the special grants are payable to 
meet the actual costs in full. In addition, they are payable in two other modes: to meet 
the actual cost up to a prescribed maximum level, and on a flat-rate basis. Basically, 
there are two main types of special grants which are paid on 1) monthly basis and 2) 
one-ofFbasis. The former type includes those regular payment such as rent allowance, 
water allowance and baby-sitting charges, etc. and the latter type includes those 
irregular and not standardized expenditure, like the educational expenses, removal 
grant, cost of glasses and dental treatment etc. The recipient are required to give 
evidence such as receipts, quotation and school notices in support of their payment. 
The caseworker would judge and estimate the value of the commodity and service 
item that the recipient purchased according to his/her own experience. If the claim is 
considered as unnecessary and overvalued, it would be categorized as 
"unsubstantiated need". The caseworker have the right not to proceed with the 
payment or need authorization or apply to pay a lower price than the actual payment 
the recipient incurred. 
In gxecrating the sense Qf self-confessed failure 
Some of the respondents said, when they came to make a claim on the special grant 
payments, they regarded themselves as "asking for charity", "plea for government 
money", instead of asserting their right. It was not because they did not think that they 
were the rightful claimants, but the "act" of claiming special grant in itself was 
negative of a "possessive individual". In the whole claiming process, she was "in" 
acting the role of "dependent”-- depended on the other benevolence. To those welfare 
recipients who came to ask for the special grant payment, what they interacted with 
was not an anonymous system or abstract bureaucratic structure, but actually, a person 
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(the caseworker) who represented the government to make face-to-face contact with 
them. For any special request on the system would mean extra-workload for the 
caseworker. Some respondents identified "asking for special grants" with "asking for 
the case-worker help", since all the claims must pass through the case-worker and 
required him/her to do some paper works in order to proceed into further authorizing 
procedure. For any exceptional needs and expenses required, the mothers had to prove 
it repeatedly by providing documentation or records in support of their claims. The 
caseworkers had the right to check those claims valid or not. Many respondents said, 
they received "blunt" refusal from the caseworker at first when they came to make an 
application for reimbursement. The feeling ofbeing refused and failed to have 
successful claims were uneasy to them. "I don't know why they couldn't give a little 
bit concern to our feeling. Receiving government money is not desirable , even 
though you don't show your concern to us, you can still be more polite. We are asking 
for help from the government, but not going to ask you for loan! “ (Case no file. 6, 
page. 28; also see Case file no. 11, page. 19) 
"....Each time I come to see her (the caseworker), she does not talk to me very much. 
I think she maybe so busy for working. She tends to be cool to us (the recipient)." 
(Case file no. 13, page. 24) 
A respondent complained that the caseworkers always argued with her about the 
worthiness and value of the things that she had bought. "I have no idea on her Value 
judgement'.... One time I bought a pack of pencil with ,Mickey Mouse' cartoon pattern 
on the package for my son and asked for the reimbursement as part of their 
educational expense. But my caseworker said that 'Chung Hua' pencil was much 
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appropriate, it cost less money. I was so puzzled. It only cost few dollars more. I 
thought few dollars can satisfy my children wants was better than I brought them to 
play at the electronic game center" (Case file no. 5, page. 26) 
Another respondent also had the experience of running into argument with the 
caseworker about the "value judgment". "I bought a schoolbag for my son who 
attended primary school, and it only costs one hundred and fifty dollars. I claimed for 
the reimbursement. But my caseworker said why did you buy a schoolbag with a 
brand names. I was so confused .1 don't know which schoolbag has a brand name and 
which does not. If the caseworker says that the bag should not exceed $200,1 can 
understand her point of view. But the schoolbag is not too expensive...." (Case file no. 
13, page. 22) 
A respondent thought that the caseworker looked down upon them, using his/her own 
standard, and was not considerate toward their situation. "To them, 30 dollars is not 
much money. Maybe only enough for them to drink a cup of coffee... But to me, it is 
one-day expense. They don't know how I try to survive with using 30 dollars a day...“ 
(Case file no. 7, page. 24) 
Although the special grant payment covered wide range of needs, but not all the needs 
could be claimed for reimbursement. All the claims had to be proved as necessary and 
made on substantive ground. But in some cases, the claimants did not know which 
items that the special grant payment would cover. If the caseworker said "does not 
cover", "the policy haven't specified" or "doesn't know having such provision", they 
had no power to insist. But in most of the cases, the caseworkers did not tell them 
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directly what they could claim and what they could not claim. The fulfillment of 
psychological need of the recipient was not considered as substantive. "My son and 
daughter wanted to go to a school picnic. They have never been to. So I took the 
school notices to my caseworker and claimed on money for them to go. Mrs. Wong 
(her caseworker) said if the activities are part of the school curriculum, welfare 
department would pay back the money. But she didn't approve the payment because it 
was not a substantive need.... it was extra curricular activity, but not part of the school 
curriculum required “ (Case file no. 9, page. 20) 
Unable to make successful claim would induce a sense of inefficacy for those single-
mothers. It brought along a sense of double loss of identity. On the one hand, 
receiving public assistance made it evident that she was not able to secure sufficient 
economic welfare for her family. It induced a sense of personal and familial failure. 
On the other hand, the recipient was deprived of the discretion over needed resources. 
That meant the right of using money was subjected to the approval of the government 
officials. Especially, when the mothers felt unable to fulfill the wants and desires of 
the children by convincing the caseworker to approve the payment. This claiming 
procedure further exacerbated the sense of self-confessed failure of the recipient. If 
the claim was not covered by the payment scheme, it would not be considered as 
"valid", even the claim was not totally groundless or "excessive". Many respondents 
had such experiences. In fact, for large part of these claims that the single-mothers 
made were made for the children, like the payment for extra tutorial class, the fee for 
school picnic or field trips, etc. It further complicated the feeling of inability of those 
single-mothers in controlling their own situations. 
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Another arrangement in the process of claiming special grant payment that had seen 
as detrimental to those single-mother senses of self was the need for getting receipts, 
invoices or records in support of the claim they made. Such an act made them felt 
"inferior". A respondent said, "it required the school to give a notice in support of the 
payment for the academic purposes... The teacher in front ofhis classmates asked him 
why should he need a notice, since nobody in the class made such a request... my son 
came home and told me what his teacher said. Maybe his teacher didn't have 
experience in dealing with such a situation before and asked my son this personal 
questions in front of all his classmates..." (Case file no. 6, page. 21) It hurt the 
children and their mothers' self-image and dignity. 
"....from then on, everybody knew he came from a single-parent family, living on 
public assistance..... For a 10 years old child, he also needs from others respect. He 
said he would never ask for any notice from the school again...." (Case file no. 6, page. 
21) 
It was not an isolated case. Another mother also had similar experience. "Nobody 
need it and, you are not so special to request for a notice.... It's much like saying that.... 
I felt we are a group of people being looked down upon by others." Because most of 
the payments involved small amounts of money, a receipt for such small transaction 
became trivial and sometimes regarded as a nuisance or "making trouble" for the other 
people. "Not all the bookstores would give you payment receipts or invoices. It is so 
embarrassing to ask for a receipt when buying only a few dollars things, likes pencils 
or exercise books.... they would say it is so peculiar that you ask for a receipt." (Case 
file no. 2, page. 25) 
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"Some people are curious. They may ask you what it is used for, why do you keep so 
many receipts or invoices. I seldom tell them it is for claiming public assistance. I 
guess they know what it used for...." (Case file no. l l , page 29) 
Tn normalizing the practice and response for dealing with the case worker 
In the process of claiming reimbursement, those single-mothers suffered from the 
unintended stigmatizing effects imposed upon them by some of the arrangement of 
the provision of special grant payment. This experience induced the sense of 
inefficacy for those mothers whose claims were frequently made for their children. 
Nevertheless, the way individuals were being subjectified was not by stigmatization 
(passively accept the negative self-identity), but through normalization (make it 
become normal). From these unpleasant experiences, single-mothers came to learn 
and develop different methods of dealing with the case workers in attempting to make 
sure their own claims could have the chance ofbeing accepted.lt helped to 
"normalize" some of the practices and responses that they made in the process of 
claiming reimbursement. 
After certain period of time, when those claimants got accustomed to the 
administrative procedure, they would try to test out the attitude of case workers and 
try to find out what claims she would be allowed to make. A respondent described the 
claim she made in that way, "it (claiming reimbursement) is not so frequent... but it is 
difficult to tell how it is not so frequent. Because only you have such a special need to 
make extra payment and that payment is covered, you are entitled to claim the money 
back....” (Case file no. 14, page. 27) So each time, she had such a special need or 
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purchased something or involves some extra expense on particular item of thing, she 
would first ask the case workers whether such purchase or extra expenses could be 
claimed on the reimbursement or not. If it was regarded as a "legitimate claim", she 
would be asked to quote a price or a cost of the purchase or the extra expense 
involved. (Case file no.l4, page. 28-29; also see Case file no. 11, page. 32; Case file 
no. 7, page. 33-35). It was a much safer means to protect their interests. Even though 
they had experience in claiming reimbursement for a particular item before or had 
been told by some people that such item could be claimed, they came to make such 
inquiries or notify the case worker beforehand. It was to get the verbal confirmation 
of the caseworker with their claims. "I try to make it unambiguous and let her (the 
caseworker) know what I intend to buy, for example a new table for my new home. Its 
six hundred dollars, I told her in advance but when I took the invoice to her, she said 
it was too expensive and asked me to choose a cheaper one.... I was so disappointed. 
Why she didn't keep her promise... After this, I learned that if she didn't make it clear, 
she would not accept it. Even though she made a compromise with you on the price of 
the item, it was not until the last minute she could change their minds." (Case file no. 
ll ,page. 32-33) 
Lack of information as far as ignorance of their own scope of right were both the 
reasons why they lacked confidence in directly asserting their own interests, but 
tended to bother to ask for confirmation from time to time. The caseworkers seldom 
explained, as if it was not possible for her/him to illustrate what kinds of 
reimbursement were available within the limited time when meeting with each 
claimant. Only when the claimant's needs had been raised and they took the initiative 
to ask for help and make such request, the caseworkers would give some explanation 
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to them. Even though there were some leaflet and written document specifying which 
items could be claimed for reimbursement, in practice those single-mothers would not 
exactly learn about these, because of illiteracy or inability to comprehend of it. So, if 
the claimants did not make inquiries of whether such a claim can be reimbursed, they 
did not know which items are covered in the special grant payment scheme. A 
respondent said, she learned the way ofhow to claim skillfully. "If she says no money 
could be claimed for such an expense, how can I take a deal with such high cost! So 
every time when I go to see her, I first ask for her 'permission' ... For 
contingencies, ...I make extra visits to her office." (Case file no. 14, page. 29) 
Nevertheless, even though their claims were being accepted, they were not 
automatically entitled to take back full reimbursement as they claimed for. If the 
caseworker regarded the quoted price too high, she/he could ask the claimant to find a 
cheaper one, or to supply of evidence to prove the price was legitimate and acceptable. 
In most of the cases, those single-mothers quoted a cheaper price, instead of tried to 
"prove" such a price is "reasonable" and acceptable. "It is no use arguing with her (the 
case worker) about the price if she does not approve. Even if you insist, she would say 
no such policy, no exemption...." (Case file no. 7, page 35.) To ensure the claim got 
approved, many respondents said they would quote a price not "too high", but also not 
"too low". Although some of them did not answer directly, but it was the way to make 
their claim being accepted, it is reflected in the way they come to talk about the 
practical values of the things they intended to buy. "I don't know how she set the price 
for a pair of shoes below hundred dollars... Of course, you can buy one pair but not 
more than hundred dollars, but they are much more easily worn out. Twenty, or forty 
more dollars if you add you can buy a more enduring one..…it makes sense and it is 
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more economical. They (the caseworker) are all 'working in office', and are not at the 
same level with us and, does not know how hard it is to make a living! Everything is 
so costly...." (Case file no. 14, page. 31) 
Another respondent said, "I don't want to comment what the other people do, but I 
myself would not buy too expensive a pair of shoes for my children. Even though it is 
the government money, there is no need to make unnecessary claims".. But I know 
there are some people who do just that, to buy an expensive pair of shoes. I know who 
they are. It is their own business.... My primary aim is to have comfortable and useful 
shoes. Whether the shoes or school bag has a brand name is not my consideration." 
(Case file no. 13, page.27) 
"They never judge on whether the price which have been quoted is too low, but they 
are very concerned about whether it is too high or above the limit... However, I would 
spend some times to go through different shopping centers to look for a cheaper one. 
Perhaps, it is much better to buy at the bargaining prices." (Case file no. 2, page. 26) 
To avoid causing annoyance and trouble 
To save the traveling cost and not to have too many visits to the social security offices, 
those mothers would accumulate a "pile" of receipts and invoices for few months so 
as to have those claims reimbursed at once. This method helped to lessen the 
workload of those caseworkers, since they did not need to process each application for 
the special grant payment one by one. But to those single-mothers, it directly reduced 
the disposable income that they could use. They had to make advance payment out of 
their basic allowance which was used for daily subsistence. So if there were any 
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special needs it had to be taken out of the allowance and the monthly budget could be 
tightened and more money would be saved for catering to this irregular special need. 
Another method was to call on friend's helps and support. It was not unusual for them 
to borrow money from friends when such a need arise. "I have not yet received the 
few thousand dollars from the social security office. They have not paid it back to 
me some of this money I took as loan from my friends and some of this is my own 
saving." (Case file no. 13，page. 28) 
"There are no fixed time for how long you have to reimburse the money... 
appropriately within a half years time, the claims are still valid... But I think it is 
better not to claim the money time to time, unless you have urgent need of money. 
The amount of money involved in each of this expense is too small and trivial. They 
(the caseworker) don't like you to make frequent visit to them. It added extra 
workload to them!" (Case file no. 7, page.36) 
"...And now I am used to keeping receipts and invoices for various payments, even 
some of them can not be claimed for reimbursement... Usually I go to the social 
security office in each three months, claiming the money back. ” (Case file no. 2, page 
26) 
However, in some cases, they were forced to resort to this method, "They (the case 
worker) teach us to keep up more pieces of the receipts or invoice before we come for 
the reimbursement.... Even though you visit them frequently, they would not refuse to 
accept you claims, but they would show their dislikes plainly on their faces and even 
in their words... It makes you feel unhappy." (Case file no. 11, page. 33) 
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"If the claim only involved ten dollars or below, I can take it from the standard rates, 
instead of claiming for reimbursement.... But during the month, there are so many 
extra expenses, especially, their (the children) school expense, sometimes buying 
complementary exercise books, and sometimes buying material for art lessons. To 
take them separately, those expenses only involved small amount of money, but when 
they are accumulated up, is really quite a large sum of money." (Case file no. 9, page. 
20) 
In order to secure a "good" relationship with the caseworker, they would try to avoid 
direct confrontation with the caseworkers or run into quarrel with them. A respondent 
said it was much wiser not to make the caseworker who handled their application felt 
"too troublesome". Most of the welfare single-mothers chose to be "passive claimant". 
They do not bother to ask for any details on the policy or the payment scheme. "I am 
afraid of going to the welfare department, the social worker always seems unhelpful 
and irritable.... I understand she might have so many things to do，so every time I go 
to see her, I don't make any requests.... I don't dare to bother her... she seems to easily 
lost her temper..... I have seen her shout at an elderly woman for...." (Case file no. 3, 
page. 30) 
The feeling of inefficacy and self-problematization 
According to a survey conducted by the Polytechnic University's Department of 
Applied Social Sciences in 1995, many elderly and single-parents receiving public 
assistance were ignorant of their rights to apply for special grants payment.^^ It was 
99 Quoted from 5/11/95，South China Moming Post; and Sing Dao Daily News. 
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because, 1) the staffin Social Welfare Department seldom actively explain to them 
what allowances they can apply for; and 2) the complex application procedures 
dissuaded the needy from filing their requests. What this survey intended to show was 
the scheme did not organized in the way convenient to those needy person. When they 
came to claim special grant payments, most of the single-mothers tended to think that 
"the problem is on our side". So when they asked for reimbursement that they were 
entitled to, those single-mothers acted out themselves as being a dependent, "begging" 
for the help from the government. They acted submissively to get the possible consent 
of the caseworker who was handling their claims. In subjection to the assessment of 
the government official, it gave them a strong sense of self-inefficacy. Especially, 
when the mother felt unable to fulfill the wants and desires of the children by 
convincing the caseworker to approve the claims that they made for their children 
needs. 
This was because what they interact with is not an anonymous social welfare system 
nor abstract bureaucratic structure, but actually a person who made the direct contact 
with them, helping them to "pass through" the assessing procedure to claim for the 
"government money". The theme of self-problematization helped to depict the way of 
how single-mothers are being subjectified by those practices that they developed 
within this particular field of interaction. 
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Chapter Five: 
Recognition of Self— Active subjects passively resisting marginalization 
In the previous two chapters, welfare dependency is treated as the only viable means 
for those single-mothers to maintain their caring responsibilities and the economic 
survival of the family. The subjective experiences of mothering are examined in 
respect to their experiences of living on welfare and dealing with the welfare agency. 
These experiences are believed constituting the subjectivity of single-mothers. The 
two derivative analytical sub-themes-- self- reflection and self-problematization help 
to further strengthen the assertiveness of this research's basic assumption 
"subjectification should be understood by the individual practices of ordering their 
day to day existence. ” For more in-depth discussion of this assertion, the individual 
ordering practices are re-examined. The interviewed single-mother's day to day 
existence are their home life. The practice that they employed for ordering their home 
life are believed having significance to their conception of self. But in what way these 
practices are related to their lives on welfare. This question becomes the main concern 
of this chapter. In this chapter, life on welfare is regarded as a "way ofliving", a 
"framework of constraint and limitation". It is presumed that welfare dependency 
have higher propensity for intensifying the process of marginalization. Life on welfare 
brings along with the oppressive consequence of low income and disdain. It is the 
whole continuum of source of income, standard ofliving, social contact, feelings and 
perception of single-mothers that are being affected. According to some empirical 
research finding, life on welfare renders individuals institutionally dependent and 
ward them off from participating in the mainstream social activities. Particularly, for 
those single-mothers who have their over-burdened caring responsibilities at home, 
they are much more vulnerable to the marginalizing effects that is initiated from 
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living on welfare, both ideologically and experientially. Although single-headed 
families are growing in popularity, single-mothers still represent a typical marginal 
group. When single-mothers come to seek economic help from the government, what 
they intend from the very beginning is to get economic relief. Without any means to 
enhance or promote their independent sense of self against the social construction of 
negative image of single-motherhood, those single-mothers are subjectified as 
"hushandless" women. Especially, when this status comes to be associated with other 
identities, like new immigrant, displaced unskilled worker and deserted wife, single-
mothers are most often underprivileged. Their accessibility to material satisfaction or 
fulfillment are stripped away by lack of economic security and the prevailing moral 
expectation of their commitment in home and child-caring. 
Nevertheless, there are the possibilities for making resistance to marginalization. The 
possibilities are embedded in individual practices of ordering their day-to-day 
existence. It depends largely upon the self-initiative of those single-mothers in 
exploring and extracting opportunities out of constraint and limitation for asserting 
the interests of their own families. Single-mothers always find mothering the most 
contradictory experience. On the one hand, mothering is regarded as the source of 
hardship and the drain on women's health. On the other hand, it is via mothering that 
they come to rebuild their self-confidence and respect as an individual subject. On the 
basis of this argument, a more concrete and specific focus of analysis is then revealed. 
Re-assertion of mothering as a form of caring activity 
As far as their efforts in resisting marginalization are concerned, single- mother's 
experience in reconciliation of contradictory demands of caring and economizing are 
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placed under full scrutiny. It is assumed that "women's accounts record how the 
circumstances as well as the responsibilities of caring affect about how they feel about 
themselves."^ This chapter comprises of two independent sections, which are based 
on two sets of dependent data. The first set of data analyzed in section one is drawn 
from those interviewed single-mother's lived experiences of managing home. These 
lived experiences are to be believed having its significance for understanding their 
self-recognition. Nevertheless, apart from these self-help practices, some single-
mothers may frequently experience the local setting as offering them opportunities for 
control. They may make use of any advantages and opportunities offered by the 
surrounding environment to maintain the quality of their family life against the 
restrictive effect ofbeing on public assistance. This practice may include re-
constructing the supportive network between friends and neighbors, participating in 
the community center's activities and organizing single-mothers mutual aided groups. 
In section two, these practices and their implications for the constitution of single-
mother's subjectivity are investigated. 
The CSSA Scheme and its subjectifying effect upon welfare recipient 
The rates of the Comprehensive Social Security Assistance (CSSA) have long been 
criticized for falling short of the minimal acceptable standard of living of the 
mainstream society. It is generally believed that shown the CSSA scheme have 
"successfully partitioned" the recipients from the general public in terms of living 
standard and way of living. Stewart MacPherson in his study of the CSSA scheme in 
1995 reveals that the present public assistance rates were inadequate to meet the 
social as well as physical needs of its recipient. It results in their minimal social 
100 Graham, Hilaty (1993), Hardship andHealth in Women's lives, London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 
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participation in the normal social activities as most of the ordinary Hong Kong people 
do.ioi The inadequate assistance rates caused many recipients to lead a thrifty way of 
life in order to shield against the debilitating effects of rising cost of living. They have 
no surplus money for entertainment and participation in social activities. MacPherson 
remarks that the inability to participate in normal activities in the community 
seriously affect the recipients. Especially, the children's social development and 
psychological adjustment are being affected. This argument have been further 
justified by another survey on the public assistance recipient's families conducted by 
the Social Work Department ofHong Kong University in the same year. They have 
also drawn the same conclusion, saying that the rate of public assistance in Hong 
Kong is not enough to maintain a "balanced" way ofliving. The survey shows how 
the social effect of inadequate assistance rates adversely affects the self-identity of 
both the mother and her children. It introduced the concept of "relative deprivation" or 
"relative poverty" to define the so-called "inadequacy" of the assistance rates in more 
palpable terms. In comparison of the living of the general public, the recipient have 
less ability to take part in social activities and follow the customary behavior that the 
society may expect of them， 
It is the government's policy to keep the level of CSSA payments for these recipients 
as low as the minimum wage of the lowest paid workers so as not to cause 
disincentive to work. Since the scheme take their past expenditure pattem (but not the 
consumption pattem) as the reference for drawing up the level of the assistance 
P.17l. 
101 Stewart MacPherson (1994)，A Measure of Dignity: A Report on the adequacy ofpublic assistance 
rates in Hong Kong, Hong Kong: Department ofPublic and Social Administration, City Polytechnic of 
Hong Kong. 
102 Chow Chun Bong (1993)，The Level ofProtection andDevelopment ofChildren on Public 
Assistance, Resource Paper, Hong Kong: Department of Social Work, Hong Kong University. 
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payment,io3 they are successfully partitioned from the general public in terms oflow 
living standard as a result of this genuine effect oflow income. But, in reality, they 
are never segregated from the social context of the general public and still have to 
follow the way oflife that the society demands of them. Yet, they do not have the 
economic means of meeting with these demands and expectations. It creates 
frustration, conflicts, distress and strain upon their lives. Most of the respondents said, 
the assistance payment was barely enough for coping with the daily household 
expenditure. A respondent remarked, whether the assistance was enough or not 
depends on how to use the money. ".... Because oflack of money, I can not buy what 
I think which is good for my children. You may not know how hard it is when I go to 
the market buying foods to prepare for the dinner. It is not exaggerated to say, I have 
to think more than twice before I make the decision for only buying ten dollars fish 
meat. I have to keep watch on how many dollars I spent each day...." (Case file no. 1， 
page. 30) 
Welfare single-mother's lives are therefore marginalized as a result of substantive 
effects of low income. However, having the same set of desires and wants such as 
drinking, eating and shopping just like most of the other people do, they may find 
their lives on welfare distasteful. A respondent left her impressive remark by saying 
that, "all the clothes that I wear are a gift from friends living nearby... Don't we have 
any desire for dressing up beautifully? Whenever I pass through the shopping arcades 
in Tsuen Wan, I very much hope that I can buy some new clothes for myself. But, I 
am a mother, so I have to wear those clothes which my friends and neighbors give me 
as gift. Even though the size is not suitable for me or the style is out of dated, not 
103 
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appropriate for my age, I have to dress in those" (Case file no. 13, Page. 11); Another 
respondent have similar comment, ".... I don't want to dress up in the way which 
makes me look different from what other people. It is very much like telling all the 
people you are wearing such clothes because you are a welfare recipient. It also 
makes me look older than what actually I am!" (Case file no. 15, page. 20) 
So, the effect upon the welfare recipient are more palpable than prejudice and stigma, 
and yet far more subtle than the oppressive consequence oflow assistance rates. It is 
because the effect embraces the whole continuum of economic resources, standard of 
living, social contact, feelings and perception. 
Single-mother in resisting of marginalization 
The mothers who are in male-headed family may also experience the problems and 
pressures that confront many single-mothers. Both of them are endowed with 
common domestic and caring responsibilities, but in different caring circumstances. 
Being on their own to accept the whole economic and caring burden involved in 
running the family, single-mothers are more hard pressed by the problem and 
pressures of their "dual" responsibilities at home. They encounter with problems and 
pressures of managing home in particularly acute way. Especially, for those who have 
no working experience and special skill in the labor market and the support from kin 
networks are exhausted. The only alternative for expediency is to receive public 
assistance. The rate of public assistance provide no guarantee for the recipient they 
can turn to the live resourceful, even though there are some people who find their 
lives after receiving welfare have been slightly improved. Nevertheless, those single-
mothers are not left idle and passively depend on government support. In order to 
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make up the shortfall between needs and resources, those single-mothers have to add 
in extra efforts in servicing, pooling and packaging of resources available from 
different possible sources of support. In doing so, those single-mothers found 
themselves increasingly faced with the structured conflict of "caring enough" and 
"economizing enough". On the one hand, they struggle to make ends meet and pit 
against the effect of marginalization by the resource and support network that they 
can command; on the other hand, in sorting, putting together these resources, those 
mothers experience most acutely what it means to be poor. As those mothers make 
compromises between the demands of their caring responsibilities and the needs for 
their financial obligations, they develop all orderly patterns to live out this conflict. 
According to Hilary Graham, there are numbers of coping strategies that they would 
resort to. One of these strategies is budgeting strategy. 
Totalizing family consumption 
In face of scarcity, the most usual response was to cut ofFunnecessary expenditure. 
For those who already lived economically, it was quite difficult to be more frugal. 
Budgeting became the only alternative to make full use of limited resources. It was 
very much like a patchwork, sewing different pieces of works together to make up a 
"quilt". To have a well-needled patchwork quilt, the size of each piece of clothing 
needed not be the same. On the contrary, sometimes they were in different sizes and 
shapes in order to fit in the pattern. The purpose ofbudgeting was not to accumulate 
wealth, but to keep balance between expenditure and income on behalf ofhousehold 
maintenance. Single-mothers heavily involved in budgeting for resisting the impact of 
poverty on their children. To them, budgeting at home was based on two different 
considerations. One was how to care for the individual needs of each family member; 
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the other was how to keep the daily operation cost of running a family within budget. 
These tasks were often contradictory competing for limited resources that single-
mothers have. Juggling money, time and energy between this different pressing and 
competing demands, single-mothers had to make priority on their different 
commitments. 
Food was one of the most common items that cutbacks were often sought. Single-
mothers chose to economize through them to save up money for exigencies. This was 
because food occupied a large proportion of the household spending; moreover, 
women were most likely to exercise direct control over spending on this item. But 
indulging in money saving strategies could blunt their sensitivities to each children 
needs and health condition. It was the diet they gave their children that those mothers 
experience most acutely what it meant to be poor. So, some of them gave up appetite 
in exchange for nutrition. (Case file no. 15, page. 40-42; Case file no. 1, page. 30-31; 
Case file no. 13, page. 26) 
However, not necessarily, all the mothers could manage to finance well by learning to 
budget. Another respondent said, she found difficulty in managing the finance of the 
family at the first day she received public assistance. There were many irregular 
expenses involved in the daily living. It was not possible to keep a balance on 
monthly household expenditure. The problem was in control of family income and 
unexpected expenditure. ".... The major difference between before and after receiving 
public assistance is 'husbandlessness'. My children suffered most after their father left. 
Before he left, he always took them out for eating and playing. He bought them new 
dresses in each season. But now, they don't have all these enjoyments. They seldom 
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have new clothing to wear. Dependence on public assistance do not allow you to 
retain the lives as before." (Case file no. 11, page 5) What this respondent said is the 
general portrait of the financial situation of most of the female-headed families. This 
means that in control of the finance of the family are men, not women. Women are 
only responsible for using the men's wage to maintain the daily expenses of the family. 
Using of the "family wage" are largely determined by wage earner, particularly those 
for the welfare of the children. Female-headed families lack this kind of economic 
support from men. Within marriage, the husband supports the family in two ways. 
First, by contributing substantive part of the income for the household expenditure. 
Second, by using his pocket money to indirectly subsidize the expenses of the 
household. Like taking the children to restaurants, buying them some toys and 
clothing. This expense is not involved in the regular household monthly expenditure, 
and comes out from the father's pocket money. They usually come in form of presents 
or for rewarding the good-performances of their children. (Case file no. 11, page 5, 10; 
Case file no. 2, page. 30) 
This way ofbudgeting could enhance each members shared with the family's 
resources on a more egalitarian basis. It was not in the way each member of the 
family shared with equal amount of resources, but in the way money for spending on 
each member was kept as lowest as possible. "The family's budget hold tight, I don't 
have any spare money for their (her son and daughter) pocket money... may be they 
are too small, don't know how to use money. I think it is a good virtue when they 
learn how to restraint the use of money when they grow up..…“(Case file no.3, page. 
7) Although different standard rates was paid for each individual member against their 
personal circumstances, resources were pooled together and taken as for family's 
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consumption rather than individual consumption. A respondent had a mentally 
retarded daughter. Her daughter's standard rate payment had thousand more disable 
supplement. Since her daughter had no immediate needs, she took it for another usage. 
Another way to mobilize resources to accomplish family's goals was cutting the 
expenses which were regarded as spending on "non-essential" item. In fact，division 
of "essential" and "non-essential" was quite arbitrary. From their point of view, 
psychological and emotional fulfillment, such as participation in social activities were 
not essential. What thing they regarded as "essential", they tended to emphasis on its 
practical usage. Therefore, the expenses on clothing, social activity and household 
goods were kept at minimum. Those mothers resorted to the strategy of "not going out, 
no expense". Lack of a holiday then was not always seen as a loss. "It's quite 
impossible to have a day on excursion, once we go outside, it costs a lot of money. 
Twenty dollars for the traveling expense,... when thirsty, they (the children) want you 
the drink, when hungry, they want you something to eat. The money spend on this 
few hours of outing is enough for one day expenditure. “ (Case file no. 4, page. 10) 
Clothing was regarded as one of the non-essential expenses. Nearly all of the 
respondents said they seldom made any major purchases of clothing. The clothes they 
and their children wore were the gifts of second-hand clothing from their neighbors, 
friends and relatives. It was the practice of most of the low-income families, they 
exchanged clothing with each other, especially children's clothing. Although most of 
the clothes were unfashionable, oversized and not suitable for their age, they did not 
think that reliance on clothes that someone else had wom was undesirable. "Since we 
don't have much social life, what I wear at home is my personal afFair....in fact, those 
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secondhand clothing are very new and clean." (Case file no. 1, page. 5) A respondent 
said she purchased new clothing only at the Chinese new years. She thought that there 
were no excuse for not buying a dress for their children at the beginning of the new 
year, because the children compared their clothing with what the others had: "in the 
usual day, you don't buy them cloths, it doesn't matter. No one would mind what you 
wear. But in the Chinese New Year, I have to buy them all new dresses. They would 
compare with what the others have. If they don't have one, they would be angry with 
me..." (Case file no. 13, page. 11) 
Because of lack of money, exclusion also pervaded the children's school activities. 
Children were less isolated socially from the community, for they had to go to school 
every day. Those mothers recognized that social participation with friends and school 
activities was important to children's acquisition ofhealth life. One respondent 
complained that, the traveling supplement for their children's schooling only covered 
five school day traveling expenses. But there were still some school activities and 
extra-remedial classes held on Saturdays and even Sundays mornings. The welfare 
department did not calculate these activities in the traveling supplements. It totally 
deprived the children a right to participate in the school activities. "Their (Social 
Welfare department) calculation is harsh and stingy. No more or less the supplement 
only allows for five school days traveling on the cheapest fare bus The 
assistance is barely adequate for paying for three meals a day. How can I squeeze 
money for them to go tojoin those school activities." (Case file no. 14, page. 5) 
Ah Lang's story was the portrait of most of the single-parent family. "After my 
husband left, my children always stay at home. They have no activities and no ways 
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to go for recreation.... Most ofthe people think that children who grew up in single-
parent family is passive, pessimistic and have personal and learning problems, I think 
it is quite true. My daughter and son's self-images are low and they always stay at 
home except for going to school... They don't like to communicate with other people." 
The reason why her children always stayed at home, according to Ah Lang was fear 
of comparison. "First it is because lack of money, My children received no pocket 
money. Now they get used to the life of staying at home." (Case file no. 1, page. 3) 
Making more frequent trips and walks long distance was one of the routine chores of 
mother's lives. This work seen so trivial and time killing, but not without particular 
implication. These mothers exchanged time and labor for the money saved in each 
trade. "Every afternoon, I walk along a number of markets. I can save up a few dollars 
by seeking the most cheapest stalls to make the cheapest purchase...." (Case file no. 
15, page. 23; also see Case file no. 7 page. 29) It was quite difficult to judge whether a 
few dollars were worth to make such effort or not, but it was really a good exercise 
for them to accumulate experience on housekeeping. It included researching, sorting 
out different information on where and when they could have more bargains on the 
food they want to buy. Most importantly, it was the way to exchange information with 
their friends in this "street-chatting". (Case file no. 15, page.23) 
Apart from making more frequent trip and walk long distance to the shops where they 
could buy cheap things, theyjoined together to buy in bulk directly from the whole-
seller and shared among themselves in order to reduce the cost incurred. One 
respondent told this "sharing" method is quite useful, especially for something that 
can have a bargain on a large amount of purchasing. Four to six mothers grouped 
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together and each contributed forty dollars to buy few packs of oranges and apples 
directly from the Mong Kok whole-selling market. While making such a purchase on 
a bargain price for what they could not do individually, it was not only a way to save 
up money, but also an example for tapping the source of material support from 
surrounding environment, including friends, relatives and neighbors supporting 
network. (Case file no. 7, page. 30-31) 
Another budgeting strategy was personal cost cutting. Mother's personal consumption 
provided a buffer against the effect of marginalization for the other family member. 
They tried to resist the pull of aspirations and personal desires. A respondent said she 
had to give up new clothes and haircut in order to save money for her child attending 
school extra-curricula activities. For those mother who came to familiarize their 
children's satisfaction with their own satisfaction, tended to use these self-imposed 
cutbacks method. Nevertheless, it did not mean that they had no need for their 
personal, emotional and psychological fulfillment. They also longed for new clothes, 
shoes and make-up. It was not irrational for those mothers to use self-imposed 
cutbacks method to ensure their children could have the necessary physical caring on 
a consistent and reliable basis. 
"When my husband died, I didn't know who I could turn to seek help. All my family 
members are in the Mainland China. Recently, I began to borrow money from my 
children's classmate parent, a few hundred dollars are easy, but borrowing thousand 
dollars is so difficult. So I strive to save up as much money as possible." (Case file no. 
13, page. 7) 
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They had to make fiill calculation on the daily expense for serving each meal, so that 
the children could have the necessary nutrient intakes. But most of the times, caring 
work and house keeping work were in competition for the limited resources that the 
mother could claim on. The money spared from self-imposed cutbacks were often 
mediated through the wider household distribution of resources to each individual 
family member, and by sharing with it on household collective consumption items. 
CarmenVs story: "strained budgeting'' as a way for reserve of money for against 
exigencies 
Carmen was, 35 years old, the mother of two children. She lived and married in 
Guangzhou, and migrated to Hong Kong in 1990 with her youngest son and later in 
1993 her eldest daughter was permitted to settle in Hong Kong. She was now living in 
a 70 square feet room. As one of the victim ofHong Kong economic restructuring, 
after she came to Hong Kong, she changed jobs three times within four years. Her 
firstjob was working as a manufacturing worker in electronics factory. The factory 
closed down and moved to the Mainland, Carmen became unemployed. Her second 
and third job was working as a night-shift cashier in a fast food shop and packing 
worker of a cake shop. Carmen was introduced to the welfare department by the 
housing department as a case transferal, when she re-applied for compassionate re-
housing in 1994. (Case file no. 6, page. 1-3) 
Carmen said that, she had to resort to "planned economy", otherwise her family would 
be "hard up" at the end of the month. So she kept a balance of 80 dollars for each 
day's expenditure. "Money for the children's school expenses, traveling fares should 
first be set aside, then housing rents, the bills for water and electricity. The remnant is 
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for the foodstuff.... For each cent you spend, must be well planned in advance... For 
each day expenditure, I restricted myself within 80 dollars. I f I overshot my budget 
for a day, I would then subtract it from the next day's expenditure so as to compensate 
for the previous day's over-spending... It seems quite useful, otherwise I could not 
hold the budget till the end of the month." (Case file no. 6, page. 7-8) 
In order to maintain the basic quality of living, when she came to spend money, 
Carmen emphasized on its immediate utility. "I restricted the daily expense within 
$80....$20 for breakfast, $25 for lunch and $35 for dinner. I am concerned about the 
meal served during dinner than the lunch and breakfast. They need to absorb more 
vitamins at this stage. They seldom eat any snack orjunk food. I usually cook a fish 
and boil some vegetable soup for them to eat. It is good for their health. But they 
always complain about the lack of variety." (Case file no. 6, page. 8) 
"My son very much likes to eat in MacDonald. A set meal costs nearly $20. It's too 
expensive for me. I f I use this money to buy some food for preparing a dinner, a more 
tasty meal can be made. It is enough to buy half a fish. So I often talk to him i fhe can 
get 'A' grade in test or examination, I will take him to MacDonald's for lunch... 
(Laugh), it seems quite impossible for him to score such a high marks at school." 
"I always talk to my children, what we eat depends on how much money we have. It 
is the most viable way to save up money..…IfI don't follow this rule, how can I 
support the whole family? At the end of the month, I will be run out of money." (Case 
file no. 6，page. 10) 
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In fact, the anxiety ofholding an economic living often ran into contradiction with 
mother's moral obligations to their children. It made them felt tough. So, when 
Carmen talked about the care ofher children, she always linked it with the way of 
how she restrained the family expenditure. "There is no spare money for my eldest 
daughter to attend remedial class. Her English is very poor. As you know, there is a 
great discrepancy in English language standard between Mainland and Hong Kong. 
She attended middle school in Guangzhou, but When she came to Hong Kong, she 
could only study form one..... I think attending remedial class is helpful. She always 
asks me to let her go to attend private tutorial class. But where can I find the money 
for her." (Case file no. 6, page. 10); "When she first came to Hong Kong, I tried so 
hard to make money out from the daily expense on foodstuff to let her attend private 
tutorial class. It cost me $350 a month. It was not until the third month, she quitted." 
(Case file no. 6, page. 11) 
"The family budget is tight, I don't have any spare money for their pocket money  
except for the bus fare to school and money for each day's lunch in the school canteen, 
she receives no pocket money at all." (Case file no. 6, page. 11) 
"There should have been some money reserved for them, for extra school expense.... 
Especially, in September, at the beginning of each academic year, a huge expense for 
their schooling is increased." (Case file no. 6, page 12) 
"I seldom take them out for a holiday. Even my friend Mrs. Ko, who also receives 
public assistance asked me why I don't take them out. As you know, outing is not only 
just sightseeing, but unavoidably spending money. So once away from home, at least I 
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have to spend twenty to forty dollars. It's equal to our one-day's expense... ” (Case file 
no. 6, page. 12) 
When asked if she did not receive public assistance, what would she do. Carmen 
replied, "... (Silence for a few seconds) Hong Kong government is lenient in that way, 
at least giving us this 'welfare money', although it is barely enough.... Compared to 
mainland, it seems very considerate. If no such benefit, I think the situation would be 
much worse, since my health is deteriorating in these few years." (Case file no. 6, 
page. 13) 
Ah Fung,s story: The less successful one 
Some of the single-mothers were less successful in reconciling the demands ofboth 
the work of child caring and the work of housekeeping. Isolation was one of the 
reasons for this less successful "reconciliation". Ah Fung was an example. 
Ah Fung was 38 years old. But she looked like 50. She said it was because she 
worked very hard when she was young. She came out to work at the age of 16 in a 
garment factory. Afterwards, she went to work as a waitress in a restaurant where she 
met her husband. After giving birth to two children, when she came to learn that her 
husband was a drug addict, Ah Fung found herself pregnant again and gave birth to 
another child. She has two sons and two daughters, the eldest one was 18 and the 
youngest one only 6 years old. Her two eldest sons were not living with her. Apart 
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from caring for her two young daughters, Ah Fung also had to care for her drug-addict 
husband and her husband's mother who aged 70. (Case file no. 15, 1-3) 
Ah Fung was receiving public assistance for more than 3 years. Reliance on five 
thousand dollars public assistance for the whole family's monthly expenditure, Ah 
Fung found it quite difficult to manage the whole family's expenditure. After giving 
thousand dollars to her husband for abusing drugs, the exact amount of money that 
she could use is less than a few thousand dollars. 
Although she also participated in a number of social service center's activities, Ah 
Fung, appeared much isolated. Unfavorable living environment was the major reason 
for her isolation. Ah Fung lived in Yau Ma Tin, in a small private room. There were 
six households sharing one flat. Unlike those who lived in public estate housing which 
can render on the help from nearby neighborhood, it seems quite difficult for Ah Fung 
to elicit help from those who lived with them in the same flat. "They all go out during 
daytime for work. Even if they are here at night, they all shut their door for security... 
The place where we live is so complicated and the relationship between the neighbors 
are very detached. ” (Case file no. 15, page.5) 
Because of this unfavorable environment, Ah Fung strove to keep the lives tight so as 
not to cause any nuisance to other people. "I have got use to getting up early because I 
should take my two daughters to school. Then I come back home for washing the 
dirty clothes, preparing the meal for their lunch and if there is some spare time I take a 
respite from these work. In the noon, I rush to bring them home after school.... I have 
to finish all the housework before my neighbor comes back at six o'clock including 
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helping my daughters to have their bath. The bathroom and the kitchen here are 
shared. The other people may think that since you needn't go outside for work, and 
only stay at home, why don't you finish all these work at day time, but I have time to 
do all these chores at night! Only to cause any trouble with others, I would rather be 
more busy at noon, not to split the work to be done through out the day." (Case file no. 
15, page 5-6) 
Being heavily involved in house chore keeping, Ah Fung's participation in social 
service organization activities was relatively low. It did not mean that she had no 
interest in those activities. What she concerned the most was not to make extra 
expenses. She believed that more outing would only induce much more desires. "We 
seldom go out for holidays. The place where we frequently visit during every 
weekend is the playground nearby. Last week, there was a fun faire at Victoria Park 
which was free of charge. My friend Lily, asked me to go. But I did not go. For a day 
outing, it costs me a lot of money. Traveling fares together with other expenses on 
eating and drinking... it is quite impossible not to give them something to eat all day. 
Especially, when you see the other people have food in their hands. To cheer them up, 
I should buy them something so... its... its really an additional burden for me." (Case 
file no. 15, page. 8-9) 
When asked whether she thought the amount of public assistance was enough or not, 
Ah Fung said that, "enough? How can we say that it is enough?! I think we should not 
be so unsatisfactory.... at least, I wouldn't think of it that way to say it (the public 
assistance) is totally lagging far behind from what I deserve.... But, if they (the 
government) can give more money to us, it welcomes! Hong Kong is an over-crowed 
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place with so many people not in work, there are some people who lie idly and eat on 
government's money..." (Case file no. 15, page. 12) 
Re-establishing a new relationship with the outside world 
Through the application of coping strategies, single-mothers enter into new relation 
with self. In seeking help and support, they also enter into a new relation with the 
outside world. Especially, when they are still in the transient period of making 
adjustment to single-motherhood. Accompanied with the pain and stress of 
readjustment, most of the single-mothers, particularly those divorced mothers may 
find their kin and friends supportive networks immediately breakdown after marital 
disruption. Some of them deliberately retreat from these networks, so as to forget the 
past unhappy experiences. 
The pressing demand for maintaining the financial survival of the family are the main 
forces that push them to reconstruct new relationships with the outside world. It raises 
the importance of social networking to single-mother's reconstruction of self-
conception. There are many literature discussing about this topic and directly link it to 
the study of women's subjectivity. Shared with the basic assumption of these literature 
about the importance of social network to single-mother's conception of self, the way 
those single-mothers come to seek help and support through these network are re-
examined. As Betsy Wearing suggests, "while the relationship between kin, neighbors 
and friends have different basis, all can form an important part of mother's supportive 
network."io4 The first condition for those single-mothers coming into good and 
"supportive" relationships with kin, neighbors and friends are to disclose themselves. 
104 Betsy Wearing (1984)，The Ideology ofMotherhood, George Allen & Unwin，P. 169. 
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But not all the single-mother can do this, nor develop friendly and supportive 
relationship out of the environment where they live. Most of the respondents said, it 
was the stigma ofbeing "welfare single- mother" that kept them away from getting 
too close to the neighbors living nearby. They were suspicious of disclosing 
themselves to the outsiders for the fear ofbeing discriminated. "They may come to 
gossip you, saying that you are in a broken single-parent family...." (Case file no. 15, 
page 7); ".... I have no problem in communicating with those neighbors who live 
around me. They are quite helpful and considerate. But when it comes to economic 
issues, we have no common ground for conversation." (Case file no. 11, page 9) 
Nevertheless, in most of the cases, it was the neighbors that could be called upon in 
giving immediate help and support. 
Especially, for those who live in public housing estates, those tenants usually have 
close neighborly relationship. The tradition of mutual aid practice is still preserved in 
some old-style public housing estate. Ah Kit, said she did not mind telling her 
neighbors that she was living on public assistance. On the contrary, it was a way of 
obtaining tmst and help. "We used to live in a public estate, the living environment 
here makes you feel quite difficult to hide yourself out of the sight of the neighbor.... 
when meeting them at night, they always ask me where is your husband, what does he 
do, why don't we see him accompany you or play with the children outside..... My 
response is 'he is not at home yet from night shift duty,. It worked at the beginning, 
since we need not make any contacts at all. Until my eldest son, hurt himself while 
playing with my youngest son, I didn't know what to do, but sought help from my 
neighbor. I thought whether they are compassionate with us or not, I should tell them 
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the truth. Luckily, they are nice to us, give us much second-hand clothes, and during 
some festivals give us some food to eat..."(Case file no. 13, page. 25-26) 
"I needn't buy any clothing, its all a gift from the neighbors and friends. When I first 
came to Hong Kong, I didn't tell anyone about my situation.... Whenever the 
neighbors asked me where my husband was, I always said he had gone to work.... But 
in the next two years, I found it was impossible not to let them know, because I 
needed their help.... Luckily, they sympathized with us and gave us help, likes second 
hand clothing and sometimes when they saw furniture been given away by the other 
people, they would help us to take it to my home...." (Case file no. 13, page. 27) 
"I think if I tell them the truth, maybe there are some of them who would give us 
'helping hands'". "Don't be shy to tell them your situation, people would give you help. 
If you don't talk about this, they would not know how to give you help." But not all 
the people would stand "asking for people's sympathy. ” Especially, the teenagers may 
find it offensive. "Whenever my two eldest daughters come to visit their aunt, they 
would not wear those clothing taken as a gift from their aunt's home... they feel "loss" 
of face.... They didn't like such feeling." (Case file no. 13, page. 29) 
"When I first moved here, there were only one wooden bed... afterward, my neighbor 
asked me what things did we have. I told them my husband was already dead, I had 
no money to buy new furniture. I asked them to befriend us, if they and their friends 
have any discarded old furniture and refrigerator, call us to take them home. Some of 
my neighbors are so enthusiastic.... So I learnt that i f I don't hide myself and be 
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honest with the other people, maybe some one would offer us help." (Case file no. 13, 
page. 30) 
Not only all the welfare single-mothers can have such courage to open themselves to 
the others. Lack of self-confidence and having low respect are their common 
characteristics. On the other hand, the receipt of public assistance imposes 
marginalizing effect upon their social relationship and their way of living. Most often, 
welfare single-mothers come to be conscious of the marginalizing effect through a 
process of contrast and comparison. This process of contrast and comparison are 
made upon their 1) intimate knowledge based on close contact; 2) impressionistic 
knowledge based on passing acquaintance. ^®^  It affects the way in which they come to 
see themselves. As those mothers make comparison with the people they known or 
actually seen, a feeling of deprivation may arises. This is the reason why they do not 
like to make friend with the people who are not single-mothers. A respondent said, 
"Sometimes you have to learn to 'reject' people invitations. Like when my son was 
still attending kindergarten, I used to take him to school. When I met the other parents 
in the morning for most of the time, they would suggest going to restaurant for tea.... 
Even though someone else would pay for it. I was so embarrassed as every time I did 
not have to share the bill. So I began to reject their invitation...." (Case file no. 14, 
page 27) She even restricted her children to go outside to play with their classmates 
and friends. "I don't allow them to go outside. When they come home after school, I 
usually lock the door. They say they want to go to their classmate's birthday party, I 
don't let them go also. We never have had a birthday party, no one celebrates our 
105 Linda Bell and Jane Ribbens (1994), "Isolated Housewives and complex matemal worlds- The 
significance of social contacts between women with young children in industrial societies”，P.233. 
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birthdays.... If once I let them go, I am afraid that we can not give anything in return 
for their invitations...." (Case file no. 14, page.28) 
Many of the respondents believed that it was important to let their children known and 
realized what their situations were. But, it was not an easy task, even they themselves 
in some way did not want to accept it. "I always tell them do not compare with other 
people. Other people have father, you don't have. So we should work harder to make 
money for ourselves, to make more efforts in studying, so that you will not be looked 
down by others. I talked to them about these things to open their minds, give them 
courage... and now they are more adjusted to live on that way." (Case file no. 4, page. 
11) 
A respondent commented that "If the children grow in that environment (the family in 
receipt of public assistance) from when they are still a baby, they really get used to 
being economical. I give no pocket money to them, and they don't ask for it.... I heard 
so many mothers saying that their children, especially, those who first receive public 
assistance at the age of 10 or above, find difficulties and problems in adjustment to 
their lives on welfare. I think this is my own advantage. My children are accustomed 
to live on that way." (Case file no. 3, page 13) 
In exploring new supportive network with other welfare single-mothers 
Some interviewed single-mothers sought a new way to have their desires and needs 
for leisure been satisfied. Ah Kit said, she tried to save up as much money for a trip to 
her mother's home in mainland every summer. It was because the living standard in 
Mainland was lower than in Hong Kong. She could spend a few weeks there and 
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cheer up her children. Most importantly, all her relatives and siblings were in 
mainland, Ah Kit, could live and eat at their homes without spending too much on 
touring. "We strive to save up money to buy through-train tickets to Guangzhou, to 
take them to their grandfather's home. Their grandma misses them so much. The 
living standard in Guangzhou is lower than Hong Kong. My aunt takes them out for 
lunch, shopping for new clothes and shoes. They don't expect us to bring any gifts for 
them. They know our situation. On the contrary, they buy all new things for us. Their 
grandma even said "buy the through-train tickets for us". So we go back to China 
every summer for a few weeks. They are so happy to stay there, with their aunt and 
grandma caring for their needs....” (Case file no. 13, page. 7) 
Most of them found participation in community centers' activities as the way to re-
establish new social relationship. Community center provided a place for the single-
mothers to exchange information and develop supporting networks. Most importantly, 
it enabled them to make direct use of the resources and services provided by the 
society. Some of the community centers or social service associations would provide 
recreational activities at very cheaper prices or free of charge. These activities 
included excursions, field trips, remedial classes, and fLin fair or seasoning parties, etc. 
It helped those single-mothers to maintain the quality of their children living. Nearly 
half of the respondents reported that they frequently participate in these social 
activities. It was sometimes regarded as a compensation for the children who were 
deprived of other aspects of caring. "Its all for my children. I don't want them to feel 
inferior to the other people.... (how7)...Of... Course, they don't have father... so, they 
can't live in the way like the other people can live, going to restaurant, shopping every 
weekend...." (Case file no. 11, page. 31) 
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"....What I expect from the government is that they can give more money for 
sponsoring these centers to organize more activities and remedial classes for our 
children. My children need to attend extra-tutorial classes to improve their poor 
English. I am illiterate, So I don't want them to be illiterate like me...." (Case file no. 7, 
page. 40) 
Although these social activities were provided free-of-charge or in concession, those 
welfare single-mothers needed to pay the "cost" for having to participate in them. 
They exchange "time" for having such "benefit". "But most of these kind of activities 
need queuing. I don't mind to queue up for a long time. We-- my friends who also 
lives on public assistance would like to do so.... (why?) .... because it is the cheapest 
way to get such benefit. They (the center) only offer small amount of quota. We beg 
for the social worker to exempt us from paying the fee.... Sometimes they do, 
sometimes they don't... But it takes quite a long time for them to make the decision， 
because she (the social worker) says she must report to her boss for approval...." 
(Case file no. 7, page. 40-41) 
Through participating in these activities, those single-mothers came to reconstruct 
their social circle with the people who have similar experiences like them. They were 
not necessarily sharing the same kind of values and beliefs, but more or less facing the 
same common caring circumstances. They would select few of them to befriend with. 
What these activities provided was a "social milieu" for them to exchange information 
and to make new friends. "If there are activities provided by the community center, 
we canjoin together. Otherwise, we don't have any opportunities to come together. 
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We seldom make home visit at each others' home, but sometimes we have telephone 
contact". (Case file no. 3, page. 32) 
"We chat about all aspects of our lives... like where can we buy cheaper food, which 
social services center has free-charge activities or fun fairs.... I have membership in at 
least three different social service centers. If they have any activities provided, the 
social workers would let me know. If it is offered at lower price, usually I will bring 
my children tojoin.... I also inform my friends of having such 'good' offer, like at last 
Christmas, they organized a party. It was free of charge....” (Case file no. 14，page. 28) 
Most of the social service associations have organized some concern groups or social 
gatherings which are specifically designed for single-mothers. Through participating 
in these activities, single-mothers can develop their own social supportive networks. 
A respondent told she found support and helps from these social gatherings. Even 
some of them stopped participating, they still kept in communication with some 
former group members. Borrowing money was the most common practice of those 
mothers in taking advantage of this mutual social supportive network. 
"Borrow money amongst ourselves, (What's the mean by 'ourselves'?)... That means 
those belongs to the same group, in receiving public assistance.... We have different 
date for the payment (public assistance). Some are on the first of the month, some are 
at the end of the month. If you have urgent need for using money, the other may lend 
you. Like, various kinds of payment for water and electrical charges, rents which must 
be settled at the first of the month. When you have your payment, you give it back to 
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them. Of course, it usually involves only a few hundred dollars, but up to few 
thousand dollars is not unusual." (Case file no. 6, page. 33-34) 
This borrowed money was only for expediency. But for those mothers, they could 
elicit more resources for the caring needs of their children. The consideration for 
spending money sometimes was not for its immediate economic utility. Some of the 
mothers reserve money for meeting the demands of the children's social life. ".... My 
daughter wants me to buy her a new dress for her farewell dinner. She is already a 
Form five graduate. This is the last time she will join her school activity.. •. When she 
first ask me for money, I am stunned. How can I give money for her to spend on this 
unnecessary expense.... At the end, I let her go. The only thing that I am concerned 
the most is her personality development. She needs to be more respectful." (Case file 
no. 4, page 36) 
"This means that making such simple decision, we take long time to think about 
whether we should have such spending. For our children, they also realize that we 
should carefully spend each dollar. Unless it is so necessary, we would not make any 
additional expense." (Case file no. 4’ page.37) 
Those involved in the supportive network may all know each other's situations and 
problems. Within the supportive network, they can give each other the material 
assistance as well as psychological support. Moreover, they may chat about the 
personal matters and the chores of lives. Through this kind of communication, they 
exchange their views on different issues. It helps to reinforce their sense of identity 
and perception of lives. 
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Recognition of "self. Versus Mutual recognition of "selves" 
During the interviews, those single-mothers spoke ofhow they developed routines 
and resource when they tried to meet the needs of caring at home. In response to the 
demands ofheavy caring responsibilities and the need for the financial survival of the 
family, they tried to strike a balance by simultaneously meeting and denying their 
children's needs. In doing so, it affected how they felt about themselves being a 
"mother". It was through this mothering practice, they found the lives on welfare 
contradictory. The rate of public assistance was enough to meet repletion and the cost 
of maintaining the basic operation of the family. But more than that level of needs and 
material satisfaction, it appears totally inadequate. So when they were asked to 
comment on the present CSSA scheme, what they gave was only subtle answers. 
What they expected from welfare was that it could bring them back to the level which 
was comparable to the standard of the general public. In this way, they could respond 
in particularistic way to any children's needs. They really knew such expectation 
seems unrealistic. For those who put the blame on the government, they usually had 
active participation records in numbers of social activities (like, having a number of 
memberships in different social service centers). But, it was not to say that they did 
not want any improvement. 
In the follow-up questions, I asked them to talk about themselves: "Do they feel 
themselves poor", "How do they come to define poor" and "How do they look upon 
the other recipient". It further reinforced my findings. For those who frequently made 
use ofbudgeting and self-imposed cutback strategies had no idea of the difference 
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between child caring from home caring. They had no clear-cut child-caring ideals in 
mind. Nevertheless, all of them referred the uneasy feelings for relying on public 
assistance to the difficulty ofbudgeting. As figures show, increasing number of 
single-parent families has an immediate and direct relevance to the welfare 
dependency. For they do not have the conditions for the acquisition of self-reliance. 
On the one hand, the unpaid care work may impose substantial financial pressures 
upon them. The exclusion from the labor market due to old age, low literary, and lack 
of working experiences exacerbate their reliance on "last resort" welfare benefit. On 
the other hand, the substantive effect of low assistance payment and the humiliating 
and stigmatizing experience with the welfare agency makes them feel uneasy with the 
scheme. This paradoxical effect prolongs the recipients' suffering. 
Through the delineation of these practices, we come to see the importance of friends 
as a source of mutual support when the times are tough. This mutual support systems 
reflect and reinforce the gendered organization of care within f ami l i e s^ , since most of 
the day to day material support received by those single-mother come from other 
women with more or less similar experience. This "give and take" relationship 
signifies a process, which I would like to term as "mutual recognition of selves". In 
sharing their experience with the other people, single-mothers come to terms with the 
relation with selfby realizing the fact that they are in receipt ofpublic assistance. 
They are the welfare single-mothers. There are many people like them "eating" on 
public assistance. So when those mothersjoin together, they have common grounds 
and language for conversation. The most common activity that those mothers have 
done in their leisure time is chatting. Chatting like a mirror to project their self-image. 
i06ibid.,P.163. 
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It helps to construct their self-perception and attitude toward the external world. 
Through exchanging their views on different issues in the chat, the chatters' own 
image of "welfare single-mother" may be produced. It reinforces the process of 
recognition of self. Like one of my respondent, Ah Fung, at the beginning found life 
on welfare oppressive and humiliating. When she recognized some friends who were 
also in receipt of public assistance, she knew that there were so many people having 
similar experience like her. Ah Fung felt quite release from the hard feelings that she 
had when she first came to apply for public assistance. 
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Chapter six: 
Conclusion: subjectification of self through practice 
"Central to our experience of our mothers and our mothering is a poignant 
conjunction of power and powerlessness. In any society a mother is unavoidably 
powerless... To unavoidable powerlessness is added avoidable social 
powerlessness . . ."io7 
Sara Ruddick in her essay "Maternal thinking" gives a quite impressive remark on the 
study of mothering by pointing out maternal practice is a "poignant conjunction of 
power and powerlessness." According to her explanation, the conjunction ofpower 
and powerlessness makes maternal practices oppressive to mothers. On the one hand, 
mothers mostly perform maternal practice in the conditions of isolation, restricted 
options and economic deprivation. On the other hand, they have full responsibility 
and power to protect and foster the growth of their children. The study of mothering 
therefore demands a balanced view on both its grim and its satisfying aspects. As Sara 
denotes that "mothers are principally victims of a kind of crippling work is an 
egregiously inaccurate account of women's own experience as mothers". The best way 
to understand maternal practice is not to presume the conditions of mothering 
inevitably uncontrollable and oppressive. It preserves room for accounting the 
possibilities of single-mother's resilience from the unhappy experience of dissolution 
of marriage. 
The conjunction of power and powerlessness make maternal practice more oppressive 
i�7 Sara Ruddick (1984)，"Matemal Thinking", R343. 
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to single-mothers. Single mother's self-perception, life-satisfactions as well as her 
beliefs about motherhood are affected by complex interaction of factors. Social class, 
the material conditions of mothering, and contact with the ideas of significant others 
interact with the absence of the male breadwinner from the structure of the family to 
reinforce or challenge traditional patterns of mothering behavior. To have succinct 
description of this aspect of mothering, the study of mothering alone on welfare is 
thematically related to the discussion of the relation between structure and agency. 
The insertion of "autonomous subject" into the study of subjectification helps to recast 
the relation between structure and agency. It opens up a new arena for understanding 
individual subjectivity through the study of the practice that individual subjects 
employ or develop in coping with the demands and the constraints of their lives. The 
"subjectivistic" coping strategy is introduced to theorize this process of 
subjectification. It is believed that subjectification should be understood at the 
mundane and intimate level of daily practice. But, it does not mean that the structure 
and social relations are less important. Since subject is recognized as the location of 
agencyi�8, the prominence of structural factors in framing the life chance and life 
option of individual subject still occupy the central place in the analysis of 
subjectification. As Foucault describes subjection and subjectification are the twin 
process, it is not without reason to understand how individuals are subjectified by the 
way they are subjected to particular institutional settings or structural context that they 
inhabit. Individuals come to recognize themselves as discrete and autonomous 
subjects whose sense of "clear" identity is sustained through the subjection to 
particular power relations. Nevertheless, too much emphasis on this process of 
i�8 Barbara L. Marshall (1994), Engendering Modernity- Feminism, social theory and social change, 
London: Polity Press, P.94. 
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subjection may lead to the subsequent omission of the creative agency of individual 
subjects. Without giving due importance to the creative agency of individual subjects, 
the study of subjectification would only replicate the argument of structural 
determinism which those contemporary sociologists try hard to avoid in their redress 
of the interplay between the structure and the agent. So the best way to study 
subjectification is to render on an approach which can take in the significance of 
autonomous subjects while also recognize the prominence of structural constraint. For 
this reason, this research opts for individual ordering practice in replacing social 
relation as the main focus of studying subjectification. 
This thesis presumes single-mother as the active and sole agent in the family to 
coordinate competing demands ofhomemaking and child caring. The experience of 
mothering is therefore assumed as enabling women to develop skills and capacity to 
form relationships. Mothering involves both labor, skill and networking, it is not just 
an emotional, intuitive, and bodily based activity, but also rational and reflective. 
Mothers need to be strong to cope with different competing demands of caring works 
associated with mothering: running home, managing complementary child-care 
arrangement and maintaining relationships with family, friends and others. So it is not 
unusual for mothers to develop particular moral reasoning and caring techniques out 
of their particular caring experience. 
Most of the single-mothers face with the problem of the asymmetry between power 
and responsibility. What they need to care about are more than what they could bear. 
Mothers have to build a distinctive daily routine, which is organized around the 
timetable of their family member's needs: by meal times and sleep times, by school 
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times, etc. It is equivalent to say mother's lives more or less are built around the need 
and welfare of the children. This perspective presumes mothering as the contradictory 
experience. Caring assumes heavy responsibility in being accountable for children's 
health, their intelligence and performance at home, the clothes they wear and their 
general development. The tasks involved may be time-consuming and monotonous. 
Most importantly, they have direct shaping effects upon the daily lives of those 
single-mothers. Since mothering occurs within specific social contexts that vary in 
terms of material and cultural resources and constraints, those mothers may draw on 
different methods to get the caring work be done. 
However, the engagement of non-waged work at home renders most of the single-
mothers vulnerable to the economic pressures after the live ofbeing alone. The 
unrelievable responsibility of child caring and its associated tasks ofhome-making 
keep them from re-entering into the labor market. The only alternative left is in 
receiving public assistance. But, the experiences of single-motherhood and welfare 
dependency are always perceived as deviant from the social norm of the society. It is 
generally believed that family and work ethics are the basic essences in support ofthe 
functioning of our society. Especially in traditional Chinese society, with restricted 
sexual division of labor at home, it is the family who performs the major task of 
protecting the "vulnerable"-- women and the children. An "ideal" family model 
should be male breadwinner, economically supporting the family, and his wife taking 
care of the family attentively. However, single-motherhood runs counter to this 
breadwinner/carer family model. It is analogous to "familial failure" whose family are 
"incomplete" or at "disintegration". At least, in economic terms, they are deprived of 
an important source of income which comes from the male. It explains why most of 
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the divorced, separated and widowed mothers are most likely being discriminated and 
find the post-marital experience punitive and discrediting. On the other hand, welfare 
dependency is regarded as defective to work ethic. The use of public assistance is 
understood as not able to secure sufficient economic welfare on his/her own. It is 
under this caring circumstance that those single-mothers find the lives on welfare 
contradictory. 
Following on what Foucault suggests, "we should try to grasp the subjection in its 
material instance as the constitution of sut)ject,_, subjectification is studied through 
the practice of individual employed in ordering their day-to-day experience. It 
assumes that individual are capable of self-reflective ofhis/her own conduct. Before 
individuals come to reflect themselves as the subjects of their own conduct, they must 
undergo a certain kind of problematization. In scrutinizing the kind of 
problematization that individual undergone, this thesis come further to implicate the 
formation of subject depends on the practice of subjection. Second, individual enjoys 
certain degree of autonomy and independence in ordering their day-to-day existence. 
If power or structuring force is said to be in effect, they must be exercised over free 
individual. As Foucault notes that "power is excised only over free subjects, and only 
insofar as they are free. By this we mean individual or collective subjects who are 
faced with a field of possibilities in which several ways ofbehaving, several relations 
and diverse compartment may be realized. Where the determining factors saturate the 
whole there is no relationship of power; slavery is not a power relationship when man 
is in chain.""�With the idea of "free subject", power relations become the necessary 
precondition for the establishment of social relations. It makes possible the process of 
109 Michael Foucault (1980)，Power/Knowledge, P.97. 
"° Michael Foucault (1982)，"The Subject and Power", P.211. 
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the self-formation. 
Mitchell Dean in his study of self-formation, adds the word "ethical" in front of"self-
formation" to make it synonymous with the concept of subject-formation. According 
to him, the word "ethic" in Foucault's theory refers to "the kind of relationship you 
ought to have with yourself, rapport a soi." which determines how the individual is 
supposed to constitute himself as a moral subject ofhis own action."m In this sense, 
an activity is said to be ethical, only if it constitutes ourselves as the moral subject. In 
his account of morality, Foucault notes that there are different practices and activities 
which mediates individual behaviors and its relation to the society. Through these 
practices or activities, individual are conscious ofhimself/herself as a moral subject of 
his/her own conduct. 
In chapter three, single-mothers' anxieties for economic security are studied. Non of 
the respondents hoped for long-duration on welfare. But no one could tell how they 
could achieve independence. They were anxious about long-duration on welfare. To 
understand why they were so anxious, it necessitates the study of mothering alone to 
probe into the question ofhow they come to understand themselves. Whether they 
come to receive public assistance by following the suggestion of the other people or 
by her own decision, the receipt of public assistance can be regarded as a strategy for 
helping themselves to resolve the immediate economic problem. It gives them 
economic support for performing their home and child-caring responsibilities, for 
coping with the financial demand of the daily living and most importantly, and for 
transient "recuperation". In fact, what single-mothers seek for in receipt of public 
1" Mitchell Dean (1994), “ 'A social structure of many soul': Moral regulation, government and self-
formation", Canadian Journal of Sociology, 19 (2)，P.145-167. 
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assistance is a sense of security ofliving. That is the reason why the enabling features 
of welfare dependency are most often highlighted when they first come to rely on 
welfare in a time of crisis or exigency. But the anxiety for the sense of security of 
living still pervades after they come to terms with the lives on welfare. It is found that 
most of the single-mothers are anxious about their own future and about when would 
their receipt of public assistance be terminated. These anxieties for the sense of 
security ofliving are believed strongly influenced by their own evaluation of their 
life-chances in future. Especially, at the time when they are subject to the choice 
between work and welfare. On the one hand, they are subjected to the pressures of 
pushing them out for work to earn more money; on the other hand, they also face with 
the force of pulling back to welfare for having more time to take care of the children. 
The anxieties for economic security predominate the maternal thinking. 
Concomitantly, lives on welfare are increasingly experienced as negating and 
constraining. The sense ofbeing a "dependent mother" are reinforced and reproduced 
by their experience on continuously coping alone with various demands oftheir lives 
on welfare. This account of single-mother's own reflection of self corresponds to 
Foucault's understanding of subject as tied to their own identity by conscience and 
self-knowledge. 
The theme of ”self-problematization" comes next to "self-reflection" in chapter four to 
further illustrate the way ofhow single-mothers come to acquire their sense of self-
understanding from another different angle. Welfare recipient's subjectivity is molded 
and shaped, not only by the different style ofliving on welfare, but more directly 
within the field of interaction with the welfare agency. This field of interaction is in 
the process of claiming reimbursement. In the process of claiming reimbursement, 
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single-mothers are far from being anonymous, but become the subject ofdetailed 
inquiries, definition, and assessment, and the ongoing case records. They are 
problematized by these administrative procedures. At the same time, in this subjection 
to welfare inquisition, they always tend to problematize themselves, thinking that 
whenever the problem exist, it is due to their fault. This kind of thinking is mostly 
reflected in the practices that they use to deal with the welfare agency in fending for 
the interests of their families. 
In coping with the restrictive effects ofliving on welfare, single-mothers may make 
use ofdifferent "self-helped" strategies or practices. These practices help to reinforce 
the process of"recognition of self. Those single-mothers learn about their own 
capacity for coping with constraints. It is through these daily practices that they come 
to further rebuild their own "relation with self'. This process of subjectification 
becomes intensified when they come to fight against marginalization, at the same time 
trying to maintain the independence of their family. Suffering from this twin forces of 
living on welfare (marginalization and dependency), single-mothers are torn between 
the conflicting demands and wishes ofbeing a responsible mother, a capable 
housewife, the head of the family and a welfare recipient. These conflicting demands 
and wishes plausibly reflect the gendered organization of care at home. Single-
mothers "confront" and "contain" hardships and the contradictory shaping forces of 
lives in the way they care for the children by reliance on welfare. They come to make 
sense of their "self' via these practices. 
Women may frequently experience the local setting as offering them opportunities for 
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control, but which also controls them, their activities and v a l u e s . " 2 By contact that 
they made with other women with more or less the same experience, those single-
mothers also come to "recognize" themselves. This is by "mutual recognition of self'. 
The supportive network that those single-mothers rebuild are believed to have 
subjectifying effect upon themselves. It encompasses both the aspect offriendship as 
well as the aspect of "instrumentality". Through getting the support and help from the 
other single-mothers, they acknowledge each other's "problems" and "circumstances". 
Either through intimate knowledge based on close contact or impressionistic 
knowledge based on passing acquaintance, single-mothers learn about themselves 
sharing the "same fate". In chapter five, these practices are delineated. 
In the personal narratives of their own lived experience, those interviewed single-
mothers single out a number of different practices that they use for coping with the 
demands and pressures of mothering alone on welfare. When asked the reasons 
behind making such practices, most of them answer in a quite subtle way, saying that 
it is what a single-mother can do. To understand the meaning of this subtle answer, it 
requires a recognition of the positioning of gendered subjects both materially and 
i d e o l o g i c a l l y . m In fact, the tension that exists in feeling of"empowered" and 
"disempowered" are deeply entrenched in the experience of mothering alone on 
welfare. Those single-mothers are conscious of the "identity" ofbeing a welfare 
"dependent", getting help from the other without earning for her own living. It induces 
a sense offailure. Such feeling is come from 1) subject to someone else by control 
and dependence; 2) internalization of social norm which give her "identity by a 
conscience and self-knowledge". In adopting different caring and coping practices or 
112 LindaBell & Jane Ribbens (1994), The Sociological Review 1994，Blackwell Publishers, P.227-256. 
113 Barbara L. Marshall (1994)，Engendering Modernity- Feminism, social theory and social change, 
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strategies to resist the restrictive effect of first living alone and then living on welfare, 
single-mothers are all required to act their "selves" out. So in order to pave the way 
for empowerment at personal level, a fuller account of this formation ofgendered 
subjectivity is needed. The assumptions of autonomous mothering support the 
possibility of "creation of opportunities within constraints". It preserves much space 
for the account of the potential of women's creativity and agency within different 
social relations. This is the reason why we should come to encapsulate the way of 
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